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ABSTRACT

From l-95L to 1-971,, Pakistan received a large share of
total Canadian developrnent assistance disbursed during that
period. OnIy fndia secured more Canadian foreign aid. While

Canadian aid to Pakistan ranked second in Canada's overall
program, the amount of aid was small in comparison to that
provided by other donor nations, and therefore had little
discernable irnpact on Pakistan,s overall development during

the period studied.

External pressures, freguent dissent from linguistic and

ethnic minorities within Pakistan, and numerous conflicts with
its neighbour fndia, seriously inhibited politicat stabitity
and economic arowth in Pakistan. The high level of American

níIitary and economic assistance delivered to Pakistan ensured

that Pakistan's civil and rnilitary élites were abl_e to
maintain their control over the state apparatus. fn some

respects, pre-existing potitical and economic difficutties
worsened, thus liniting the impact of aid arriving from Canada

and other donors.

Canada's development assistance program in pakistan,

while significant in the context of Canadars overall program,

was not large enough to facilitate dramatic political change

nor lJas it intended to do so. Rather, its purpose v¡as to help

build the economic framework that would maintain the political
status quo.
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CEAPTER ONE

INTRODI'CTION

Historiography

Since l-951, Canada's modern foreign aid program has

become increasingly complex and regionally inclusive. While

many of the so-called ttThird Worldtr countries are, or have

been, recipients of Canadian aid dollars, there are a select
few that have consistently been at the top of Canadars aid
program since its inception. Most conspicuous among these are

the nations of South Asia, primarily Pakistan, fndia and,

after L97l-, Bangladesh.

Canada's modern aid effort in Pakistan is worthy of
further scrutiny for many reasons. Pakistan was one of the

first developing countries to receive forej-gn aid from Canada

and, throughout the period studied, !'¡as among the favourite
dest,inations for Canadian aid dollars. fndeed, from L951- to
1,97L, Pakistan vras recipient of the second largest amount of

development assistance provided by Canada to developing

nations.

An assessment of the historiography on Canadars aid

relationship with Pakistan suggests that the topic has been

given insufficient attention by scholars. There are a number

of informative studies that have undertaken the task of

explaining and evaluating Canada,s aid policy in general, but

these studies tend to focus on Canada,s post-l-968 associations

with nations in Àfrica and Asia and generally have a narrow
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time frame of five to ten years.l These pubtications are, for
the most part, historical but are undertaken by politicat
scientists and economists interested in more contemporary

developments. Àt present, there is no study that effectively
explains the reasons for and describes the nature of Canadars

involvement in Pakistan; conseç[uently, the history of Canada's

aid relationship with Pakistan is fragmented and inadeguately

explained, lacking any genuine thematic or chronological

cohesion.

There are two studies of Canadian external aid that stand

out for their comprehensive and critical approach to Canadars

foreign aid policy in general. The first, A Samaritan State?

by Keith Spicer, is guite comprehensive in its examination of
the broader aspects of Canada,s foreign aid experience.Z Of

particular interest is Spicer,s discussion of the political,
economic and humanitarían motivations for Canadian foreign
aid. Although he does not focus specificatly on pakistan,

Spicer includes a useful description and critical evaluation

of two of Canada,s Colombo Plan sponsored projects in
Pakistan: the Warsak Dam project and the Maple Leaf Cement

Plant project.

The second, Perpetuatincr Poverty by Robert Carty and

Virginia S¡nith, approaches the topic of Canadian foreign

1S"", for instânce, Cranford Pratt, ed.,
Poticies: An Amraisa[, (l,lontreat: tlcGitt-Queen,s University Press, 1994),. Roger Ehrhardt, Canadian
Devetopment Assistance to Banqtadesh, (Ottaxa: The llorth-South Institute, 1983),. RéaL Laverne, Canadian
Devetopment Assistance to Senesat, (Ottaxa: The North-South Institute, 1987r; and Roger Young, Canadian
Devetorne-nt Assistance to Tsnzsnia, (Ottara: lhe North-South Institute, 1983).

zX"ith Spi..r, A Samâritan Stâte?, (Íoronto: University of Toronto press, 19óó).
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assistance much more critically than À Samaritan State?. In

their study, Carty and Snith outline the problems of Canadian

bilateral, mu1tilateral, and food and development aid to its
various regional programs.3 They focus on the Canadian

International Development Agency (CIDA) and therefore

concentrate on Canada's aid program after CIDA's creation in
1968. While there is little to be learned of Canada's pre-

CfDÀ aid program in Pakistan specifically, their often harsh

analysis of CIDÀ's activities provides some valuable, atbeit
superficial, information on Canada's aid relationship with

both Pakistan and Bangladesh during the 1-970s.

Àrnong the few studíes that focus indirectly on Canada's

relationship with Pakistan is an M.A. thesis written by

Muharnmed Abdul Hai. In his in-depth study of Canadian aid

policy during the L950s and L960s, Hai contends that Canada

extended development assistance to developing countries
rrbecause she is genuinely interested to help these countries

achieve economic well-being, which also promotes security and

peace of the world. rr4 Although hís thesis does not focus

directly on Canadian aid to Pakistan, Hai does devote a

chapter to an exploration of Canada's development assistance

program in Pakistan. While this chapter provides some useful

insight into Canada's relationship with Pakistan, it does so

3Rob".t Carty and Smith, Virginia, Perpetuatinq Poverty: The PotiticaI Economy of Canadian
Foreign Aid, (Toronto: Bet¡leen the Lines, 1981).

4lluhanrnad lbdut Hai, Canadian Aid PoLicy, (Unprbl,ished l,l.A. Thesis, Schoot of Pubtic
Adninistration, Carteton Uníversity,'1967), i.
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only superficially and contains very little analysis or

criticar examination of the poriticar or economic dynamics

that prompted Canada to supply aid to Pakistan. His study

does, however, provide an early view of Canadars aid polícy
and Hai propagates the seerning importance of the humanitarian

motivation in the forrnulation of Canadian aid poticy.
Foreign Aid and fndustrial- Development in pakistan, by

S.A. Abbas and lrving Brecher, takes a somewhat different
approach in that its focus is on Pakistanrs overall aid
experience.s Both authors have backgrounds in economics or
trade and export policy and there is litt1e attempt or need on

their part to provide an historical evaluation of the aid
provided by Canada. Although their study does provide a brief
sunmary of Canadian aid to Pakistan, with a focus on the

relationship that existed during the 1960s, Abbas and

Brecher's main purpose ís to critically assess pakistanrs

overall foreign aid experience from the earry i.950s to the end

of the Pakistan,s Second Five-Year plan in l_965. They are

concerned with the potentiar for indusÈrial development in
Pakistan and the extent to which the foreign aid contributed

by donor nations was utilized for that purpose. In addition
to their discussion of Canadars involvement in pakistan, the

authors examine Pakistanrs relationship with all major aid-
givihg nations.

. -. 
5lrvìng Brecher & S.A. Abbas, Foreign Aid arìd Industrial Devel.orment in Pakistan, (CanÈridge:

CanËridge University Press, 1972).
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Àn insightful exploration of the history of Canadars aid
relationship with Bangladesh, the former East pakistan, is
found in Roger Ehrhardt's Canadian Developrnent Assistance to
Bangl-adesh. Ehrhardt touches briefry on the nature of that
relationship before Bangladesh's emergence in Lg7L, but his
primary focus is on Canada's post-1921- aid program in
Bangradesh and how that program evolved to meet, the changing

needs of the netr South Asian nation. Ehrhardtrs work is
especiarly varuable for its coherent use of statistics that
irrustrate aid amounts and types. These statistics assist the

reader in cornprehending the intricacies and diversity of
Canada's aid program in Bangladesh and help to place it in the

context of Canadats overall aid program.

Apart from these studies, Iittle else has been written
about Canada's foreign aid program ín pakistan. This is guite

surprising given the close aid relationship that evorved

between the two countries after L95l-. The amount of canadian

aid delivered to Pakistan over the 20 year period studied was

nearly $¡zo million, and second only to aid provided to rndia.
What is reguired, then, is a comprehensive study of Canadats

aid program in Pakistan that explains the reasons for and

nature of the aid rerationship that evolved between the two

countries, taking more fully into consideration the poriticar
and economic fact,ors that influenced that rerationship.
Àpproaching the topic in this way will generate a more precise

and meaningfur understanding of canada,s foreign aid program



in Pakistan.

Focus and Scope

Canadats aid program in Pakistan formally began with the

official launching of the Commonwealth's Colombo Plan for Co-

operative Economic Development in South and South-East Asia in
l-951. From then until L97L, Canada's aid effort in pakistan

expanded significantly and the amount of Canadian aid

disbursed to the South Asian nation steadily increased. South

Asia's regional stabitity r¡ras severely disrupted in L9Tl- after
East Pakistan's secession from Pakistan to become the nevr

nation of Bangladesh.6 The civil-war that ensued between the

two wings and India's rnilitary intervention in the conflict
forced Canadian policyrnakers to redefine their South Asian aid

strategy.

Canadian aid policy towards Pakistanr âs towards other

developing countries, has generally been shaped by three broad

sets of factors: domestic factors within Canada, international
economic and political conditions, and the econornic and

political circumstances of Pakistan itself. Any examination

of Canada's aid effort in Pakistan must take into
consideration the political environment into which that aid

was delivered and how events in both Pakistan and the whole of
South Àsia influenced the type and amount of aid provided. ft

óP"ki.t.n, during the period str.rdied, tras corprised of tro sections: lJest Pakistan and East
Pakistan, Iocated on opposite sides of India.
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should also be noted that although Pakistan consistently
received a large share of Canadian aid dollars, Canada's aid

program ín Pakistan was overshadowed by a steady flow of

substantial amounts of military and economic assistance from

the United States.

Although Canada has provided development assistance to

Pakistan through bilateral and a variety of multilateral
channels, the focus of the thesis is on bilateral- assistance.

This assistance can be grouped into three main categories:

grant aid, including technical assistance, development loans

and food aid. Canada's grant aid, which v¡as the main type of

assistance provided to Pakistan through much of the period

studied, was directed mainly towards capital projects and a

variety of other development schemes. Developrnent loans

became an increasingly important part of Canada's aid program

beginning in the nid-tgeos. Food aid was a less freguent

component of Canada's aid to Pakistan.

Methodology and Constraints

To determine the exact nature of Canadats aid program in
East and West Pakistan, published materials, government

documents and reports, both published and unpublished, qrere

examined. In the course of the research, a number of problerns

were encountered. Some of the archival material is still
classified and access to it was deníed. The CIDA policy of

not pennitting outsiders to use its Iibrary was also a
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frustrating constraint. In addition, CIDA denied access to

evaluations and some end-of-project reports on its activities

in Pakistan. Despite these constraints, sufficient, research

data were available to pursue an investigation of the major

themes identified above.

Another significant difficulty encountered !¡as sorting

through discrepancies in the statistical information found in

Canadian government publications regarding annual allocations

and disbursements of aid.7 For example, while Canada's

Department of External Affairs annual reviews or House of

Commons debates may cíte a proposed contribution of $25

nillion to the Colombo Plan for a given year, the actual

amount disbursed may be significantly lower or higher than

that announced. In addition, annual figures for regional and

country disbursements found in earlier cfDA documents are

frequently dissinilar to more recent data. For the sake of

consistenCy, recent data provided by CIDA will be used and

discrepancies wilt be noted as they occur.

Thesis outline

To properly understand the circumstances that motivated

Canada to became a donor of foreign aid, it is prudent to

devote some attention to an examination of the globa1 climate

that emerged after the Second World War. Accordingly, Chapter

TSee Carty & Smith, Perpetuatins Poverty, 29, 'for an explanation of the difference betreen
appropriations, a[ locations, cormítrnents and disbursements.
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Two describes the momentous changes in global relations that
occurred following the Second World War and how the fear of

communism spreading to newly independent and impoverished

regions of Àsia was in large part responsible for providing

the impetus for Canada's involvement with foreign aid.

Chapter Two also recounts Àsia's post-war transition from

colonialism to neo-colonialism and explains why, and to what

extent, Canada became involved with foreign aid and why its
irnrnediate focus was South Asia, specifically India and

Pakistan. This is followed by a brief examination of the

historical background of Canadian-Asian relations at the end

of World War II, the evolution of Canadian aid policy, and the

motivations that have prompted Canada to distribute aid to its
regional programs throughout the world.

Pakistan's political and economic situation prior to the

fonnation of the Colornbo Plan is discussed in some detail in
Chapter Three. The creation of the Colornbo PIan in l-950 is
also explained as are it,s purpose and operation. Another

issue given brief attention in this chapter is how Canada,s

participation in the Colombo Plan and its foreign aid effort
r.¡ere initially received by the Canadian public and media.

Chapter Four is a detailed examination of the aid

relationship that evolved between Canada and Pakistan over the

period under study. Besides its evaluation of Pakistan,s

often precarious political situation, Chapter Four also

examines the changing econornic conditions ín Pakistan during
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each of the three Pakistan Government Five-year Economic

Development. Prans that ran from L955-l-960, i-960-i-965 and L965-

l97o respectivery. canada's aid rerationship with pakistan is
analyzed and how, if at aII, Canadian aid policy adjusted to
meet Pakistants changing situation during each period.

The reasons for East Pakistanrs withdrawal from its union

with west Pakistan in L97r are examined in chapter Five. rt
aÌso discusses in some detair the civir-war that occurred

within Pakistan, and the ensuing v¡ar, brief as it was, that
erupted between Pakistan and India over East pakistanrs

secession. canada's immediate response to the south Asian

confricts and the new political environment that emerged in
that region are also explained in this chapt,er.

Chapter Six provides a postscript on Canadars aid
relationship with both Pakistan and Bangradesh, the former

East Pakistan, into the l-970s and L980s with a brief rook at
where Pakistan fits today in Canadars aid program. To fully
appreciate the plaee that pakistan had in Canada's aid
program, Chapt,er Six undertakes a guantitat,ive assessment of
that program as it relates to Canadars aid experience. Àn

overall conclusion ends the thesis.



CEÀPTER TIÍO

I'fODERI{ FOREIGN ÀID: BACKGROT'ND

Modern Foreign Aid Begins

The conclusion of the Second World War in August of L945

ushered in a significantly new period of global political and

economic interaction. Characterized by Cold War politics and

the emergence of the so-called |tThird Worldrr, this post-war

period also witnessed the rapid demise of l,9th-century style
colonialism and the resulting demarcation of North and South

based on regional disparities in economic prosperity and

standard of living. The upshot of these emerging trends in
the new relationship between North and South was the advent of
modern development assistance or foreign aid.

Àn international environment emerged in which the ftow of

foreign aid from the developed nations to the developing

nations became an acceptable and often successful means of

naintaining Western hegemony in the politicalty and

economically unstable regions of the wortd. However, the

post-war foreign aid flow from the developed North to the

developing South did not manifest itself until after L950.

Instead, the inmediate flow of aid was directed towards Europe

where nearly six years of conflict had left, the continent in
economic and social disarray. Large amounts of financial aid,

specifically frorn the United States, v/ere directed for
reconstruction purposes to Western Europe in the form of the

Marshall Plan (L947-L952) and served to dramatically speed up
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Western Europe,s post-war recovery. Formally known as the

European Recovery Progiram, the Marshall Plan provided American

economic and technical assistance to sixteen west European

countries. Its objectives vtere to repair the rJar-ravaged I{est

European economy and to stimurate rapid economic growth and

trade among the major non-communist countríes.1

T.Iestern Europe continued to benefit from a relatively
steady flow of American capital aid during the early post-war

years. Àmerican attention v¡as, hov/ever, soon distracted by

events unfolding in other regions of the world. These events,

coupled with the perceived threat of gtobal communist

expansion, induced the United States and its Western aI1ies,
whose interests were also deemed to be threatened, to look

outside of Europe at vurnerabre new nations that !¡ere now

emerging in the Asia.

The reasons for Western attention focusing on Asia are

evident. It was in Asia that Europers colonial hold on

territory t¡as first loosened and vulnerable new nations sought

basic economic and political stability. Many of these

nations, mainly those in South-East Asia, had been occupied by

Japan during the war and, as was the case in Europe, repairing
war-damaged economies s/as a priority. However, it rrras the

communist rrthreatrt that prornpt,ed Western attention to be

turned tor¡ards Àsia. rndeed, for the west the heightened fear

- 
1Fo. a coÍptete and detail.ed history of the l,larshatL Plan see llichaet J. Hogan, The tilanshal.t

Ptan, (USA: CanÈridge University Press, 1987).
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of communist ideology spreading into South and South-East Asia

verged on rabid paranoia. China's revolutionary upheaval in

L949 and the outbreak of war on the Korean peninsula in 1950

reinforced Western fears that communist, expansion throughout

Asia was imminent.

Led by the United States, Western potJers sought

substantive measures that would assist in preserving their

influence in a region that appeared to be increasingly

threatened by communism. The Truman Doctrine, put before the

Àmerican Congress in L947, reinforced Arnerican resolve to

assist independent countries struggling against internal and

external subversion. Potiticians in Britain agreed in

principte with the Truman Doctrine and they, along with their

Commonwealth allies, followed the American lead. With the

addition of its new Asian members, the Commonwealth had become

one of the largest and, it was believed by its members, one of

the most important political associations in the world at that

tirne. Great Britain and its Commonwealth allies sought to

ensure that the spirit of commonvlealth rrbrotherhoodrr vtas

preserved and expanded.2

One effort designed to promote and preserve the

Commonwealth was the Colombo Plan. It had been proposed by

Australia in January 1950 as a means of ensuring political

stability in South and South-East Àsia through the provision

Zlester B. Pearson confirmed this desire in
ItCanada and the Conrnonreatthtt, Eq!g..1!.!g!!9þ!ggg

an address to the Enpire Cl.ub of Canada. see
(1957-1958),117-127.
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of substantial development assistance by the wealthier members

of the commonwearth and, it was hoped, by the united states.
Canada signed onr but its participation was, at first,
reructant and cautious. canada's initial $25 mirlion
contribution r{ras directed towards rndia and pakistan. rt
began what rapidly became a substantial effort and commitment

on the part of Canada to the provide developrnent assistance to
those, and later other, countries in both south and south-East

Asia.

The motivations for providing foreign aid have been

traditionarly divided into humanitarian, poriticar and

economic categories. However, guided by a simplistic desire
to prevent the spread of communism in Asia, canada's first aid
venture was crearly founded on poriticar motivations.
canada's political érites, mirroring the efforts of their
counterparts in the united states, gallantry sought to prepare

canada for the challenge of preventing unwanted and

destructive politicar systems from spreading into a region of
the world that Canada, ironically, had up to then no

substantive political, economic or humanitarian involvement or
interest.

Despite the blatant irnpact that potitical motivations had

on early policy formulation, the presence of a genuine

humanitarian element in canada's aid policy should not be

discounted. There was, certainly, an idearist,ic social and

hurnanitarian erement to be found in canadian policy, that of
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maintaining and strengthening the Commonwealth and of

assisting the starving nillions of the world. In fact, a

scrutiny of the speeches and statements delivered by Canada's

political éIites during the early l-950s demonstrates that

rhetoric with altruistic overtones was freguently employed.

These political leaders lamented the poverty that existed

in the new Commonwealth and non-Commonwealth nations of Àsia.

They emphasized the need for Canada and other wealthy nations

to assist in alleviating the suf,fering of Asia's rnillions.

Despite his firrn belief that communists $¡ere rrthe greatest,

menace to national freedomt'3, Lester B. Pearson, then the

Secretary of States for External Affairs (SSEA), in a speech

to Parliament in January 1954, tempered his anti-communist

rhetoric by arguing that Canada's ttpolicy in Asia . must

be more than a policy mainly of opposition to communism. It

must be constructive, and anti-communism should not be the

only claim to our assistance.tr4 The value of his words t¡as,

however, undermined by the conspicuous influence that
political motivations, particularly that of anti-communism,

had on Canada's political leaders as a whole.

The real justification for Canadian aid, then, !ùas far

more political than economic or humanitarian.5 canada jumped

headfirst onto the anti-communist bandwagon and followed the

3Lester B. Pearson, rrcanada and the CormonHeatth", EEp!Lg-9-lg!..¡!ç!lESgg, (1957'1958), 120.
4Lester B. Pearson, House of coírnons Debâtes, II (January 29, 1954),1590 (hereafter cited as

Debates).
5Douglas G. Angt in, rrCanada's ExternaI Assistance Prografinerr, InternationaI JournaI IX (Sumìer

1951>, 203.
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lead of the United States, Great Britain and other Western

powers in their hostilíty towards communist insurgency. It
was the overwhelning fear of communist ideology subverting the

newly independent econonically and politically weak nations of
Asía that prompted the Canadian government to act. Communist,

ItimperiaÌísmrr had, for the time being, been stopped in Europe,

but it had not been stopped in Asia, where it, was tttrying

desperately to win pohrer over those millions of people by

allying itself with forces of national liberation and social
reform. rró

Pearson's contention that the provision of Canadian aid

needed to be based on a more constructive agenda \â¡as, in
reality, naive and simplistic given Canadars lack of a defined

strategy for providing foreign assistance to developing

countries. Because the whote concept of foreign aid was new

to Canada, Canadían aid policy exhibited a lack of focus with
no discernible strategy. Determining the amount and kind of
aid to provide a recipient country nas difficult as there was

no government agency or department responsible for the

administration of Canadian aid or for fonnulating aid policy.
Such an agency would not appear until after L960.

óLester B. Pearson, Debâtes I (February 22, 1g5lr, 130.
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Canada and Asia

Canada had relatively few political or economic ties with

Asia príor to 1950. The Canadian government did, beginning in
the late l-800s, initiate linited official contact with China,

Japan and Korea. This contact was confined, though, to basic

trade and informal diplonatic relations. Canadian missionaries

were also guite active in China and Korea at this tine, but

their activities $¡ere not sanctioned by the Canadian

government. Asian irnmigration to Canada in the late t-9th and

early 20th century gave Canadians a closer view of Asian

society and customs. However, Canada,s restrictive Asian

imnigration policy, and incidents such as those involving the

Komagata Maru, tarnished what might have otherwise grown into
a friendlier and more productive relationship with South

Asia.7 Canada's rnilitary effort in Asia during the Second

World War vras unremarkable, with the exception of Canadars

participation in the token defense of Hong Kong.

The emergence of Pakistan and fndia as independent

nations of the Commonwealth in L947, Chinats revolution in
L949, and the outbreak of war in l-950 in Korea, were events

that both trincreased the scope of Canadian foreign policy and

gave it a ner¡, though by no means predominant, Asian

orientation.rts As Canada's political leaders became aware of

,
'The lggqglg_@ carried 376 Punjabis, mostty Sikhs, bound for Canada in 1914. After

arriving in Vancower, the irmigrants Here forced to remain aboard ship for 2 months rhite Canadian
irmigration officiats nanoeuvred successfutty to keep them out of Canada. The incident received
considerabte negative press in India.

8P"t"a Harnetty, rtCanada's Asian Pol.icy: The Case of Pakistanrr, South Asian RevieH III (January
1970) , 117.
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Asia's rising importance, particularly that of the nations

that, comprised Commonwealth Asia, the leve1 of contact with

Asian nations began to increase dramatically and important new

relationships were forged. Canada's SSEA, Lester Pearson,

reminded Parliament that the rrthree Asian members of the

Commonwealth at Colombo represent 440 million people while the

rest of us . represent only 75 nillion.e Canadars

participation in programs such as the Colombo Plan was

considered logical given Canada's passionate support of the

CommonweaLth and the spirit of rrbrotherhoodrr it promoted among

member nations.

Until l-960, the nations of South Asia; India, Pakistan

and Ceylon, !,rere the main beneficiaries of Canada,s fledgling
aid program. Other Asian nations did receive aid but the

amount provided to these nations eras considerably less than

the amounts offered to South Asia. Other regions of the

world, such as Africa and Latin America, remained outside the

scope or on the periphery of Canadian foreígn aid poticy.

The reasons for this are apparent. With only a few

exceptions, most African nations remained under the control of

Europe's surviving colonial powers and most would not gain

their independence until after l-960. These countries

continued to be the concern of their colonial masters, and

their vulnerability to ideological intrusion was not a

significant concern of Canadian policy. For those reasons,

9L".au. 8. Pesrson, Debates, I (February ?2, 1g5O), 129.
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Canadian aid did not consistently appear on that continent

until the early L960s.

Canada also delivered aid to Latin America after L96O,

but the amounts r¡ere insignificant when compared to aid

offered to Asia, Àfrica and the Caribbean region. The United

States considered its Monroe Doctrine stiIl in effect and the

Kennedy administration's launching of Alliance for Progress,

an aid effort aimed at changing Latin Àmerica drastically in
a decade, demonstrated its commitment to ensuring that Latin

America remain part of its sphere of infIuence.lo For these

reasons, the threat of communist expansion in Africa and Latin

Àmerica did not become the notivational force that it became

in Asia during the early period of the CoId War. Africa
remained, for the time-being, safe in the arms of its colonial
masters. Latin America, America's rrbackyardrr, was fenced in
and thus safe.

Because the reality of communist expansion in Asia $/as

considered more tangible, the Canadian government felt that it
had a responsibility, through its rnernbership in the

Commonwealth, to ensure that democrat,ic principles !¡ere

promoted and protected in Commonwealth Asia. In a speech made

to the Women's Canadian CIub ín Victoria, Canadian Prirne

Minister Louis St. Laurent told his audience that there were

two useful weapons that could be employed to accomplish this.

10Ho*.,dJ.l,liardaarrdHarveyF.Ktine,eds.,,(UsA:
lJestvier Press, Inc., 1990), 74.
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While he acknowledged that Canada "may have no choice but to
use the rnilitary r^reapons as we have been forced to do in
Korearr, he stressed that Canada preferred to rruse the economic

weapons as h¡e are in the Colornbo Plan.,r11

Backgrounð to Canaða's lfodern Foreign Aid Progr¡n

A careful scrutiny of Canadars modern external aid
program up to the L970s reveals three basic periods in the

Canadian government's efforts to define and implement its
foreign aid objectives. These periods follow roughly the

evolution of Canada's external aid program from a scheme which

!¡as poorly planned, lacked precise, Iong-term strat.egies and

gave little consideration to balancing the national interest
with foreign policy, to a program that had a central agency

so1ely responsible for the administration and implementation

of Canadats long-term foreign aid objectives.

The first period began in 1945 following the end of the

Second World War and concluded prior to the creation of the

Colornbo Plan in L950.12 Although the war guadrupled Canada's

national debt, the overall impact on the Canadian economy was

positive. A good portion of mutual aid money had been spent

in Canada, resulting in the doubling of Canadars gross

11Loui" St. Laurent, rrcanada,s Retations ¡lith Asist¡, Ststenents & Soeeches 52133 (Ottâ¡{a: DEA
Information Division), 7.

1zDougl."s G. Angtin, in his articte rrCanada,s Externat Assistance Prograrrnetr lnternationat
Journat, IX (Surner 1954)z 193-207, surnnrizes the key cørponents of Canada's externat assistance to
European and under-devel,oped nations before 1950.
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national product (cNP).13 The creation of the Department of

Reconstruction in 1-944 was intended to assist in converting

wartime industries to civilian and consumer production and

t¡as, by and large, remarkably successful. While an overall
emphasis on national economic reconstruction during this
period overshadowed foreign assistance, the foundations of

Canada's external aid program were, in fact, being laid.
Most of Canada's post-war foreign assistance found its

way to war-torn nations in Europe in the form of food aid and

funds for reconstruction. The small amounts of econonic aid

designated for developing nations, mainly in Asia, s¡ere

distributed through the nultilateral channels of United

Nations agencies. The Department of Finance, along with the

Bank of Canada and the Department of External Affairs,
detennined the amounts for grants provided to UN agency funds.

Because it lacked the control of a guiding central agency, the

process for providing aid was complex given the involvement of

many different government departments and UN agencies.

Also absent from Canadian aid policy vrere long-term goals

or strategies. fn the case of Àsia, Canada's early efforts to
provide development assistance there ylere constrained by an

approach that assumed aid to Asia would rrlast no more than two

or three yêars.¡¡14 officials in ottawa explained that Canadars

cautious approach and linited aid effort in Asia were the

13Th" llrtu"L Aid Board xas chaired by c.D. Hoxe and supervised al.t Al.l.ied xartime purchases
in Canada of food, râ¡{ rnateriats and m¡nitions.

l4ouoted in Keith Spicer, A-!eger!!4!þ.¡þ], 95,
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result of rrher prior cornmitments to the North Atlantic area.,t15

Even after the independence of fndia and pakistan, and 1ater

Ceylon, Canadian activity in Àsia remained cautious during the

late l-940s and early L950s.

In aII, the Canadian government disbursed more than $2.1

billion during this period. Nearly 96 percent of that amount

went towards post-war relief and reconstruction, primarily in
Europe. Àpproximately l-5 percent of the relief and

reconstruction assistance took the form of grants that were

directed prirnarily towards civilian retief efforts and towards

the United Nations Relief and RehabÍIitation Administration
(UNRRA), while the other 85 percent took the form of loans.

of the remaining 4 percent of total financiar assistance

provided during this period, aid in the form of grants was

given to the murtilaterar assistance programs of the united
Nations, including the United Nations Childrenrs Fund (UNICEF)

and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

Loans r.Jere also provided to the InternationaL Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) .16

The growing reality of a communist rrthreatil Èo Asia,

however, prayed no small rore in forcing canadian officiars to
reconsider their lirnited, piecemeal approach to offering
deveropment assist,ance to the new nations of Asia. Events on

15F. And."* Brerin, rrCanadian Economic Assistance to Under-devetoped Areâsn, ¡nternationat
,lggnnaL V (Autum, 1950),312. See atso Report of the DeoartnBnt of Externat Affairs, 1950, (Ottara:
1951>, 4 (iereafter cited as Report of the DEA).

lór"ith Spicer, A samaritân state? , 212-253.
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the Korean peninsula, combined with the rrthreatrr communisrn

posed to the precarious political situations in much of Asia,

suggested that the continuation and expansion of Canadian

financial involvement in Asia would be prudent. The second

period began with the creation of the Colombo plan and the

inauguration of Canada's modern external aid program in l-950.

Those involved with establishing Canada,s membership in the

Colombo PIan held considerable optinisrn for the vital role
that Canada could play in Asia. While the communist rrthreattt

became the incentive for Canada Èo become more actively
involved in Asian development, there remained, despite the

optimism, a sense of caution. That caution would, however, be

guickly displaced as Canada,s involvement and desire to assist
its Commonwealth rrbrothersrr gres¡.

Those responsible for the emergence of Canadats modern

aid program were found at Canada's highest levels of political
office. Louis St. Laurent, the chosen successor of the

retiring Prime Minister Mackenzie King, became the leader of
the Canadian government in November l-948 and his Liberal
government would remain in power untiL June L957. St. Laurent

did not share the same sense of connection to the British
Commonwealth as his predecessor did, but he held a st,rong

fascinat,ion for Canada's role as a ttmiddle powertr in world

affairs. This fascination t¡as also shared by many of his
colleagues in government and set the tone for St. Laurent's
years in office.
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St. Laurent's approach to government allowed power to be

"distributed broadly throughout a committee of ministers and

leading civil servants.rtlT This approach guickly singled out

ministers and other civil servants who gained prominence for
their roles in defining and expanding Canada,s foreign aid
program. Among them was Lester B. Pearson, who occupied the

post of SSEÀ from L948 to L957, and later served one terrn as

Canadian Prime Minister starting in L963. Pearson played a

pivotal role in clarifying Canadats role in international
organizations and alliances such as the United Nations, the

North Àtlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), the Commonwealth

and the Colombo P1an. Ànother notable figure was the highly
influentíal C.D. Howe. During the Second Wor1d War, Howe

served as Minister of Munitions and Supply and earned a

reputation for efficiency and daring. Soon after the !,¡ar

ended, he rras given responsibility for the Department of
Reconstruction. Then, âs Minister of Trade and Commerce

during the l-950s, Howe successfuJ-Iy advanced Canadats trade

overseas and encouraged the development of the nationrs

domestic industrial and manufacturing potential.

These men, among others, repeatedly confirmed that Canada

would assist developing nations in their struggle to achieve

economic prosperity and political stability. Conspicuous

humanitarian notivations r{ere, hohrever, scarcely visible with

17¡.1. fir,¿tay and D.N. Sprague, Ihe itructure of Canadian History, (Canada: Prentice-HatI
Canada Inc., 1984), 393.
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the launching of canada's modern aid program. critics have

correctry argued that st. Laurent's government had "virtuarry
no policy aim beyond a lively anti-communist instinct and an

exhilarating vision of a free, murti-racial commonwealth. tls

rndeed, despite the presence of comprex domestic and

international considerations, canadian foreign aid policy
remained impotent and its thrust narrowly focused. canadars

rnembership in the newly formed colornbo pran marked the
beginning of what many then thought would be a new and

meaningful rore for canada on the internationar stage, a role
that would undoubtedry enhance its status as a niddle por{rer.

In l-957, St. Laurentrs Liberal government was defeated by

the conservatives led by John Diefenbaker, who became prime

Minister of canada. Diefenbaker, while an opposition M.p.,
had been a vocar critic of canadian aid to corombo pran

nations. He was not opposed to the actual provision of aid;
he was insLead criticar of the amount of aid that canada was

contributing and berieved that canada had the means to provide

more aid than it was currentry providing. He admitted that he

had always been rra most strong supporter on behalf of an

increase in the amounts being expended under the corombo

Plan. rrle He rationalized the doubling of Canadian aid by

suggesting that unress materiar assistance of this type v¡as

forthcoming, rtin a few years conmunisrn, by its propaganda and

18K"ith Spicer, A samanitan State?, 3.
19¡.c. oi"f"nu"t".,&þg, vil (August z, 19s6>, æ16.
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by its promises of improving the economic lot of the peoples

of those countries, would make invasions into the hearts and

souls of the peoples of those countries to a degree that might

never be retrieved by the free wor1d. rr20

Part of the reason for Diefenbakerrs position was the

strong feelings he held for the Commonwealth, especially for
the non-white nations in the Coamonwealth. His lvarm

sentiments for the organization were made guite clear while on

a visit to Pakistan in November of l-958 after becorning Prime

Minister. He told an audience at the University of the Punjab

in Lahore that, rrthe Commonwealth is a unigue organization. .

a union of hearts joined together in interdependence.

. it contains within it . the vibrant life of true
comradeship for all mankind.rr2l

Diefenbaker wasted little tine in enhancing Canadars

Colornbo PIan contrÍbutions after becoming Prime Minister.
Canada's allocations to the Plan were increased by nearly $tS

million doll-ars within the f irst few years of his term,

although the actual amount of aid disbursed was much higher.

Diefenbaker's governrnent r,¡as also less reluctant than its
predecessor to provide food aid. Indeed, the portion of aid

designated as food aid was sharply increased, in part a

response to pressure from western farmers, but also a

reflection of Diefenbaker's belief that rrAsian hunqrer and

20¡.c. Di"f"nbaker, Debates, VII (August ?, 1956r, æ76.
21¡.C. Di.f"nbaker, ¡tCanada and Pakistan", 9!elg!g¡!S-&lpeec!es,, 59,/ó (Ottara: DEA Informstion

Division),3.
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Canadian grain surpluses vrere logical antidotes for each

other.fr22 Pakistan and India, the recipients of the largest

amounts of Canadian aid, resented this stipulation and were

unirnpressed with Canada's effort to resolve its domestic food

surplus problems at their expense.

While Canada's aid program was confined mainly to South

Àsia through the Colornbo Plan, the scope of that program also

changed dramatically during Diefenbaker's years as Prime

Minister. Canadian development assistance v¡as officially
extended to the Commonwealth Caribbean in L958, to
Commonwealth Africa ín l-960 under the Special Comnonwealth

African Assistance Plan (SCAAP), to French Speaking African

States (FSAS) in l-961, and to Latin America in l-964.23 Prior

to the formalization of Canada's aid progranmes in specific
regions, some Commonwealth Àfrican countries did receive token

aid as early as the late l-950s. Ghana, for instance, received

assistance through a small technical program in Lgsg.24

However, despite the regional expansion of Canada's aid

program during the l-960s, India and Pakistan continued to be

among the top recipients of Canadian aíd dollars in that
decade and throughout the l-970s and l-980s.

Às Canada's aid program became larger and more complex,

Z2x"ith Spicer, 4-S@.Li!On-W., 180. see !..¡!4.ti!.U-S!e!-C?, 178-187, for a detail.ed
exptanation of food aid as part of Canada's overatt aid program. Atso see Chapter 5 in Carty & Smith,
Perpetuatins Poventy, 113-127.

23The Canadian governnent initiated its FsAs program in part to hafiper Quebec,s efforts to
estabtish bitateral eid Iinks of its o¡rn ¡{ith French speaking nations.

24c"n"d", ReÞort of the DEA, 1959, (ottaHa, 1960), 50. Atthough $500,000 had been conrnitted
to Ghana to initiate a programne of technicat assistance, onty $ó9,000 had actuatty been delivered by
the start of the 1960-1961 fiscal year. See CIDA Report 12.
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the ability of the DEA, along with other departments, to

successfully and efficiently assign Canadian aid dollars where

they lrere needed became increasingly difficult. The result
was the third period in the evolution of Canada's external aid

program, thaL of centralization, which began in L96O during

Diefenbakerts term as Prime Mínster and was solidified during

the terms of Lester B. Pearson and Pierre Trudeau.

The rapid expansion of Canada's externaÌ aid program that
occurred during the late l-950s and early l-960s forced a

rethinking of Canada's aid strategy and priorities. No longer

r{as it sufficient for Parliament to announce an annual

allocation of aid and leave the distribution of that money up

to various departments. The large number of countries that
Canada v¡as providing aid to made the consolidation of Canada's

aid program within a single, efficient agency a priority.

The first step towards such centralization was the

creation of the External Aid office (EAo) in Lg6o.25 The EAo

was a semi-autonomous aid agency responsible for the
rroperat,ion of Canadian bilateral progranmes of assistance to
under-developed countries.rr2ó The EAo also became responsible

for cooperating with the various agencies of the United

Nations and in the distribution of emergency and disaster

relief to other countries, in consultation with the Departrnent

25f"iah Spicer provides a detaited evaLuation of the EAO,s creation and function inA-S-eq!.'1¡4
9!e!g?, 108-115. The first Director cenersl of the EAO ¡ras H.0. l,loran, a career diptarnt.

'26c"n"d", ReÞort of the DEA, 19ó1, (Ottara: 1962), 38.
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of External Àffairs and the Canadian Red Cross Society.2T

Canadats assistance program h¡as again significantly
revamped in l-968 when the EÀO was restructured to become the

Canadian International DeveÌopment Agency (CIDA). Its
creation coincided with the L968 election victory of Pierre

Trudeau who succeeded Lester Pearson as Prime Minister.
Trudeau's zeal for Canada's role as a ttmiddle powerrr would

contribute to the enlargement of CIDA's role around the world.

Similar to its counterparts in the United States (USAID)

and Britain (the Overseas Development Agency), CIDÀ was the

result of the Canadian government's desire to institutionatize
its foreign aid program. A de facto government institution,
CIDA represents the bureaucratization of Canada's aid program,

yet as a special agency, CIDA enjoys some degree of autonomy

from government. However, the agency is not responsible for
policy formulation. Rather, CfDA implernents policy directives
received from the Canadian parliament. Among CIDATs

responsibilities is the distribution of both bilateral and

multilateral aid do1lars.

The formalization of Canada,s aid program and the

complexities that arose from it demanded a rethinking in the

approach to aid. Instead of continuing to provide the

recipient count,ry with grants, Canada began to provide

development loans to the recipient on the condition that those

27see Keith
Generat,s duties in

Spicer, A Samâritan Stste?, 109-'110, for a coçtete sumary of the Director
retation to the EAo.
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funds be used to procure Canadian goods and services.

Although Canada practiced the tying of aid from the start of

its assistance program in 1-951-, it was not until the mid-tg6Os

that rrtied aid[ became a consistent part of Canadian

development assistance. By the l-970s, nearly 80 percent of

the aid disbursed by CIDA was rrtied aidtt.28

One reason for the policy change and the shift to I'tied

aidrr was growing pressure on g'overnment placed by Canadian

interest groups representing agriculture, industry and

producers of raw materials. These groups wanted greater input

and participation in the aid process in order to reap greater

economic gains from the program. But perhaps the most crucial
factor behind the policy change nas the realization that grant

aid v¡as often misused, misappropriated by officials in the

recipient country whose job it was to distribute the funds for
maximum benefitr or was simply being lost in expensive

bureaucracy.

Opponents of trtied aidrr, including the recipient
countries themselves, argued that rrtied aidtr:

defeats the purpose of the [Colonbo] plan when
recipient countries are unable to buy in the
cheapest marketr or obtain the most congenial
technical expert. ft al-so defeats the purpose of
the [Colornbo] plan when it is regarded not as an
altruistic social device, but as a channel for the
marketing or dumping of products, for this revives
the o1d suspicions of the imperialist motivations

28see Carty & Smith, PerpetuatinE Poverty , Í!6-94, for a concise exptanation of ,tied aid,
its inpact on Canadian aid poticy.
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of Western Powers.29

The increase in development loans also meant a rise in the

debt burden for developing countries. Service charges on

development loans meant that an increasing proportion of aid

províded to developing countries v¡as channelled back to the

donors.3o

Despite the validity of the criticism, attachíng

conditions to aid has obvious benefits for the donor nation.

For Canada, resources allocated to foreign aid served to
directly stimulate the growth of the Canadian economy by

contributing to the level of production, exports and

employment. Canadian producers, engineers, and educators were

able to gain valuabl-e overseas experience, and Canadian

products and skills became known in new areas. In the process

of providing foreign aid the horizons of Canadians t¡ere

enlarged and Canada's irnage abroad more clearly defined. The

use of Canadian goods and services gave Canadians a stake in
foreign aid which helped to enlist and maintain public support

in Canada for an expanding foreign aid program.sl Simply put,
tttied aidrt tended to command more public support and was

perceived to have a greater impact on the Canadian economy.3z

By the Late 1960s, Canada had established itself as a

29cyril. S. Betshar, rrCanadian Poticy and Asian societyrr, tnternationaI JournaI XI (1955-195ó),
45.

' Sosart"¡ Àziz,
Devetopnent Econonics, qç!),

31Paut llartin, "Principtes and Purposes of Foreign Aid,, Slglg4g4gjlpeecles,, 65/2 (Ottana=
DEA Informâtion Division, 1965r, 5.

32Briant, Peter C. Canada's Externat Aid Program, (Canada: Private Pl,anning Association of
Canada, 19651, 13.

(Pakistan: Påkistan lnstitute of
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conmitted partner of economicalty struggling nations in the
ttThird Worldrr. However, the amount of Canadian aid, as a

percentage of Canadats GNP, remained l-ow compared to other

members of the Development Assistance Cornmittee (DAC) of the

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, (OECD),

the club of rich donor nations.33 The amount of Canadian aid,
as a percentage of GNP, would struggle in vain to reach the

Canadian government's target of one percent of GNP. In 1-96L,

for instance, Canadian aid amounted only to .l-9 percent of
GNP. Throughout the l-960s that percentage would fluctuate
below .4O percent of cNP. By L97L, it had risen to .42

percent of GNP, and throughout the 1970s it would hover around

.50 percent of GNP.34

Tbe l,fotivations Behind Canadian Foreign Aið

Because development assistance has become the chief
instrument of Canadian foreign policy towards the rrThird

Worldrr since 1950, crítics have frequently guestioned the

motivations that prompt the Canadian government to provide aid

to developing natíons.35 Many critics and proponents of

Canada's foreign aid policy freguently identify three

notivations as being the preval-ent rationales behind Canadats

33s"y*r, J. Rubin provides a co¡prehensive assessment of the DAC and the OECD in E
Çonscience of the Rich tlstions: The Devetorment Assistance Conmittee and the CoÍrnon Aid Effort (Ner
York: Harper & Ror, 19óó).

34Paul. cèrin-Lajoie, rrCanadars Foreign Aid Priorities,,, $gg.1¡49-&Lpeec@, 71/7 (Ottauaz
DEA Information Division,1971r,8. See stso Debates (October'14,1963r,3517; Keith Spicer, A
Samaritsn State?,10'13¡ and Robert Carty & Virginia Smith, Perpetuåtinq Povertv,34, for further
explanation of Canada,s aid in retation to GllP.

35Rob".a Carty and Viginia Smith, |gg!ge$¡g!4y, 27.
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provision of aid to developing countries. They can be sirnply

described as humanitarian or philanthropic, economic and

political motives.só It is worthwhile at this point to examine

in greater detail these motivations and how their influence on

Canadian aid policy has both beneficiat and hannful

implications for both Canada and recipients of Canadian

foreign aid.

Political and economic motives have sometimes together

been euphemistically called the trenlightened self-interestrl
motive since both are assumed to have practical benefits for
Canada.37 The benefits and impact of aid based on poJ-itical

and economic rnotivations are also more easily corroborated by

well-defined government obj ectives.

The economic motive revolves around the assurnption that
foreign assistance witl resul-t in increased exports, higher

employment in Canada and the strengthening of the Canadian

positíon in world markets through the establishment of

external markets for Canadian products and services. Keith

Spicer estimates that ttprobably between 90 and 95 percent of

aII Canadian bilateral aid funds are spent initially in
Canada. rr He questions, however, claims by the Canadian

government that Canadian aid provides a stimulus to the

Canadian economy. Spicer contends that the short-term

Ssee 
"Backgrotnd Paper for Devetotrnent Assistance Poticy Revier Conferencerr in,,e!p¡-þ-U-ry

I vots. llimeographed. A series of papers on Canada,s foreign aid progranme, tabled in the
CofiÍþns, 13 January 1970. (Ottaxa: CIDA Information Division), 1970.

37Jo"n !4atthe¡rs, Canadian ForeiEn Aid, 1950-19ó0: Partiarnentary f

@tt.
House of

Content. (Unp¡btished ll.A. Thesis, llcGitl University, 1962), 7-8.
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stimulus to the Canadian economy is negligible given that the

amount of Canadian aid is too small for it to play a

significant role in stimulating economic activity.3s

The political notivation is based on the assumptions that

foreign aid in developing countries will help reduce poverty

with the purpose of forest,alling political disorder and

instability, thus thwarting the expansion of domestic or

regional disorder and undesirable political systems. Canada's

participation in aid programs is assumed to help enlarge and

entrench Canada's role in the international community and

establish within the recipient countries those political

attitudes and nilitary alliances that contribute to the

maintenance of a reasonably stable and secure international or

regional political system.3e

While the three motivations are often intertwined in the

formulation of Canadian aid policy, ascertaining the influence

that each has on Canadats aid policy is difficult. Government

policy statements and parliarnentary rhetoric suggest that the

assistance provided to developing countries is given mainly to

satisfy humanitarian concerns. Many proponents of Canada's

external aid program have naively argued that Canada assists

developing countries mainly because she rris deeply concerned

with the well-being of mankind and world pêace. rr40

38x"ith Spicer, @qj-!e6!e!e?, 43.
' 39CIDA, ttBackground Paper for Devetopnent Assistance Pol.icy Revie¡r Conferencert in CIDA Pol,icy

8evie'I, 4-7.
40H"i, Huh",rr*d Abdul,, gegç]!g!-{þ|þ|þJ, 19.
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Philanthropy is, however, difficult to define or justify as a

convincing government policy since it:
is not an objective of government. Love for

mankind is a virtue of the human heart, âD emotion
which can stir only individuals never
bureaucracies or institutions. Governments exíst
only to promote the publíc Aood . they must act
purely in the selfish interest of the state they
serve. . To talk of humanitarian rraimsrr in
Canadian foreign policy is . to confuse policy
with the ethics of the individuals mouldinq it. to
mix government obj ectives with personal *o[,i'tr"å . a1

Simply, government policy is fornulated as a matter of

convenience, not conscience. However, providing a

philanthropic rationale for foreign aid helps to soothe public

opinion.

The formulation of Canadian aid policy during the early

l-950s occurred foremost as a response to the threat that
communism posed to Asian security. Indeed, the prirnary goal

of Canadian aid at that tirne r¡¡as to satisfy international
political objectives. Any economic and humanitarian benefits

that resulted from that aid vrere secondary to achieving

political goa1s. Later, as Canada's regional aid programs

grew larger and more complex and its responsibilities
increased, political motivations, particularly those of

combat,ing communism and promoting democracy, became less

crucial and v¡ere supplanted by satisfying more pressing

national economic concerns. By the l-960s, national economic

considerations assumed a prominent role in formulating aid

41x"ith Spicer, A samaritan state?, 11.
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CHAPTER THREE

TOTÍARDs THE COIJOI,ÍBO PI'A}I

Pakistan Prior to Colonbo

The creation of Pakistan was the realization of an idea

first articulated by the Atl-India Muslim League in the

l-940s.1 The chief architect of Pakistan and the leader of the

Muslim League from l-9L6 was Mohan¡ned AIi Jinnah who, by the

1930s, had become a strong proponent of Muslim self-ru1e.
Distancing himself from his Hindu counterparts in India, who

Ì^¡ere themselves seeking autonomy for India from British rule,
Jinnah envisioned a separate nation for the Muslims of the

former British India.z However, while he was eager to create

an independent state for Muslims, Jinnah intended it to remain

a secular one-party democracy rather than a strict theocratic
state. However, those forces seeking greater Islamic

influence and control in Pakistan,s constitution and

giovernment would be at constant odds with those whose íntent
was to avoid the integration of mosque and state.

South Àsia's transition from a more or less unified
British colonial possession to two independent nations in
L947, India and Pakistan, whose boundaries still had to be

defined, left the Indian subcontinent in turmoil. The India

created in Lg47 was prinarily an amalgamation of former

'|'lnsightful stt¡dies of Pakistan,s creation can be found in Ayesha Jatat, The Sote Spokesman:
Jinnah, the l4ustim LeaEUe Bnd the Demand for Pakistan (Canùridge: CanËridge University Press, 1985) and
lJayne Ayres uitcox, Pakistan: The Consotidation of a Nation (Ne¡r York: Coturùia University Press,
19ó3).

2..-Jinnah originatly sought special status fon l,lustinrs rithin a united India but achieving a
constitutionaI structure that accorrnodated I'lustim interests proved too difficul.t and Has abandoned.
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British India and most of the princely states, and was able to
maj-ntain its basic geographical cohesion.3 The Pakistan that
emerged at Partition, with a population of nearly 75 rnillion
people, could not claim similar unity.

The geographic result of Partition was the creation of a

nation that consisted of two sections: East Pakistan (the

eastern part of the formerly undivided Bengal; roughly L44,O0O

square kilonetres) and West Pakistan (which consisted of three

provinces: the Sind, Punjab and North West Frontier Province;

several princely states, and the centrally adninistered

territory of Baluchistan; roughly 806,000 square kilometres).4

I{est Pakistan, in close proximity to the USSR to the north,

was bordered by Iran to the southwest, Afghanistan to the

west, and China to the northeast. East Pakistan had only a

small border with Burma (Myanmar) to the southeast and hras

otherwise almost entirely engulfed by India. The province of

Kashmir hlas claimed by both nations and r.ras the source of

armed conflict until a United Nations cease-fire was arranged

in January, l-g4g.5 The most difficult geographic consequence

of Partition for the two sections of the new Pakistan was

their location on opposite sides of India, a distance of

3ntt th" native stâtes, except for Junagadh, Hyderabad, and Kashmir, had acceded to either
India or Pakistan by January 1950.

4statistics on Esst Pakistan can be found in Haroun Er Rashid, East Pakistãn: A Systemåtic
ReqionaI geoqnaphy & Its DevetoEnent Ptanning Aspects, (Lahore: Sh. Ghutam AIi & Sons, 19ó5), 1. Data
on ¡Jest Pakistan can be found in lan Stephens, ÞL!s]!4, (London: Ernest Benn, Ltd, 1963),33.
Pakistan's area does not inctt¡de the spproximatel.y81,000 square kitonretres of Pakistani-hetd territory
in the disp.rted Jarm.¡ and Kashmir region.

5lh" unit"d Nations l,lilitary observer croup in India-Pakistan (UNttoGIP) ras formed rith
Canadian participation to ob'serve, report and investigate viotations of the cease fire.
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nearly l-, 600 kilonetres.
The land mass of India was not, horJever, the only barrier

separating East and West Pakistan. Before they shared a

central government, the regions that became East and West

Pakistan lacked any close political, economic, racial or

linguístic solidarity during the period of British rule. fn
East Pakistan, for example, which had more linguistic unity
that West Pakistan, the principle language was Bengali which

was spoken by 98 percent of the population. In West Pakistan,

Urdu, Punjabi, Sindhi, Pushtu, and Baluchi vrere the

predominant regional languages. The presence of so many

linguist,ic rninorities within one wing and the dominance of
another linguistic group in the other created additional
problems for the new government of Pakistan.

Population distribution in the two wings was also grossly

unbalanced.ó East Pakistan contained almost four-sevenths of

Pakistan's total population, but had roughly only one-seventh

of the total land area. Population density in the East wing,

as a result, rras nearly nine times that of the West wing.7

East Pakistan complained throughout its early assocÍation with
tlest Pakistan that despite its larger population, it lacked an

adequate voice in the government as nearly all political and

óPakistan's first officiat popr.rtation census Has acconpLished in 19ó1 and reveated that uest
Pakistan had a pogrtation of 43 mil.tion coapared to East Pakistan's 51 mil.tion.

TIan stephens, Pakistan, 33.
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military porJer was concentrated in West Pakistan.s

The only real link that East and !{est Pakistan shared was

a conmon faÍth in fsIam. Yet that link lras also tenuous.

Bengali Islam possesses its own cultural distinctiveness,
partly due to Islam's much later arrival in Bengal than in
other parts of India. Because Bengali Muslims $¡ere usually

converts from Hinduism, their Is1am has been more liberal and

tolerant of unorthodoxy than that of North West fndia and West

Pakistan.e West Pakistan was also more closely connected to

the Middle-East, the centre of fslamic culture, than East

Pakistan, which had closer proximity to South-East Asia.

These geographic realities contributed to the cultural and

religious differences that exísted between East and West

Pakistan.

The economic impact of Partition on both East and West

Pakistan was serious and added to the material hardship

experienced by both sections. Although Pakistan was a major

exporter of raw cotton, the worldts largest producer of rav¡

jute, and a net exporter of food, large-scale industry was

virtually non-existent in the areas that became Pakistan.l0

India suffered much less economically from Partitíon than did

Pakistan. It acquired most of the known rnineral resources of

8ln 1955, onty 5 percent of officens in Pakistants three mil,itary services corrbined rere from
East Pakistan. see Sultsna Afroz, rrThe Co[d uar and United States l,lititary Aid to Pakistan 1947-19602
A Reassessment" South Asis XVII (1994), 69.o-'Denis uright, rrlstam ard Bangtadeshi Potity', South Asia X (Decerber, 1987), 15.

1Osa"ph"n R. Lewis Jr, Pakistan: Irdustriatization and Trade Poticies, (London: Oxford
University Press, 1970), 2.
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the subcontinent. A najority of the large technical and

manufacturing companies such as the iron and steer industry of
Jamshedpur vrere located ín India. Indiars textile production

r^¡as virtually untouched by partition since it Lras able to
retain the numerous cotton mi1ls located in the Bornbay area,

the wool mills of Cawnpore and the jute mills of Calcutta.

ÀImost all the main tea, sugar, and cotton producing areas

remained under India,s control.ll
East Pakistan, the former east Bengal, did not fare as

well as fndia in the division of the Bengal province. ft 1ost

Calcutta as its chief port and capital and was forced to set

up a makeshift capital at Dacca and trade through an

inadeguate port at Chittagong. Before partition, east Bengal

had been a producer of raw materials, especially jute. fn
fact, nearly 70 percent of the world's jute was produced in
east Bengal. That jute had traditionatly been processed in
western Bengal, which was novJ part of India and under a trade
embargo imposed by Pakistan. At Partition, there was not one

single jute-rniII to be found in East pakistan. Às a result,
East Pakistants monopoly of rahr jute production !¡as useress

since it was completely cut off from the manufacturing plants

in the Calcutta area.12 That problem llas remedied in l-952 when

the worldts largest jute processing plant was built at

11P"a", Lyon, rrsttotegy and South Asia: THenty-Five Years onrr, ¡nternationã[ Journa[ 27
(Sumer, 1972), 341-342.

l2see I"n stephens, Pakistan, 2?3, ari L.F. Rushbrook uil.l.ians, The state of Pakistan (London:
Faber ard Faber, 19ó2), 155, for hetpfut information on the irçact of Partition on East Pakistan's jute
i ndust ry.
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Narayanganj in East Pakistan.

Partition had other significant debilitating economic and

social conseguences for Pakistan as a whole. The migration
from rndia of more than seven million refugees, mainly Musrim,

to both East and l{est Pakistan added to the financial burden

of an arready struggring economy. The Muslim refugees

arriving in Pakistan were prirnarily craftsmen and farmers and

had few assets and little or no education. The pakistan

government faced the daunting task of housing, compensating

and feeding this large refugee populaÈion.

At the same tine, the parallel exodus of Hindus and sikhs

from Pakistan to rndia after partition struck a hard brow to
Pakistan's professionar crasses. Many of the nilrions of
Hindus and sikhs who left pakistan were its professionar

classes; bankers, businessmen, lawyers, doctors and engineers;

and their departure left a void that the pakistan sociar
infrastructure courd not easily firl. Banks and insurance

companies, manufacturing and commercial firms nere essentially
crippled as the Hindus who operated then left.

Partition also caused considerabre disruption to the
. established patterns of trade and communication in Pakistan.

Railway connections were hit hard as rair rines were cut at
the new borders. The major port cities and centres of trade
and business, most of the raw materials for industry, and

almost all of the establ-ished industrial facilities were in
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India. 13

While physical and material resources, such as 1and,

minerals and canals, could be divided between fnd.ia and

Pakistan, it was impossible to divide up the rivers that ran

through both countries. The internatíonal boundary that sprit
rndia and Pakistan arso cut across the rndus system of rivers,
resulting in the upper reaches of the main Indus and its
tributaries from the east becorning part of India. However,

the prosperity of the arid plains of Pakistan almost entirely
depended on the upper waters of the fndus rivers, which now

lrere under India t s control .

The Indus river and its tributaries together form one of
the largest river systems in the world. Capable of watering

nearly l-  million hectares, the fndus river system brought to
West Pakistants plains a comparable amount of water as the

Danube does Europe or the Colombia does to North America.l4

The diversion of these waters for irrigation purposes dates

back to around 3000 B.C. when irrigated agriculture ful1y
established itself in the Indus valley region. pakistanrs

modern irrigation system dates from the nineteenth century

when the old inundation canals, whose supply of water depended

on seasonal river flows, were replaced by weirs and barrages.

These !¡ere constructed by the British Indian Adrninistration

and were designed to serve as large an area as possible.

lSKarachi, by the time of Partition, had atready estabtished itsel,f as the main port for the
area that becanre uest Pakistan.

14Ni."n¡an D. Gul.hati, trìdus uaters Treaty, (BorËay: Attied Publ.ishers, 1gT3r,7.
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Post-Partition tension between Pakistan and India over

how to establish a new system of control over the fndus river
and its tributaries led to serious accusations from both

sides. Pakistan was concerned that India would divert water

away from irrigation dependent agricultural areas in l{est

Pakistan thus turning those areas into desert. The three

largest tributaries, the Suttej, Beas and Ravi, were in fndian

hands and Pakistan was dependent on India's goodwill to allow

the water to continue to ftow. India's successful rnilitary

campaigns in"the post-Partition scramble for Kashmir gave

India control over two more of the main tributaries of the

Indus: the Chenab and Jhe1um. In the spring of L948,

Pakistants worst fears came true. As a result of a border

dispute between India and Pakistan, fndia curtailed the water

supply to Pakistan for several weeks. rnternational

intervention diffused the situation but the matter of control

over the Indus would remain unresolved for more than a decade

until the signing of the Indus Waters Treaty in 1960.

Pakistan's prospects after Partition, then, seemed bleak

and discouraging. Two culturally and linguistically diverse

regions with little historical connection hrere united into one

country, divided by a hostile India and facing a grave and

uncertain future. Communication and transportation links

between East and l{est Pakistan depended in part on the

goodwill of India. The redevelopment of Pakistan's economic

infrastructure requíred more financial and material capital
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than Pakistan itself could afford.

Pakistan's first Prime Minister, Liaguat AIi Khan, in a

visit to Canada in l-950, admitted that rrthese unexpected

shocks to our economy, both because of the great gaps that

appeared in our economic structure and the heavy strain that

was placed on our resources and our two-month-old

administrative machinery, were our greatest trial. rr15

Enphasizing that Pakistan vras prirnarily an agricultural

country, Liaguat AIi Khan pointed to the need to expand and

modernize agriculture Èhrough extensive irrigation projects,

the manufacture and irnport of fertilizers and plans for

cooperative farming. The key to improving the development of

those areas, hovreverr. vras irnproving Pakistan's capacity to
produce electric poe¡er:

Cheap electrical power is the basic need of the
country and the work in progress in this field is
airned at giving us by 1957 sufficient energy for
industrial requirements, for modernizing our
agriculture and for setting up a country-wide
network of cottage and small-scale industries.'o

White Liaguat AIi Khan clearly held high hopes for future

development in Pakistan, achieving the goals set by his

government would prove difficutt without international

financial support.

Canada and its Conmonweatth partners recognized that

their ne\.¡ rrbrothersrr were in desperate need of f inancial

15Li"qr"t Al,i Khan, Pakistan: The Heart of Asía: Speeches bv Liaquat ALi Khan, (llassachusetts,
Harvard University Press, 1951), 128.

16rbid., 128.
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assistance. They also feared that Pakistan and other new

nations, because of their dire economic situations, were

particularly vulnerable to unwanÈed political systerns such as

communism. Às a result, a program v¡as prepared to address the

economic difficulties experienced by Pakistan and other Asian

nations and preserve their status as rrfreerr nations.

Tbe Colombo Plan

Pakistan \rras not alone in having to confront serious

economic and political challenges. Its South Asian neighbours

India and Ceylon, along with other countries in South-East

Asia, faced similar obstacles in the post-war and post-

colonial reconstruction and development of their industries

and infrastructures.
Recognizing that it was of the greatest importance that

these countries succeed in attaining economic and social

stability, the Cornmonwealth, on the initiative of Australia,

Canada, Great Britain and New Zealand, devised a six-year

program of economic development. In January 1-950, the

Commonwealth Consul-tative Committee met in Col-ombo, Ceylon.

It was the first Commonwealth conference to be held in Asia

and its purpose was to tackle a variety of pressing political

and economic issues. These included the political situation

in China, the peace treaty wiÈh Japan, the condition of South-

East Asia and the situation in Europe. The primary problem

that the delegates attending the conference hoped to resolve,
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however, uras how to imprement measures that wourd maintain

political stabitity in the nev, Asian countries. political

stability vras considered possible only if conditions of
economic security, and a steady ftow of capital from more

highly developed countries, were present.

The Foreign Ministers of the Commonwealth countries
rragreed upon the vital importance of the economic development

of South and South-East Asia in the maintenance of the
political stability of the countries in that area, and in the
growth of an expanding world economy based upon nultilateral
trade.rrlT The result was the Colombo plan for Co-operative

Economic Developrnent in South and South-East Asia.18 Asia,

specifically South Asia, thus became the focus of Canadars

first post-war foreign assist,ance effort.le
In May 1950, the Commonwealth Consultative Cornmittee

gathered again, this time in Australia, for further neetings.

rt was here that they decided that a rrcomprehensive attack
upon the probJ-ern of poverty and under-developmentrr was

necessary in Asia as a who1e.20 Later, in September of that
same year, representatives from Australia, Canada, Ceylon,

India, Nevr Zealand, Pakistan and the United Kingdorn, met in

lTCqrmonreal.th Consultative Corïmittee, The Col,orÈo pLan, 1-2.
18_,'-The originaI Asisn rnerrËers of the Cotonùo Plsn Hene India, Pakistan, Ceyton and the

Federation of l,lataya, Singapore, North Borneo and Sarawak. Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Burma, Nepat,
Indonesia, the PhiLippines and Thaitand had atl. joíned by 1954. Japan becane a ful.t merËer in 1954,
but as a contribr¡tor of aid rather than a recipient.

19see Barrie l,l. l,lorrison, rrCanada and South Asiarr, in Peyton V. Lyon and Tareg Y. Isnnet,
Canada ard the Third lJortd, (Canada: The l,lacmittan Conpany of Canada, 1976) for an in-depth account of
Canada,s interaction ¡{ith South Asia.

20Colrrrron*""tth Consuttative Cormittee, The Coto{rÈo ptan for Co-operative Economic Devetorrnent
in South ard South-East Asia, (London, 1950), v (hereafter.it"d 

"" üg_ç@.Lr).
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London to further define the development needs of South and

South-East Àsia and to prepare development plans on which to

base a regional program of economic co-operation. A total

expenditure of nearly $5 bitlion, $3 billion coming from

outside sources, was envisaged for capital development over a

six-year period in the Colombo PIan region.21

The program was designed to supplement already existing

United Nations assistance programs and to provide irnmediate

assistance to areas where the needs were most urgent. Those

nations participating in the drawing up of the Col-ombo Plan

for South and South-East Asia realized that an effective

program must rrprovide expert advice and assistance to these

countries both by training and by lending trained manpovler.rl

This would ensure that "any large scale financial assístance

which might be made available to them is to be used to

advantag¿.n22 The result was the establishment of the Council

for Technical co-operation in South and South-East Asia. Its

purpose r{tas to give students and trainees from recipient

nations the opportunity to study and traín in the donor

countries. The program also provided advisors and experts

from the donor countries to assist in project determination,

implementation and follow-up.23

The Canadian government stressed that it considered the

Colombo PIan's Technical Cooperation program to be a

21oto, E¡Lelg!-¡.¡¡g¡5., v, lro.
22oto, ry!-..¿¡!þ!5,, II, No.
23s"" üg.1ç9!9g[g]g, 99, for

4 (Apr i l. 1953 ) , 104.

12 (Decerùer 1950), 19.

the CounciI for Technicat co-operation's constitution.
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rrtemporary supplementlr to the technical assistance activities
of the United Nations and that the two proçtrams should

eventually be merged. Other Colombo PIan members, however,

supported a United Kingdorn proposal to extend the Technical

Cooperation Program for the entire six-year life of the

Colombo Plan and keep it separate from the United Nations

program. Pearson noted that. he would be reluctant to announce

that Canada was breaking away from the Technical Cooperation

Program after its ternination in l-953 or was reserving its
position on the issue. He suggested that Canada agree to the

extension of the Technical Cooperation Program but that this
support involve rrno financial commitment whatsoever because

the guestion of contributions would have to be reviewed

and recommendations subrnitted to partiament each yêar. ¡¡24

The Canadian delegates to the conference agreed that
perhaps the most important result of the conference was the

reconmendation to set up the Colombo Plan. Canadian

representatives confirmed that there was a desperate rrneed for
capital development in all the countries stretching from

Pakistan to Indonesiarr and there was a great need to ttincrease

agricultural yields through the introduction of irrigation
systems and the greater use of fertilizer; also for the

establishment of at least some new industriss.rr25 Canadian

24l,l"nor"rrd- frorn SSEA to Prime llinister, Docr¡pnts on canadian ExternaI Retations 18 (1952),
1030-1031. See slso Lester B. Pearson, rrCanada and TechnicaI Assístance to Under-DeveLoped Countries[,
Staternents & Speeches, 52110, 3-4.

25L".t". B. Pearson, Debâtes, I (February 22, 1g5lr, 132.
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because Canada vJas considered

from past events and present
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PIan was considered essentiaL

to be rrrelatively disassociated

selfish interestrr and r¡as in a

rrstrong position to comment upon and infruence events in the
Pacific area. tt26

officialry, the colornbo plan was not intended to act as

an anti-communist pran. However, it was indeed the perceived

threat of communíst expansion into a poritically and

economically unstable Àsia that prornpted the January l-950

commonwearth conference at colombo, ceylonz7. The view that
economic stabirity meant salvation from communism prevaired

and advocates of the plan argued that rrColombo means econornic

advance prus liberty and the rure of raw: communism means the
purchase of some material prosperity by the sacrifices of
freedom and human dignity.rrZa The fírst colombo pran report
itself stated that:

The improvement in the v¡elfare of the South and
Southeast Asia peoples is a vast human end.eavour,
and the community of free nations stands to gain
immensely by it.. The political stability of the
countries in the area is possible only in
conditions of economic progress, and the steady
flow of capital from the more highly developed
countries is essential for this purpose. . a
fresh impetus should be given to economic
development in South and Southeast Asia in order to
increase production, raise standards of living, and
thus enlarge the volume of trade around the world
from which aII countries may benefit.2e

zócyril, S. Belshaw, ltCanadian Pol.icy and Asian societyrr, tnternationaI Journat 11 (1955-195ó),

z7c"yton ras renamed Sri Lanka in 19TT.
28cuy uint, tlhat is the Cotonùo Pl.an, (London: The Batchrorth press, 1g5Z), j4-35.
-'Cornpnrealth Consultative Cormittee, The Cotoíùo pl.an, 3.

36.
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canadian representatives at the corombo conference agreed,

descrj-bing conmunism as a rrmarignancy that thrives on diseased

tissues and the colornbo Pran by working to eriminate the

diseased tissues of poverty and starvation is endeavouring to
keep one-quarter of the worldrs population in the free
worrd.rr3o Proponents of aid argued further that ttwithin the

measure of its resources Canada should . do its part to
herp in this great effort to promote human werfare and hence

to ensure pêace.'31 sirnilar sentiments lrere herd by future
canadian Prime Minister John Diefenbaker, then the Mp for Lake

centre, saskatchewan. He told a cBc audience on 9 January

l-950 that tr50 million dollars a year . would be cheap

insurance for Canada . to halt communism in Àsia.r32

Canada's delegation in Colonbo agreed that the stabitity
of south and south-East Asia r/as critical to the future
development of the region and welcomed the opportunity to
rrshare in the tasks of new construction and reconstructiontt.33

After returning from the conference, R.W. Mayhew, then

Minister of Fisheries, told the members of the House of
Commons that:

Most of these nations. . are struggling with
great problems. . they are atternpting to repair
the damage done by r{ar, civil disturbance, and
economic dislocation. . but at the present time
they are extremely vulnerable to dangerous forces,

3oLoris st. Laurent, rrcanâda's ReLations ¡{ith Asiau, statements & speeches,52133, s.
SlExternat Affairs, II, No. 12 (Decelrber 1950), 18.
32cit"d in Keith spicer, ttCtubnanship upstaged: Canada,s T¡,¡enty years in the cotombo ptan",

Internstionê[ Journal xxv (ìJinter 1969-70), 25.
33J.G. Oi"f"nbaker, rrCanada and pakistanrr, statements & Speeches, 59/6, 3.
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from within and without. If these forces prevail,
these countries wilI guickly be robbed of the
freedom which they have Èo reõenÈly won.34

While Mayhew does not explicitly name communism as one of the

dangTerous forces, Lester Pearson argued adamantly that:
Communism . in Àsia . is irresponsibly
trying to capitalize on misery and distress and the
understandable impatience for change, by prornising
not only inmediate freedom where colonial status
remains, but, where freedom has been achieved, a
better life at once if only the people will rise

and create chaos out of which communistic rule
may emerge. . the appeal is to a better life at
.once . and to political freedom. Both appeals
are strong, for millions of Asian people do n.ot
know that from communism both appeali aie false.35

During a lengthy address in the House of Commons, Pearson

emphasized that rrif southeast Asia and south Asia are not to
be conguered by communism, we of the free democratic world,

including the Àsian states themselves which are free, must

demonstrate that it is we and not the Russians who stand for
national liberation and economic and social progress.rt

ft vJas mainly ín Asia, however, where nevr independent

nations $¡ere appearing one after the other that Canadian

government concern over communist expansion existed. Pearson

commented that the countries of South and South-East Asia vrere

rnaking rrimpressive efforts toward the establishment of strong

modern nation states, and we of the western world should do

what r¡re can to encourage and assist these ef forts. rr With

independence came a ner{r feeling of nationalisrn which had

34n.v. x.yh.r{, þbates, ¡v (June ?g, 1g5o), 4371 .
351""t". B. Pearson, Debâtes, I (February 22,1950),131. A condensed version of Pearsonrs

speech can also be found in Externat Affairs, II, No.2, (l'larch 1950),81.
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This surge of

nationalism in Asia resulted in political independence for
fifteen Asian states in less than 25 years. The political

danger from this v/as that by exploiting these nationalist
movements, rrcommunist expansion may nor.¡ spilt over into
southeast Asia as weII as into the Middle East. rr If forced to

make the decision, netr Ã,sian nations ttmight prefer even

communism to a return to colonialisn. The existence of this
feeling is recognized novr by the nations of Europe and

5s¡is¿. rr3ó

Along with Canada's initial grant of $25 million for the

first year of the Plan, the financing of the Colombo Plan was

undertaken by the United Kingdom, which agreed to contribute
grants worth $900 rnillion over the initial six-year period of

the program; Australia, which promised to provide grants worth

$21 miltion in the first year and $75 million over a six-year
period; and New Zealand, which pledged to provide grants worth

$9 nillion over the first three years of the program.sT Non-

Commonwealth countries, including the United States and Japan,

would contribute to the program or provide complimentary

assistance to the region.

The Colonbo Plan was originally intended to cover a six
year period, beginning in L950, duríng which significant
capital investment would occur in the region. Approxirnately

361""t". B. Pearson, þþ¡g, I (February 22, 1g5O), 130-131.
37Nik C.uul,t, rrÂsia and the Free !lortd,¡, Statements & Speeches,53/38,5.
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70 percent of the initial investment would be directed towards

India. This amount was not considered unreasonable since

fndia's population was three quarters of the popul-ation of the

r¡hole area. The aid that was delivered to Colombo plan

nations in the region was targeted towards various sectors of
deserving development areas. Tab1e 3.L illustrates how the

first investments were to be divided.

Table 3.1

Colombo PIan Investnent Distribution

Transport and communications 342
Agriculture improvement 322
Housing, health and education - l-88
Industry and rnining
Fuel and power

LOZ
6z

Sû.¡rce: Guy gint, lhat is the CoLdo Plan?, (Lordon: The Batchr¡orth Pres, 7Í52r, ó:

As the implementation of the PIan progressed in these

early years, ne$¡ food supply problems caused by unexpected

famine outbreaks led South Asian countries to reguest the

shipment of large guantities of grain. Hov/ever, the Colombo

PIan had not, been designed or intended to provide that kind of
relief. The originat intention of the plan was rrto provide

capital eguipment of a permanent nature which could raise the

standards of living. rr38 Food aid was considered useful only

for satisfying short-term objectives. It generally felI under

38Nik cavel.t, ¡rTechnicaI Assistance and the Coto¡Ëo Ptanrr, statements & sÞeeches,51/38,4.
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thethe category of relief aid and did IÍttle to address

underlying causes for food shortages.

It was realized, hovJever, that it was useless to provide

equipment rrif in the meantime [the peopre] have arr died of
famine. rr À scheme was devised whereby when donor nations sent

food aid, the recipient country would setup up *counterpart

funds . they will pay into a bank in their own currency

the equivarent, of the varue of food grains lJe send. From

these counterpart funds they wirr pay for that part of capit,ar

assistance which must in any case be buirt in their
countries. rr39 ft was noted at the time, however, that
counterpart funds set aside by recipient governments vrere

uncontrolled and courd easily be used to fund miriÈary and

porice activities, rather than the deveropment initiatives
those funds v¡ere intended for.

Although food aid was not considered to be proper

development assistance, canada provided considerabre amounts

of food rerief to rndia and pakistan to alreviate famines,

droughts and other food shortages caused by naturar
catastrophes. Accordingly, food aid became a consistent
feature of canada's overarr aid program. Although there was

criticism of the food aid component, reguests for food aid
were usuarry granted.a0 At the same tirne, it was acknowredged

by both donors and recipients within the Colombo Plan that, the

39tlik C"""tt, "Technical Assistance and the Cot,oÍÈo ptan,,, Slgl34g45jlpeeches., S1 iSg, 4.
40see carty and Smith, PerÞetuating povertv, 1ZS-127,
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rrreal hope of saving the nillions of Asj-ans from hunger and

hardship depends not upon irnporting food from abroad but upon

increasing the productivity of the lands of their own

countríes. rr41

official and Priblic Reaction

Despite the relative importance of Canada's participation
in the Colombo PIan, public avrareness of its involvement was

minj-rna1 and media coverage meagre during the first few years

of the Plan. This is not, however, surprising, given that
the routine procedures of the Consultative Committee of the

Colombo PIan members were not designed for public scrutiny.
Nor did the Consultative Committee negotiate agreements at its
annual PIan rneetings. That was a process that occurred

directly between the governments involved. Rather, the annual

meetings were intended to allow member nations the opportunity

to air general concerns and problems and to study the annual

report. az

Much of the early editoriat cornmentary found in the

Canadian media on Canada,s nelr role in the Colombo plan was

positive yet suggested that Canada could still do more given

its weaÌth and important position in the Cornmonwealth.a3 This

4lLester B. Pearson, trCaneda and Technicat Assistance to Urìder-Devetoped Countriesrr, Externat
Àf f ai rs IV (l,larch, 195?r, 90.

42Thor*, Peterson, cânada srd the coLofiùo Pl.an, 1950-19ód, (Unpubtished l,l.A. Thesis, University
of l,lanitoba, 1962r, 119.

43see 
Thornas Peterson, Canada and the Col.ombo PLan, 1950-19ó0, for an excel,tent survey of

editoriat cofinentary on the ColonÈo PIan.
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sentiment e¡as echoed by the opposition conservatives in
Parliament as werr. ssEA, Lester pearson, in a statement made

in the House of commons, acknowredged that the canadian

government was rrconscious that canadians, as individuals - and

this has been crearÌy reflected in the press from one end of
the country to the other - wish to contribute to the success

of this Pran.rr44 other members of parriament commented that,

Canadians everywhere hrere rrfull of enthusiasm for this
sprendid program which our government herped bring into
existence. . To show ress fortunate people a better way

than communisrn is . in our best interests as well as

theirs. rt45

rn politicar terms, many of the editorials comprimented

the government in its advocacy of greater efforts to defend

the free world from the menace of communist expansion. They

viewed the colombo Pran's contribution to the rstrength and

unity of the free worrdrr as vital.aó other editorials assumed

that humanitarian motivations v¡ere in large part responsible

for canada's membership in the corombo pran. one editoriar in
Maclean's magazine took such a position, noting that rwe like
to think that was the main factor in canadars decision - the
harsh and simple fact of human need.. But there lrere other
reasons, less artruistic but no less honourable, for the act

44l"ster B. Pearson, rrcanada ând the cotonùo ptanr, statements & speeches , 51/6, z.
450.0. c"..ick, þþçg, t (January 14, 1g5S), ZZS.
aot,shoutd re bring foreign aid back homer, l,lacteanrs LXXX (ApriI Zg,1956), Z.
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of statesmanship we supported in l-950 and 1,951.rr47

There was also a growing ae¡areness by business groups in
Canada of the potential demand for Canadian products in the

Asian market. Canada shared the |tgreat interest of the

western democracies in the development of trade with Asia as

a means of contributing to the growth and stabitity and

healthy economic development of that part of the worLd which

is so import,ant to ¡¡s. rr48

Ifhy Canadian Àid to Pakistan?
' The events in Europe and Àsia that enlarged Canada's role

and interest in Asia helped also to thrust Pakistan near the

top of Canada's aid program. Indeed, Pakistan was second only

to fndia in the amount of Canadian aid it received during the

l-951--L971-' period .

Canada's formal association with Pakistan did not begin

in any real sense until L947. Pakistan was, until then, part

of British India, although even in l-947 Pakistan remained rran

unknown quantity for Canafl¿.rr4e India had been the main focus

of Canadian foreign policy in Asia since Canada had rffor a

long time attached a special importance to the role of India

in world affairs.rr50 India's Iead.ers, Gandhi and Nehru, lrere

well known to Canadians whereas Jinnah and Liaguat AIi Khan of

47"Ho* n¡ch is Democracy in Asia Horth?rrilactean,s LXVII (Febnuary 1,1954),2.
481""t". B. Pearson, Þ.!.S,, I, (February 22, 1g5lt, 135.
49P"a", Harnetty, rtCanada's Asian Pol,icy: The Case of Pakistantr, South Asían Review,2

(January,1970),118.
5o¡bid., rfB.
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Pakístan rrrere names unfamiliar to most Canadians. Canada

established full diplonatic relations with fndia as soon it
became independent, in 1-947, but in Pakistan was represented

only by a trade commissioner until l-950 when a High

Commissioner vras finally appointed. pakistan had earlier
estabrished iÈs High cornmission in canada during the summer of
L949.

The period from L947 to 1951- saw a very modest

relationship develop between Canada and Pakistan that v¡as

limited to basic trade. Data for 1,949 show that Canada

exported to Pakistan nearly $fe million worth of goods, mainly

commercial vehicles, arms and ammunition, asbestos, machinery,

chemicals, medicine, clocks and watches and other hardware.

Pakistan's exports to Canada in that same year, which lrere

comprised mainly of raw wool, raw cotton and ravJ jute,

amounted to approxirnately $1.2 míIIion.51

The political and economic uncertainty that pakistan

experienced immediately after Partition made it an ideal
candidate for Canadian aid. The perceived 'rthreatrt that
communism posed to the new nation rrras clearly a consideration

for officials involved in the fornulation of Canadian foreígn
policy. Given the motives of the Colornbo plan to promote

economic growth and political stability among Commonwealth and

non-Commonwealth countries in Asia, Canadars participation in

51H.1,t"l. Godfrey, Pakistan: Econornic and Cormercial. Conditions in Pakistan, (London: His
¡lajesty,s Stationery Office, 1950) 137-119. See atso Debates I (l4arch 13,'1,950), &.
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that plan was both prudent and worthwhile. Despite the

weakness of early Canadian aid policy, the amount of aid

Canada contributed to Pakistan's development objectives was

significant. Canada's aid relationship with Pakistan during

the l-950s and l-960s rras highlight,ed by a steady f low of

financial and technical assistance amounting to more than $31-8

nilIion.

Table 3.2

Canadian Àid to Pakistan by Year
1951-1952 to L97O-L97L

( s000 )

Fiscal Year

Âmrnt

1951-52 1952-53 1953-51

1 0, 095 6t+ 10 ,327

1954-55 1955-5ó 1956-57 1957-58

1,614 6,716 11,239 17,157

1958-59 1959-60',1960-61

15,095 10,585 14,153

FiscaI Year 1961-62 1962-63 1963-64

^mlnt 
10,626 11 ,&8 13,185

1964-65 1965-æ 19éó-67 1967-æ 19æ-69 1969-70 1970-71

21 ,346 19,348 28,314 21 ,742 16,722 32,ú9 47,512

Sd¡rce: CIDA, RÐrt 12, l-N & CIDA, tgg¡!_l_q, 1-27. ÂDl¡rts refer to Gorer-nt-to-Goverænt
assistarce (grflits, tosls md food aid) tld other coyer-nt-to-Gov€ff-nt assistüæe.

On a visit to Pakistan in L950, immediately following the

Colombo Conference, Lester Pearson noted that rrthe

achievements of two years in that country of Pakistan have

been notable. . The difficulties facing Pakistan are very

great, but they are being met in a spirit of eager and deep

patriotisn. . to those people Pakistan seerned almost as

much of a religion as a state.tt52

52L"stu, B. Pearson, Debates, t (February 22, 1g5lr, 136.
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Under the auspices of the Colombo PIan, the thrust of

Canada's assistance to Pakistan lras concentrated in three

essential areas: electric power, food aid, and industrial
commodities. While these areas absorbed a good portion of

Canada's aid allocations, Canada also provided assistance to
developing Pakistan's agriculture and manufacturing

industries, its transportation and communications sectors, the

development of Pakistan's fisheries, and financing of aerial
surveys of Pakistan's mineral and agricultural areas.

When deterrnining its foreign aid allocations in general,

the Canadian government usually assigned a low priority to

capital eguipnent or industrial projects as they were

considered to be:

not . a proper activity for developnent aid.
They form . the second stage of

development,, building on the infrastructure of
institutions and services which external aid
normally seeks to strengthen. Nevertheless,
industries producing primary materials for local
manufactures or basic construction can be fairly
considered as accessory to infrastructure, and
thereby make a reasonable secondary claim on aid
funds. s

In fact, by L965 Canada had approved only f ive capit,al

eguipment projects, three of which had gone beyond the stage

of a pilot study. Pakistan was the location of two of these

projects: the Maple Leaf Cement Plant in West Pakistan and the

Khulna Newsprint, l,tiIl and Hardboard Plant in East Pakistan.

Both of these projects wiII be examined in the next chapter.

53r"i,h spicer, A samaritsn state?, 170.



CEAPTER FOUR

CÀNADA ÀIID PAKISTÀN: SPECIFICS OF ÀTD

Civilian Rule in Pakistan, 19,1?-1958

Canada's aid relationshÍp with Pakistan was established

at a tine when the stability of Pakistan's fledgling
democratic system v¡as uncertain at best. Indeed, the eleven

year period from L947 to 1-958 has been identified by many

scholars of Pakistan's constitutional and political

development as crucial in defining the future course of

nilitary and civil relations in the Islarnic nation.l During

these eleven years Pakistan's civilian giovernment attempted to
devise a constitution which would serve as an effective guide

for future political, economic and social development.

The task of fornulat,ing a constitution and allowing the

incorporation of many varied interests into a cohesive

government structure proved difficult. Hampered by their
Iocations on either síde of India, East and West Pakistan

struggled in these early years to make success from a union

that was pulled in different directions by competing political

and social factions intent on defining their own place in the

nev¡ nation. The economic uncertainty and hardship that
prevailed throughout both wings weakened further the meagre

sÈability that the political leaders attenpted initially to

establish democratically, and later attempted to impose

'l'See, for instance, Ayesha Jatat, Ihe State of llartiaI Rute: The Origins of Pakístan,s
PotiticaI Econonv of Defence, (Canôridge: CanËridge University Press, 1985); Ian Stephens, ÈL!sl!4;
Richard S. lJheeten, The Potitics of Pakistan, (London: CornetI University Press, 1970); and ûnar llonan,
Pakistan: Potiticat and Econornic History Since 1947, (London: Kegan PauI tnternational, lgg2).
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autocratically.
This is not to say that optirnism for the future vtas

absent from the national consciousness in L947. Indeed,

Pakistan's political future appeared guite pronising after

Partition and high hopes were held that the new nation would

prosper. The necessary prereguisite of having a strong,

visionary leader, considered vital for a smooth transition

from colonial possession to free nation, seemed to be

fu1filled in Pakistan in the person of Muhammed Ati Jinnah,

the Ouaid-i-Azam or rrgreat leaderrr.

Jinnah's political experience llas impressive and his role

in the ner^r nation reflected the broad base of support and

respect that he possessed throughout the nation. Following

Pakistan's independence, Jinnah became its first Governor-

General and the President of the Constituent Assernbly, but

stepped down as leader of Pakistan's main political party, the

Muslim League, which he had guided for many years.2 His close

political aIIy and long-time secretary of the MusIim League,

Liaquat AIi Khan, became Prime Minister and head of cabinet.

The new President of the Pakistan Muslim League was Chaudhri

Khaliguzzaman, a refugee from the United Provinces in India.3

Optinisrn for Pakistan's future was, however, quickly

shattered. Jinnah, who unknown to the public had been

ZTh" P"kí"t"n llustim League separated from the Att-India ilustim League in DecenÈer 1947.
Jinnah xas invited to become the ner party's President but he refused because of his opposition to the
League's adoption of a constitution based on the separation of goverrnent and party. See Ayesha Jatat,
The State of tlartial Rute, 61-63.

3und". Khatiquzzaman's Ieadership, the i{ustim League became increasingty disorganized and
factionatized and its poprtarity throughout the nation decreased.
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suffering from tuberculosis at the tine of independence, died

only thirteen months after the birth of Pakistan. His death

proved to be the first of many setbacks that seriously impeded

Pakistan political development during its first eleven years

as a nation. Liaguat AIi Khan was the only real choice to
succeed Jinnah as the nation's de facto leader. He retained

the title of Prime Minister while Ktrwaja Nazimuddin, a former

minister of East Bengal, took over as Governor-General.

ÀIthough Liaguat could not muster the authority and respect

that Jinnah had commanded as the Ouaid-i-Àzam, his leadership

was widely accepted and respected nonetheless.

Upon taking office in L948, Liaguat turned his
government's attention inward to address the many problems

that plagued the new nation. These included the framing of a

nerlr constitution, deal-ing with the problem of India and

Kashmir, resettling an enormous refugee population, and

deciding how best to approach the task of developing and

improving Pakistan's agricultural and industrial capacity.a

While Liaquat's government was able to make some basic

progress towards improving the Pakistants overall economic

condition, the country was effectively paralyzed following his

assassination in l-951-.s Not only did his untimely death set-

back the nation's constitutional and political development,

4Parnatma Sharan, Goverilnent of Pakistsn, (lndia: l,leenakshi Prakashan, 1g7Ð,38. Kashmir ras,
and stitt is, an area of contention betreen India and Pakistan.

5Li"qu"t ras essassinated by an Afghan nationat, Said Akbar, r¡ho had been in the erçtoy of both
British ard Pakistani intetligence. llunerous conspiracy theories bta¡ned India, Afghanistan and
Britain, among others, for Liaquatrs assassination.
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but economic Arowth was also stynied. Àrnong Pakistan's

political éIites there was no successor who could trfill the

void he left in the party, the government, or the hearts of

the people.116

Liaquatts successor as Prime Minister was Governor-

General Nazimuddin, who took over that position and the

leadership of the Muslim League in 1-952. Succeeding

Nazimuddin as Governor-General was Ghulam Mohamrnad, a Punjabi

bureaucrat whose "impatience with politicians and

parliamentarians had earned hirn notoriety in daring and

initiative. rr7 Nazimuddin proved a weak and ineffectual leader

whose government, plagued by numerous constitutional and

economic crises, ultimatety collapsed. These crises ranged

from religious riots in the Punjab in l-953 and the demand for
greater Islamic infl-uence in the constitution, to the

continued conflict between East and West Pakistan over a wide

range of political and social issues, including the explosive

issue of a national language.

Around the tirne of Partition, Jinnah and Liaguat A1i Khan

had hinted that Pakistan's national language would be Urdu, a

Hindustani language written in the Arabic script. For West

Pakistan, with its many linguistic groups, this proposal made

sense if the result meant linguistic and ethnic unity.

However, the Bengalis in East Pakistan were entirely opposed

óHuyrl" Ayres ui tcox, , 1ó8.
7.Ayesha Jatat, The State of l,lartial Rute, 13ó.
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to this proposal since the overwhelning majority of East

Pakistan's population spoke Bengali, a language derived from

classical Sanskrit. For East Pakistanis, this was an alarming

example of West Pakistan inposing its will on East Pakistan.

When Nazimuddin, hinself a Bengali, advocated Urdu as

Pakistan's national language, intense rioting broke out in
East Pakistan.

Nazimuddin's failure to effectively deal with these

crises and rescue Pakistan's struggling economy resulted in
his dismissal by the Governor-General. fn itself, the

disrnissal was not extraordinary given the circumstances, yet

it set precedent since it was Ghulam Mohammad who unilaterally
made the decision to remove Nazimuddin from office. This

action vras guite signif icant because it trdemonstrated the

absence of an effective link between the Prime Minister and

the institutions of party and parliament.rrs Ghulam Moharnmad

proceeded to appoint Pakistan's Ambassador to the United

Stat.es, Mohammad AIi Bogra, to the post of Prime Minister. An

East Pakistani, Bogra h¡as an established diplomat who had also

served as Pakistan's Ambassador to Burma and High Commissioner

in Canada but lacked political experience.

Bogra quickly became widely unpopular with elements of

West Pakistan's powerful Punjabi political élite who soon

began a guiet campaign to have him removed. He had previously

rejected outright their proposals for incorporating Pakistan,s

Pakistan: PotiticaI and Economic Historv Since 1947,
8û*. Hor*n, 12.
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provinces into a single, administrative unit. The conmon fear

among non-Punjabis was that such a union would be dominated by

the powerfut Punjabis, who v¡ere disproportionately influential

in the administration and mílitary. Their dominance would

serve to discourage potential alliances between the smaller

adninistratíve groupings in the West and East Pakistan's

Bengalis.

The real test of Bogra's ability to pacify his opponents

came with his handling of the constitutional deadlock. His

main task was to devise a constitutional formula that

accommodated East Pakistan in the political affairs of the

nation but at the same tirne did not antagonize Punjabis in

West Pakistan. His formula afforded Bengali the status of a

national language, ân effort that succeeded in appeasing the

moderate elements of East Pakistan's politicaÌ éIite, but also

served to further aggravate their Urdu counterparts in l^iest

Pakistan. The guestion of uniting the various provinces of

West Pakistan into a single, administrative unit remained

unresolved until the L956 constitution came into effect.

Bogra, succumbing to pressure from political elements in East

Pakistan, sealed his fate by supporting a series of

constitutional amendrnents that were aimed at curtailing the

powers of the Governor-General.

In L954, while Bogra was away on a tour of the United

States and Britain, the constituent assembly ratified his new

democratic constitution. However, GhuIam Mohammed was
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unr¡illing to relinguish any of his powers as Governor-General

and, supported by politicians in the Punjab and the Sind along

with the higher civil service and the army command, proceeded

to disrniss the constituent assembly. He aIl-owed Bogra to
remain on as Prime Minister, but de facto por.¡er was handed to
a cabinet that included Major-General fskander Mirza, a West

Pakistani who had previously served as the Governor of East

Pakistan and now became the Minister of the fnterior, General

Ayub Khan as Minister of Defence, and Chaudhri Mohammad Ali,
another well-respected bureaucrat, as Minister of Finance.

Pakistan's constitutional crisis had not been eased or

eliminated, only delayed.

In l-955, serious illness forced Ghu1am Mohammed to
relinquish his official duties. Iskander Mirza took over as

Governor-General while Bogra, who had lost the support of the

Muslim League, resigned as Prime Minister but returned to his

cherished post of Ambassador to the United States. He v¡as

replaced as Prime Minister by Chaudhri l¡ohammad AIi who took

over that post in August L955. Elections were immediately

held to select a nes¡ NatÍona1 Àssenbly which was given the

task of yet again attenpting to draft a nevr constitution.
The constitution that eras devised passed in L956 and

transformed Pakistan into an Islamic Republic with Mirza as

its first President.e The new constitution also put forward

9Fo. 
" detail,ed examination of Pakistan as an Istamic

Istamic Repubtic to Islamic State in Pakistanr, Ásian Survey 24
Reprblic, see Lawrence Ziring, ttFrom
(SepteflËer 198Á), 931-946.
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the idea of rrparity'r between East and West Pakistan. The

"parityrt principle was essentially a means of ensuring that
najority rule by the more populous East Pakistan was avoided.

East Pakistan accepted the rrparitytt principle, but soon found

that the West Pakistan government was not implementing the

principle in budgetary, developmental and adninistrative
activities that directly affected East Pakistan.l0

Meanwhile, by l-958, economic distress added significantly
to the political turmoil. Indeed, Pakistan's economy r^¡as in
shambles. Teachers, oil- workers and government employees $¡ere

among the many workers that went on strike throughout the

nation to demand higher v¡ages. Increasing dissatisfaction and

unrest in East Pakistan with its politicat and economic

situation was also prevalent. The result was the abrogation

of the L956 constitution and inposition of martial law in
October 1958 by fskander Mirza, who was backed by General Ayub

Khan and the army. Elections promised for L958 vrere cancelled

and postponed untíI l-959. The national and provincial

legislative bodies r¡¡ere again dismissed and potitical parties

were dissolved.

However, Pakistants divergence from parliamentary
rrdemocracyrr vras not yet complete. The alliance forged between

Mirza and Ayub Khan was one of necessity for Mirza, but only

one of convenience for Ayub. Backed by the army, Ayub Ìed a

rnilitary coup only weeks after Mirza,s declaration of martial

lon"hok Kapr.rr, Pakistan in Crisís, (Nex York: Routtedge, Chatrnan and Hal,[, tnc.,1W|r,1O2.
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law. Mirza was exiled and Ayub took over as Chief Martial Law

Adninistrator, and later became President, a post he would

hold until 1969.

Up to L958, the national government had directed very

little of its national wealth and resources towards education,

health, and other social services. In fact, annual

expenditure to those areas barely egualled four percent of

total government expenditures. The funding that was provided

to those areas r./as directed mainly towards the urban rniddle

class and not to the majority population which was' for the

most part, impoverished and illiterate.1l

National defence, not development, was a priority during

these years. The threat that India represented to Pakistan's

existence continued, in the minds of the ruting civil and

rnilitary éIites, to warrant a steady flow of national wealth

to the nilitary. An uneasy border with Afghanistan, the

threat of internal dissension, and the desire to moderníze its

armed forces r^rere also factors in Pakistan's emphasis on its

rnilitary.

Between L947 and 1-958, Pakistan's annual rnilitary and

defence expenditures accounted for, on average, just over

sixty percent of its total government expenditure. Indiats

defenôe expenditures during this same period never exceeded

forty-seven percent of its total government expendit'ures.12

11û*. Nor*n, Pakistan: A PoLiticat and Economic Historv Since 19/+7, 18.
12v""n, Kukreja, Civit-llititary Rel.ations in South Asia, (NeH Dethi: Sage Pubtications, 1991),

49.
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The continually high allocations to the military served only

to enhance the ilresources, prestige and influence of armyrr.13

The collusion of West Pakistan's Funjabi civil and

military éIites vras tacitly encouraged by the United States

and overt Àrnerican support for Pakistan's military ensured

that Pakistan remained a strong aIIy and that American

strategic interests in the area were guaranteed. The United

States played a decisive role in guaranteeing Pakistan's

political and geographical integrity through the provision of

substantial amounts of economic and military assistance. fn

addition to providing Pakistan with more than Çzzs million of

economic assistance from L949 to l-958, the United States

contributed between $400 and ÇAZS million of nilitary

assistance during that same period.la The rnilitary
relationship was begun with the signing of the Mutual Defense

Assistance Agreement in L954 and later confirmed with the

Àgreement of Cooperation in L959. Pakistan's membership in
the South-East Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) in L954 and

the Baghdad Pact (CENTO) in L955 further enhanced the American

presence in its South Asian al1y.15

During its first decade as a nation, Pakistan witnessed

numerous power struggles and tensions within the state

13V""n" Kukneja, Civit-l,lititarv Rel.ations in South Asia , 198-201.
14Figur", on U.S. economic assistance to Pakistan can be found in Erecher & Abbas, Foreiqn Aid

jn PaUS-@, 122. Dstå on U.S. mititary assistsnce to Pakistan can be found in suttana Afroz, 'tThe
Cotd l,lar and United States l,lil.itary Aid to Pakistan rtÇr-t96gt,61 .

15srtt"n" Afroz, rtThe col,d !,ar and United states l,lititary Aid to Pakistan 1947-1960r,57.
Afroz's assessment of the irpact of U.S. mititany aid in Pakistan confirms l,est Pakistants dominance
in the nation's mititary affairs.
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apparatus. The political uncertainty that prevailed prevented

the successful formulation and irnplementation of economic

developrnent strategies that rnight otherwise have helped to

relieve Pakistan's ailing economy. The routing of national

wealth and resources to the military only worsened the

economic crisis. It was under these uncertain conditions that
Canadian aid was first delivered to Pakistan.

Canada's Àid Response, 1950-1955

On the surface, Canadian aid to Pakistan vtas launched

with the same energy and optimism that Pakistan had initially
expressed for its ov/n future as a nev¡ nation. Behind it,s

confident façade, however, was a Canadian government reluctant
to commit itself financially in a region that held little
appeal beyond its new Commonwealth connections. Cold War

politics and the conflict in Korea, however, convinced

officials in Ottawa that Canadian participation in the Colornbo

Plan was essential if these new nations were to be saved from

the perceived communist threat.
Within the space of a few years, Canada's association

with its Commonwealth partners in South Asian gre!¡

considerably. New political and economic contacts were

established in India, Pakistan and Ceylon that would expedite

the execution of Canada's Colombo PIan program in those

countries. In L949, Canada appointed its first High

Commissioner to Pakistan, David M. Johnson, who had previously
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served on the Canadian delegation to the first Colombo

conference in 1-950. The appointment hras followed by the

inauguration of the Canadian High Commission in Karachi in
January l-950. Tts opening served to formalize political

association with Pakistan, a fellow Commonwealth country, and

demonstrated Canada's commitment to strengthening political

and economic relations between the two nations. The Canadian

representative on the Colombo P1ants Council for Technical Co-

operation in South and South-East Asia, whose headguarters

vrere located in Colombo, T^ras PauI Sykes.ló

In Canada, Nik Cavell was quite influential and outspoken

in his role as administrator of the International Economic and

Technical Co-operation Division (IETCD) of the Department of

Trade and Commerce. Às Chairman of the Executive Cornmittee of

the Canadian Institute of International Affairs, Cavell had

gained extensive government and business experience with Asia

and hras given responsibility for supervising all Canadian

commitments for economic aid and technical assistance under

the colombo PIan.17 The IETCD was created in l-951- to guide

both technical and capital assistance, the latter reguired

primarily for the Colornbo PIan. At the time, its creation was

considered only a temporary measure, since Canada's bilateral-
aid program itself lvas generally regarded as a "strictly

16c"n"d", Report of the DEA, 1950, (ottara: 1g51r,3-4.
17DEA, Extennal. Affairs, tIt, No.9 (septeíùer, 1951), 515. tlik Cavel.t echoed the sa¡e anti-

comn.¡nistsentimentsg.ttforrardbyCanada,spol'itical'[eaders.See||TheCotorËoPtan'',@
Speeches, 5?/52 arrdrrAsia and the Free llortdrr, Stateflents & SÞeeches, 53/38.
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temporaryrr arrangement. In fact,, the fETCD existed for seven

years and played a pivotal role in laying I'the foundations of
Canada's bilateral aid program and its adninistrative
machinerY. rr18

Having both the political and economic machinery in
place, Canada appeared ready to provide, at the very least,
token support for the PIan agreed to at Colombo in L950. It
was at the Cornmonwealth's second annual consultative meeting,

held in Colombo, Ceylon, in February l-951, that the Canadian

delegation announced that a S25 million contribution had been

approved by Ottawa. The only condition attached was that this
amount woul-d be made available only if the amount of aid
promised by other Colombo PIan members gave rrreasonable hope

that the broad objectives of the PIan would be achieved.rrle

The United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand did, in fact,
promise substantial guantities of aid and the Colombo Plan

became a reality.
India and Pakistan were the first recipients of Canadian

Colombo PIan aid dollars. Of the $25 million aLlotted to the

Colornbo PIan for the l-951--l-952 fiscal year, $fS million was

set aside for India while the remaining $f O million !,/as

designated for Pakistan. To facilitate the carrying out of
Canada's program in Pakistan, the Canadian Commercial

Corporation (CCC) was designated as agent of the Government of

18x"ith Spicer, A samaritan state?, 95.
l9H"*."nd* frorn SSEA to Cabinet, Docurents on Canada,s External Retations, ó08. See atso

ffCanada and the Col.onËo Ptanrr, Statements & Speeches, 51/6, 2.



Pakistan. Grants made to Pakistan by Canada were

the CCC which in turn procured goods and services

approved by the canadian government.Zo
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directed to
for projects

TABLE {.1
Canada's CoIomIDo PIan Allocations

in Pakistan, 1951-1952
(scDN)

1.
2.

Cefirent ptant for ThaI Cotonization Project
Rai Iray ties

$5.0 mittion
$2.8 mi l. I i on
31.0 mitIion
$1.0 mittion
$0.2 mittion

3. Air and geotogical survey
4. Agricutturat machinery
5. Experinrentat Livestock Farm for That

Cotonization Project

scrlndE: O rts m CaEisr e ,1E (1Y52r, 10óó & Debstes, IY (19ó3),3812-3813.

Àgreements were reached between the Canadian and Pakistan

governments on a number of specific projects to be undertaken

with help from Canada. These projects included capital works

and equipnent in connection e¡ith a large refugee settlement

scheme in the Thal area, experimental and demonstration v¡ork

in the field of livestock, and some electrical and transport

equipment (Tab1e 4.1).21 Pakistan later decided that its

reguest for agricultural machinery be deleted and asked that

the.expenditure for the air and geological survey be increased

to iz million, a reguest agreed to by the Canadian

20sseltoActingHighCorrmissionerofPakistan,,18
(1952) , 1066-1067 .

2lExternaI Affairs, ¡ll, No.9 (Septenòer 1951),515. see atso Nik Cavett,rrAsia and the
InternationaI Situationtr, Staternents & Speeches, 52/19, 4-6.
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governmerr|-.?2

By the end of L95L, however, the arrival of Canadian aid

dollars in Pakistan had not yet materialized. of the ç25

million promised by Canada that year for the Colombo Plan,

only a SLo million portion of India's total allotment of $fs

million, which had been set aside for the purchase of wheat,

was actually spent

Why, given the energy and enthusiasm with which Canada

entered into the Colombo Plan program, had the dollars not

reached the intended recipients? There are a number of

reasons for the delays. Until the nid-l-950s, when Pakistan

set firn development goals in its First Five-Year Plan, the

implementation of Canada's aid program in Pakistan was

haphazard at best. Adninistrators in Canada and Pakistan

discovered during the first five years of the Colombo Plan

that prescribing remedies for Pakistants economic woes lvas

both complex and difficult. White progress was made in

identifying specific areas of Pakistan's infrastructure, such

as hydro-electric power development and agrículture, as

requiring inmediate assistance, getting projects off the

ground proved easier on paper than in reality.

on the Canadian side, there was, in factr âD expressed

dissatisfaction with the slow pace of the execution of the

Colombo PLan aid program. Officials in Ottawa acknowLedged

22xish Cormissioner of Pakistan to SSEA, Docr¡nents on Canadian ExternaI Retations, 18 (1952),
10ó8-19ó9andssEAtoHighCormissionerofPakistan,,18
(1952),1070.
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that steps should be taken to improve the speed at which

Canadats Colombo Plan program was administered. However, from

the Canadian government's perspective, the basic weakness of

the implementation of the Plan was deemed to be the rrinept

handling of Colombo PIan matters by the responsible government

officials in the recipient countries.tt2s

The opinion held by many Canadian officials was that some

recipient countries, including Pakistan, had in place a very

rudimentary and generally inefficient adninistration that was

unable to render decisions rapidly. Canada's High

Cornmissioner in India maintained that the problems experienced

in Pakistan and other recipient nations were effectively
epitornised by India:

There is an Indian v¡ay of doing things. By our
standards, it is slow, hesitant, and confused, and
is based on a fundamental lack of planning a¡rl a
tendency continually to make ad hoc decisions.¿a

The ranks of India's and Pakistan's civil service were indeed

inadequately fiIled with skilled or experienced officials
faniliar with the adninistration of a foreign aid program.

Canadian ethnocentrism aside, the turrnoil and chaos caused by

Partition and the legacy of British rule had seriously

weakened Pakistan's civil service.

Canadian officials also complained of having insufficient

23Confidentiat Ietter from Under-SSEA to High Conmissioner of
Externat Retations 18 (1952),993.

---zGlìfr'dential, 
l,etter frorn High Cormissioner in India to SSEA,

Retations 18 (1952), 99ó. lJarrick ChiFan outtines in his letter a
India's CiviI Service.

Pakistan, Docunents on Canada's

Docunents on Canadats ExternaI
range of shortcomings found in
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information available for deciding which aid projects should

be given funding. Without such information, the merits of

project proposals could not be ascertained and the decision of

which to support delayed. However, as both Canada and the

countries receiving Canadian assistance \¡rere new to foreign

aid, it is certainly unfair to apportion blame to one síde

alone since weaknesses existed on both sides.

The end result for Pakistan after the first fiscal year

of the Colombo PIan was no tangible economic assistance. The

only aid Pakistan did receive through Canada's Colombo Pl-an

program v¡as a Ford station wagon.25 Notwithstanding the

quality of Ford vehicles, this $¡as not an impressive

beginning. As a result, the remaining Canadian aid had to be

carried over into the L952-l-953 fiscal year.

When the projects designated for the first year finally
got underway in the second year of the Plan, their impact on

Pakistan's development vras considered a success. The most

important project v¡as the Map1e Leaf Cement Pl-ant, Canada's

first capital and largest industrial project ever undertaken

in a developing country. The project was located in the ThaI

area of the Punjab which had been set aside by the Pakistan

government for refugee colonization. Under construction from

l-953 to L957, the Map1e Leaf Cement Plant absorbed nearly $6.5

mitlion of Canada's Colombo PIan contributions during those

Z5Ext."ct fron tetegnam from High Conmissioner in Pakistan to SSEA, Documents on Canada's
ExternaI Retations 18 (1952),995.
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five years.26 only $5 million had initially been set, aside for

the project, but the estimated costs of equipment and services

supplied by Canada exceeded that amount and additional funding

for the project was approved.2T

For Pakistan, the value of the Maple Leaf project vras

evident. Resettling the nearly seven nillion refugees who had

arrived in Pakistan from India after Partition was a daunting

and arduous task for a government with lirnited resources at

its disposal. Nik Cavell, in a speech delivered at the Empire

CIub in Toronto, told his audience that:
What Pakistan is doing, is to set up nelrr areas of
irrigation and to try to settle [the refugees] on
the land as guickly as possible. One such area
. is the Thal area in the Northwest Punjab.
It is nor¡r a great sandy, thirsty waste. Thousands
of miles of irrigation canals witl have to be
build, and every inch of those canals must be lined
with cement. Houses have to be erected, villages
buitd, road-s put in - aII reguiring vast guantities
of cement.¿ö

Pakistan's existing cement and brick factories were, however,

unable to keep up with the demand for supplies of prirnary

building materials for the construction of housing facilities

for these refugees. Cave11 explained that rrit became obvious

that the only practical solution was to build a cement nilI
right in the area. Fortunately, the lirnestone and other raw

materials necessary are availabls.n29 The Map1e Leaf Cement

26r"iah Spicer, ¡¡amar¡tan..'¡gtate,
27Top secret Extract frorn Cabinet

(1953>, 947.
281¡ik c"uel,t, rrThe CotorËo Ptan'r,
29 tbid. , 7.

171.

Conctusions, Docunents on Canada,s External Retations 19

Statements & Speeches, 52/52, 7.
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Plant was intended to drarnatically increase production of

these building materials and ease the pressure upon Pakistan's

existing building supply manufacturers.

Despite numerous technical and personnel problems

inherent to any project of this type, the Maple Leaf project

proved a remarkable success. Dozens of refugees were employed

full-time at the plant and the living standards of the remote

village of Daud Ktrel, Iocated near the cement p1ant, rose

significantly. Thousands of ne!{ homes were built for the

displaced refugees. The high 1evel of production at the Map1e

Leaf P1ant helped with the construction of future Canadian-

funded projects, including the Warsak and Shadiwal projects.

l.Ihen finished, the factory was the centre of much publicity in

Canada since it was the first major Canadian development

project to be completed.30

In addition to the cement p1ant, Canada, along with

Australia and New Zealand, assisted with the development of an

experimental- farm, also in the ThaI area. According to Nik

Cavell, the purpose of the farm was to rrsupply the settlers

with draft bullocks, buffalo, good seed and expert advice.rl

Canada provided nearly $200,000 worth of agricultural

machinery to the farm.31

Another example of early success vtas the country-wide

30x"iah Spicer, A samaritan stste? , 171-173. Spicer
experienced during the Life of the project.

31Nik c"u"l.t, rrThe Cotonbo Ptan,,, !gg.1¡q'1¡1[lg9@,
the Fpee llortdtr, Staternents & Speeches, 53/38, 6-7.

atso outIines probtens that Here

52/52, 8 and Nik Cavetl, "Asia and
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aerial photographic and geological survey of Pakistanrs

natural resources. Ník Cavell explained to his audience at
the Enpire Cl-ub in Toronto that:

If a nation is to be industrialized, she must first
know what raw materials she has - and this Pakistan
did not know. tle arranged with her for an aerial
resources survey of their country, and a Toronto
firm, which took this contract, has now its men and
planes in Pakistan actually operating on such a
survey. Within two yearsr wê hope to have produced
a resources survey map, which wiII give indications
of what natural resources are available and where
they are most likely to be found.3z

In l-953, the Canadian High Cornmissioner to Pakistan, K. P.

Kirkwood, described the aerial survey as rtthe most successful

element in Canada's capital assistance program for Pakistan up

to the present time.tt35 Pakistan,s High Commissioner to Canada

agreed, saying the survey was of rrincalculable value.rr34 Not

only did the aerial survey give Pakistan a clear view of its
resource potential, but because the surveys vJere conducted by

private aerial survey companies doing aid work, administrative

relations v¡ere relatively untroubled and the surveys

themselves rrstrengthened goodwill not only by diminishing

abrasive contacts with local adrninistrators but by forging

bonds of respect and comradeship with local technicians. tt35

A Pakistani involved with the survey process stated that

32tik c"""tt, rrThe Col.orËo Ptan,', S!g$süS-Ël@@, 52/52, 7.
33letter fron High Comissioner in Pakistan to Under-ssEA, Docun€nts on canadian Externâl

Relations 19 (1953), 949. In his articte, .rlJhat lJe Have Donerr in rrCanada and Cotonùo - A Syrposi¡¡¡tt
Queen's ouartertv 61 (1954), 324, llik CavetI atso erçhasized the vatue of the aeriat survey in "Asia
and the Free llortdrr, Stateflìents & Speeches, 53/38, 6.

lHi.." 
Osman Al.i Baig, ilPakistan To-dâyrr The Enrrire Cl.ub of Canada, 185.

35x"ith Spicer, A Samaritan stste?, 158. See Nik Cavett, statements & speeches,52/52 lor a
tengthy discussion of Canada's first year in the Cotonùo Pl.an.
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rrthe elaborate eguipment and copious supplies made possible

the cornpletion of the field work in exceptionally fast tine
and probably with a high degree of accuracy. rr He went on to
say that the tteguipment and supplies are useless without the

personnel to use them. À11- the geologists of the Canadian

party . worked with great enthusÍasm and courage. "3ó

The rehabilitation of its railways was also undertaken by

Pakistan with assistance from the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and Canada's Colombo

Plan allocations. Converting its railways to handle diesel

locomotives was considered crucial, given Pakistan,s lack of
coal but potential for oiI. According to Ník Cavell,

Pakistan's network of railway tracks rrwere in very bad

conditionrr and thousands of miles had to be relaid to

accommodate the new diesel locomotives.3T The Canadian

contribution amounted to $2.e nitlion worth of wooden railway

tíes for the refurbishment of Pakistan,s railway system.

Another significant cornponent of Canada's aid program in
Pakistan was it,s involvement in the Colombo P1an,s technical

assistance program. The Canadian government, in addition to

its annual capital aid allocations, allotted some $400r000

annually to the Technical Assistance Program.3s This amount

would see rnodest increases in the late l-950s and early 1-960s.

3ór"ith Spicer, A Sanraritan State?, 159.
37Nik C"r"tt, ilThe Col.olrùo Ptan,,, .S-!.q!.@Lç-&lÞeeches,, 52/52, 8.
38see Nik Cavett, statements & speeches, 51/38,1-3. For a criticaI assessment of technicat

assistance, see Benjamin Higgins, trThe Evatuation of TechnicaI Assistancerr tnternationaI JournaI XXV
(1969-1970), 34-55.
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Separate from the United Nations Expanded Technical Assistance

Program (UNETAP), to which Canada also allocated some $850,000

annually, the technical aid component of the Colombo plan was

intended to bring trainees from Colornbo Plan nations to Canada

for further training in their fields of expertise. It also

allowed for experts from Canada to travel to developing

countries and assist in technical training programs there.

Howeverr âs with the provision of capital aid, the

technical aid component of the Colornbo Plan got off to a slow

start. OnIy a small percentage of the initial $4OO,OOO

technical aid allocation for l-950 was actuatly spent and the

failure to fully utilize the allocated funds vras repeated

through most of l-95L. During that year, Canada offered sixty
scholarships and fellowships to Asian students. A total of
forty-eight students were accepted to study in Canada.

However, of those forty-eight who had been accepted, only a

handful had actually arrived in Canada; eleven from India, six
from Pakistan, and one from Ceylon. The rest were set to
arrive in early October l-95L for the beginning of the nevt

academic year.3e By the end of 1-951-, only two experts from

Canada had departed for the Colombo PIan region.a0

Administrative difficulties and ínexperience, âs was the case

with the project component of Canada,s Colornbo PIan program,

h¡ere partly to blame for the slow start.

39Of¡, Ex¡gerna!-.1!.1|þ!¡g, III, No. 9 (Septanber, 1951), 513-314.
4oXoh",n,"d Abdut Hai, Canadian Aid Policy, 73. The experts ¡{ere a

a refrigeration engineer sent to Ceyton. See DEA, ExternaI Affairs, ilt, llo.
f isheries consuttant and
9 (SeptenËer, 1951r, 314.
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Improvements and experience sped up the pace at which the

technical program rr¡as implemented and severar technical
missions eventually arrived in Canada to study Canadars

methods of highway and bridge construction, public health,

agriculture, hydro-electric development and public
adninistration.ll Pakistanrs High Cornmissioner to Canada

lauded the t,echnícar assistance program and complimented the

Canadian role in the training of young pakistanis in
agriculture, civit administration, and technology. He noted

that rrwhen these trainees return home they in turn irnpart

their knowledge to their colleagues and compatriots and thus

help to increase the number of technicians and trained
personnel at our disposal . rr42 At least, that v¡as the

assumption.

Canada's participation in the technical training
component of the colombo PIan also garnered considerable

positive attention in Parliament. Wal-lace Nesbitt, the M.p.

for Oxford, informed his fellow members of the nine students

from Pakistan who were learning about farm machinery at the

Massey Harris Ferguson plant in his riding. He proudly

described how the Pakistan students:

lived in homes throughout the cornmunity. They
took part in all the social activities of the
community. They played badminton, took part in

41Loui" St. Laurent, rrCanadats Retations with Asiarr, Statements & Speeches , 52/33, 6.
Nik Cavett, rrThe Cotorúo Ptanrr, Statements & Speeches, S2/52 and L.B. Pearson, rtCanada and
Assistance to Urder-devel,oped Countriestr, staternents & sÞeeches, 52/10 for a discussion of
cooperation under the Cotonùo Ptan.

42l4ir..0sman Al.i Baig, "Pakistan To-dayr, The Enrcire Ctub of Canada, 185.

See atso
Techni cat
techni ca I
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Iittle theatre activities, spoke at the service
clubs. . they v¡ere invited out socially at all
tirnes and everybody . made a fuss over them.¿3

While their social interaction with the community no doubt had

a positive impact, it is difficult to deterrnine the extent to
which the Pakistani students, knowledge of farm machinery

improved during their stay in Canada or was usefully applied
upon their return home.

Nik Cave1l also commented positively on the role played

by the Colombo Plan in training people from South and

southeast Asia. one mission he singled out was that of twelve

young Pakistanis who had just entered pakistanrs civil service
and had arrived in Canada to study Canadars system of
government. Cavell explained that:

They started here with an interview with the prime
Minister who not only welcomed them to Canada but
told them something about his job in this
democratic country. they saw members of the
Cabinet and learned something of their jobs
and . all the ramifications of our federal
government system. . they toured the provinces.

. dug ínto our municipal problems . studied
the workings of a well established democratic
country. . f am reasonably sure that those
twelve young men will enter on their careers with
broader minds and an affection for canada.44

Clear1y, the arrival of foreigners to Canada for training had

a tremendous public relations benefit and also helped to
educate Canadians of their country's expanding role in Asia.

Canadian and Pakistani aid officials gained considerable

adninistrative experience during the first year of the plan

43tr"l. l,r"" Nesbitt, Debates, VII (August Z, 1956r, &1 .
44t¡ik Curr"l.t, rrThe CotorËo Ptanrr, statements & sÞeeches,52/52, g.
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and were much better able to coordinate their activities in

subsequent years. Project detennination and program delivery

improved throughout the L950s, though there remained no clear

strategy on the part of the Canadian government for providing

foreign assistance.

Canada's announced contribution to the Colombo PIan for

the L952-L953 fiscal year remained at S25 urillion and was

again directed nainly towards India and Pakistan, with some

aid delivered to ceylon.a5 An additional $4OO,oOO was set

aside for the technical assistance program. In reality,
however, the total amount of aid disbursed that year was

approximately $5.52 million.aó of that, Pakistan was recipíent

of grant aid valued at $64,000 while India received food aid

valued at $5 million and grant aid totalling only $55,000.

The rest of the Colombo Plan region, mainly Ceylon, received

g4os, ooo.17

Canadian aid to Pakistan during that year hras directed

towards the projects that began, oy rather, were supposed to

begin, in the previous year. ottawa also announced that a

grant of $5 nillion would be provided to Pakistan for the

purchase of wheat, the first Canadian food grant to that

country. In fact, the actual amount of food aid arnounted to

$l-o million and was delivered t,o Pakistan during the l-953-l-954

45ln f".t, the actuat amount disbursed to the Col,onÈo Ptan area during this period ras $5.52
miLl.ion. India received a food grant of $5 miLLion.

46_.--The announced annuat attocation to the Cotorbo Ptan appears to have been rpre of a guide and
the actual amounts spent, for måny reasons, frequentty fetI short of the attocated amount.

L7-'clDA, Bggj_l_?, 1.
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fiscal year.

The amounts aside, the provision of wheat to Pakistan

warrants further mention here. The intent of the Colombo PIan

was not to provide food aid since that type of assistance did

not eliminate the source of the problem - low food production.

It instead provided only short-tern relief. Food shortages

lrere, however, a recurring problem for Pakistan and India

during the years following Partition. Pakistan's government

had atternpted to avoid using Colombo Plan funds for procuring

wheat from Canada and had inst.ead spent nearly $17 million
from its or¡¡n resources to buy Canadian wheat.

In February l-953, L.D. Wilgress, the Under-secretary of

State for External Affairs, suggested to the SSEA that
rrevidence of the effort which Pakistan has made to meet its
own needs, combined with the seriousness of the food prospect,

would seem to warrant at least this measure of assistance. rr

Wilgress also argued that:

on political grounds it, would seem most desirable
to do what we can. The present Government is not
strong. It is subject to internal political
pressures . as a result of provincial
jealousies and communist agitation.
Nevertheless, it is by far the best government in
sight from our point of view. Another government
would probably look with disfavour on the
Commonwealth; and, if a change took place as the
result of a rnilitary coup, the future- shape of
Pakistan would be difficult to predict.aE

Clearly, while there $¡ere humanitarian considerations behind

48confidential'l{emorarrdunfromUrrder-SSEAtoSSEA,,
19 (1953), 953-954.
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the provision of wheat, political motivations lrere the

foremost concern. Officials in Ottawa were cognizant of
Pakistan's uncertain potit,ical situation and believed that the
provision of wheat v¡as necessary for ensuring the stabirity of
Pakistan's weak government. For its part, pakistan lras

reguired to arlocate a sinirar amount of funds to be used for
development purposes under the auspices of the colombo pran,

a condition the Pakistan government complied with.ae

Besides the food assistance, Canada, ât the reguest of
Pakistan, expanded the Lg5L aerial geological survey project
to include an agricultural land-use examination. The expanded

survey assisted in more effectively identifying the

agricultural resources of the country and deterrnining where

new irrigation schemes could best be utilized.
Pakistants need for pest control eguipnent for the

protect,ion of crops prompted canada to deriver three aircraft
for crop dusting. These aircraft, provided for the spraying

of locusts, became the nucleus of a Pest contror service set

up through the United Nations Food and Agrículture
Organization (FAO). Locusts had become a persistent pest in
parts of Pakistan and it was thought iluseless to spend money

growing more food if locusts eat it all üp. il50 Canadars

invorvement in Pakistants pest controt efforts lasted until

49Thot*, peterson, , 7'l-73. llohannad Abdul
ts positive and negativeprovides a ctear definition of the counterpart fund pr

Canada's aid progralnne.
50Xik C"vel.[, rtAsia and the Free lJorldrr, Staterpents & Speeches,53/58,7.

Hai atso
inpact on
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L964 and during that time, in addition to the aircraft, Canada

provided trucks, spray eguipment and pesticides.

And finaJ-Iy, arrangements were made to begin Canada's

most Ímportant new project in Pakistan: the Warsak Dam hydro-

electric project.5l The Warsak Dam project absorbed the

Iargest, amount of Canadian project aid to Pakistan under the

Colombo Plan during the period studied: nearly $ge million
over the course of Canada's initial involvement, which lasted

from L952 to l-959.

LocaÈed on the Kabul River near the Àfghan border with

West Pakistan, the Warsak Dam, when completed, was intended to
satisfy four main objectives established by the Pakistan

government. The first r{as to produce electric power on a

scale large enough to stimulate industrial growth in the

region where it was locat,ed and to overcome por^rer shortages in
southern West Pakistan. The second objective was to provide

irrigation for nearly LOO,OOO acres of the dry plains of

Peshawar. The third was to train almost l-0r000 tribesmen from

the surrounding hills as a semi-skilled labour force for use

in future development projects. The final objective hras to
pacify and stabilize the area's turbulent tribal society

through their salaried employment as local workers.52 Given

the area's close proxinity to the USSR, the fourth object.ive

was intended to prevent local tribesmen from becoming lured

51C"n"d", ReÞort of the DEA, 1953, (0ttara: 1g54r, 26.
Doner¡ in rtCanada and Cotorùo: A SyÍposirmtt Oueen,s Quarterty ó1

52x"i,h Spicer, A Sanraritan State? 127.

Atso see l{ik Cavelt, "lJhat Have lJe
(1951),325.
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into destabilizing Pakistanrs government through inducements

from the USSR.

fn fact, the inmediate irnpact of the Warsak Dam was the

doubling of West Pakistan,s capacity for the generation of
electrical power. Near1y 1-00,OOO acres of formerly infertile
land was irrigated through the scheme and the standard of
Iiving in the immediate areas !/as inproved due to the

employment of the local citizens and their development of new

skiIIs. Nik Cavell, after visiting the project area,

commented that what he saw was trnothing short of marvellous.tt53

Later upgrades to the power generation equipment at the I.Iarsak

Dam would substantially increase its kilowatt output and

irrigation capacity.

Canadats announced Colombo PIan contributions for the

l-953-L954 fiscal year again totalled $25 rnillíon, with an

additional $400rOOO set aside for the technical assistance

component of the PIan. As before, the announced amounts vrere

not realized. OnIy $11.72 million was actually delivered to
fndia, Pakistan and Ceylon, and the rnajority of that consisted

of the $10 nillion worth of wheat provided to pakistan.

Pakistan's share of the remaining aid was directed towards the

I{arsak Dam project, the provision of consulting engineering

services, agricultural machinery, and an extension of the

aerial resources survey, this tine with a special emphasis on

better determining Pakistanrs agricultural potential_.

53t¡ik Cavett, rrÂsia and the Free lJortdrr, Statements & Speeches,5S/38,7.
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In early L954, Canadian Prime Minister Louis St,. Laurent

embarked on lengthy trip abroad. His tour began in Europe,

with brief stops in Great, Britain, France, Germany and ltaly,
where he and his entourage were entertained by these country's
respective heads of state. His visit to Europe v¡as forlowed

by an extensive sojourn to Asia. Among his many stops in.A,sia

hrere visits to Bahrain, Pakistan, rndia, ceyron, rndonesia,

the Philippines, Korea, and Japan, and a brief stop in Hawaii,

before returning home to canada. part of the reason for the

trip was to allow St. Laurent to see first-hand, albeit
superficially, precisely how Canada was involved, through the

Colombo Plan, in the development of pakistan and its
neighbours. upon his return to canada, st. Laurent commented,

during a rather rengthy address to the House of commons in
March of that year, that the colombo pran and its technical
assistance component, based on his observations, qrere tmost

practical and appropriate.',54

The amount of assistance Canada allocated to the Colombo

Plan for the i-954-l-955 fiscal year remained at 925.4 nillion.
As before, the actuar amount disbursed during that year ferr
short of that announced, totalting only 912.55 niIIion.
Pakistan's share of that aid, just over $f . A ¡nillion, vras

destined for projects arready in progress, arthough some nevr

projects vrere also initiated that year. rn East pakistan, the

54L*i. st. Launent,
Statements & Sp€eches, 54/17,

ttPrire ltlinisterrs Report to ParIiament on Return frun Trip Abroadr,
6.
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Ganges-Kobadak project was begun while the shadiwar Hydro-

Electric Power Development project in the punjab area of I{est

Pakistan was initiated. A limited arnount of assistance in the
form of aluminum and copper v¡as arso suppried to pakistan.55

Agreements were arso reached for canadars involvement in the
construction of the Dacca-Chittigong-Karnaphuli Transmission

Line, arthough that project did not actualry get underway

until i-9s5.

some further mention of the Ganges-Kobadak project, of
considerable importance for East pakistan, is warranted here.
rt was part of a multi-purpose scheme for the development and

irrigation of the Brahmaputra-Ganges delta in East pakistan.

Financed in part by the colornbo pran, the Food and Àgricurture
organization (rAo) and the rnternationar co-operation
Administration (rcA), the project concentrated on utilizing
East Pakistan's water resources to their maximum potentiar.
rmproving East Pakistan's irrigation, drainage, navigation,
flood protection and pov¡er deveropment e¡ere the main

objectives of the project. rncruded in these objectives was

improving the irrigation pot,ential of the deteriorating
Kobadak river through drainage channels and the interracing of
the irrigated area to regurate the water frow and reduce the
effect of fJ-ooding. rt was also expected that the scheme

wourd irrigate nearry 2 rnillion acres when completed.s6 The

55c"n"d., Reoort of the DEA, i954, (ottawa: 1gs5),3,1-32.)ô 
ive_ygú1s_n, 1gg -zoo.
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focus areas of the project v/ere the Kushtia, Jessore and

Kl¡ulna districts.5T canada contributed more than ç2.s milrion
to the power development component of the project.5s

The first four years of canada's participation in the
colombo Pran nere, for the most part, a pubric relations
success for st. Laurent's Liberal government. rts efforts had

strengthened Canada's relations with new Commonwealth nations
and had demonstrated canada's resolve to herp avert the threat
of poritical and economic instability to those countries. rt
should be noted, hov/ever, that although gl-02 nirtion had been

arlocated for use in the colornbo pran region during those
yearsr âfi amount of just over $55 rnirrion was actually
disbursed. of the totar amount of aid provided, rndia
received the mosti over S29.3 mirlion or s3.z percent;

Pakistan's share totalled ç22.L rnillion or 44.t percent; whire
the rest of the colombo plan region received just over $3.6

million or 6.7 percent. The number of students and trainees
in canada from the corombo plan region rose from forty-eight
in l-951- to a reported two-hundred and seven by L955. The

number of canadian advisors serving in colombo plan nations

rose from just two in l-95i- to forty-eight by l-955.5e

canada's aid to Pakistan took two main forms during the
L951"-1952 to 1954-1955 period. of the 922.1 rnirlion disbursed

571¡"fi, 
Ahmad, An Economic GeoqraÞtìy of East Pakistan, (London: Oxford University press, 195g),

1 ó0- 1 63.
58c"n"d", ReÞort of the DEA, 1954, (Ottara: 1955), 31-33.
59EAo, Annual. Revier.¡ 1966-19ó7, (Ottaxa: 1967r, 10-11.
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to Pakistan, nearly 5s percent of that aid consisted of grant
aid while the remaining 4s percent took the form of food aid
(Tab1e 4.2). canadian grant aid to rndia, by comparison,
accounted for almost 49 percent of the g29.3 nillion in total
aid to rndia while the remaining 5J- percent took the form of
food aid.

Canadian
by

Table 4.2
Bilateral Disbursements to pakistan
Type, 1951-1952 to 1954-1955

(9ooo)

Fiscal Yeer

1951 - 1952
1952-1953
1953-1954
1954-1955

Grmts I
10,095 100.064 100.0327 3.2
1,614 100.0

LorE

0
0
0
0

z

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Food 
^id 

Z

0 0.00 0.0
10,000 96.8

0 0.0

Totat

1 0, 095
&

'10,3?7
1,611

The distribution of project aid between I,rest and East
Pakistan must be considered at this point. of the funding
provided for projects initiated during the period starting in
the l-95L-l-952 fiscal year and ending in the l_954-l_955 fiscar
year, west Pakistan crearry received the dorninant share. The

warsak Dam project, the Mapre Leaf cement pl_ant and the
shadiwar Hydro-Erectric power project, alr in T{est pakistan,

accounted for nearry 74 percent of canada's project aid
allocations to pakistan. The two projects in East pakistan;

the Ganges-Kobadak project and the Dacca-chitt.igong-Karnaphuri
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Transmission Line; received only l-3 percent of the total
project aid provided.

Table {.3
Canaðian Project Àid cornrtitments to Pakistan,

1951-1952 to 195{-1955
($cDN)

Project

Rai tray Ties
That ExperirentaI Farm
AeriaI Resources Survey
lJarsak Hydro-etectric and lrrigation Project
Pest Controt
l,lapte Leaf Cement Ptant
ShadiraI Hydro-etectric Power Devetoprnent
Ganges-Kabadak Project, ThermaI Ptant
Dacca-Ch i tt i gong-Karnaphut i Transmi ssi on L i ne
Hatching Eggs and lncubator
BiotogicaI ControI Ståtion, Raratpindi

Duratiql

1951-1952
1951-1952
1951-1958
195?-1959
1952-1964
1952-1957
1953- 1958
1954-1955
19s4-1959
1951-1955
1954- 1958

Caiætt

2,770,490
196,745

3,355,990
37,575,518
2,193,950
6,139,502
3,126,920
2,592,963
5,769,620

3,10ó
55,383

The renaining projects listed in Tab1e 4.3, v¡ith the

exceptions of the Thal Experírnental Farm and the Biological
Control Station in Rawalpindi, both of which v¡ere located in
I{est Pakistan and received between thern a total of around

$250,000, r¡ere nationwide. However, while it is difficult to
ascertain hov¡ that remaining aid was actually divided between

I{est and East Pakistan, it would be fair to speculate, given

the central governmentts regional bias towards the West, that
I{est Pakistan received a disproportionately higher share of
the aid. Such imbalances in the share of aid provided to West

and East Pakistan illustrate West Pakistanrs dominance in the

political and economic affairs of the nation.
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Pakistan's First Five-year plan, 195s-1960

Pakistan's National Planning Board $¡as established in
l-953 to prepare the country's First Five-year plan covering

the period l-955 to 1960.ó0 For pakistan, the plan v¡as its
first systernatic attenpt to accererate the pace of economic

development.6l on paper, the planning Board l¡our-d assist the
government in formulating poJ-icies that were more deveropment

oriented. The institutional framework for planning and

development would be strengthened and organized in such a way

as to facilitate maximum cooperation and col-Iaboration between

the planning machinery and the adninistrative machinery.

However, the Planning Board itself v¡as only partially
staffed by Aprir t-955, and whire its members included some

abre people, most of its staff were inadequately trained with
Iitt1e or no experience. A positive aspect of the planning

Board's structure was that the chairman of the planning Board

had direct access to the Minister of Economi-c Affairs. This

access was crucial to the speeding up of policy developrnent,

and clearing up questions of procedural or personner matters.

unfortunately, the frequent replacernent of pakistanrs

politicar readers and ministers effectively inpaired the

ability of the Ptanning Board to execute policy.ó2

&Th" t{.aionaI Pl,anning Board ras reorganized and renamed the NationaL pl,anning conmission in
1958-

ó1Co,rr-n*""l.th consul.tative Cormittee, The Coto¡bo Ptan: Countny Papers on the Speciat Topic,
1969, (Canada: 19ó9), 151.

ó2See Al.bert llaterston, Ptannins tn pakistan, (Battimore: The John Hopkins press, 19óJ), 21-27.
lJaterston provides an excettent st¡nary of pakistan's ptanning institutions
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As a result of these personnel and policy difficulties,
the First Five-Year PIan, which was drafted in 1-955, only

received approval from Pakistan's National Economic Council in
the spring of 1-957. Despite it being approved, the First PIan

v¡as still not published until May of l-958, three years into
the First Plan's period of coverage. By the tirne it, r¡as

finally pubJ-ished, it was clear that Pakistan,s development

during those first three years covered by the PIan had fallen
well-below the PIan's expectations.

The First Five-Year Plan listed numerous development

targets and priorities covering the main areas where Pakistan

needed development. The Plan was designed to achieve

objectives thatr oD paper, were considered feasible. These

objectives were to raise the national income and the standard

of living of the people; to improve the balance of payments of
the country by increasing exports and by production of
substitutes for importsi to increase the opportunities for
useful employment in the countryi to make steady progress in
providing social servicesi and to increase rapidly the rate of

development, especially in East Pakistan and other less-

developed regions of the country.ó3

During the five year period beginning in L950, foreign

aid represented a little over one percent of Pakistants GNP.

During the period covered by the First Five-Year PIan, that
percentage nearly tripled to represent three percent of

ó3First Five-Year Ptan, 15.
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Pakistan's GNP.& Although, during the First Five-year pÌan,

industrial production and the development of the

transportation and communication infrastructure showed strong

growth, the development of the agricultural sector, which was

considered the priority, fell far short of the expectations

outlined in the PIan. The Plan itself was considered a

failure.

The failure of the First Plan was attributed to several

causes: non-development expenditures exceeded expectations;

earnings of foreign exchange felI considerably short of plan

projections; arrivals of foreign aid were slower than

expected; a considerable rise in both internal and external
prices upset the cost calculations incl-uded in the Plan; many

projects took longer to complete than expected; and factors
beyond the control of the Plan such as weather and the

deterioration of Pakistan's terms of trade. Above all, there

!'tas a serious failure to observe the discipline of the Plan,

that is, an inabitity to stay within the parameters of
development as defined by the P1an.65

The First Five-Year Plan also suggested that some effort
to address the regional disparity that existed between East

and West Paki'stan r^ras necessary to ensure that the average

standards of living in the two wings I'become approximately

&Lester B. Pesrson, Partners in DevetoHrìent: Report of the Cormission on International
Devetosnent, (New York: Praeger Pubtishers, 1970), 313.

ó5coverrtnent of Pakistan, The Second Five-Year Pl.an (19ó0-19ó5) (Karachi: l,lanager of
Pubtications, 1960r, 1-3.
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equal.rróó Despite its recognition of East Pakistan's weaker

economic positions, however, the Plan actually allocated to
West Pakistan nearly double the expenditure that it allocated

to East Pakistan during the Plan period. The Pakistan

government's policy of rapid industrialization resulted in a

concentration of investment in the West since, according to
policy makers in West Pakistan, it was in the Western wing

where the greatest potential for industrial growth Iay. Other

sectors of East Pakistan's infrastructure, such as

transportation, conmunications and agriculture, were neglected

and what littl-e industrial activity that did take place in the

East wing r¡as controlled by West Pakistan business interests.ó7

The Plan cited a variety of geographical and historical
reasons for East Pakistan's lower allocations, but also

suggested that East Pakistan lacked personnel with the

technical skilI and knowledge rrto prepare schemes in
sufficient detail to establish their soundness and

feasibility.rróa That may have been true, but the inherent

weakness of East Pakistan's civil service was its domination

by West Pakistan and the distinct bias towards l{est Pakistan

in the nation's economic actívities.óe

6@LP!e¡,74.
67 , r.
æri rst-E-Vq-Yee¡-l-!-e!, 74-75.

Rounaq Jahan, Paki , (NeH York: CotwËia University
Press, 1972),26-27. See atso l,ld. Anisur Rahman, East arìd llest Pakistan: A Probtefi in the Political.
Econofi¡v of RegionaI Ptanninq, (USA: Centre for tnternationaI Affairs, Harvard University, 19ó8), 15.
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Canadars åid Response, 1955-1960

St. Laurent's Liberal government increased Canada's

overall allocations to the Colombo Plan to ÇZø.4 million for
the 1955-L956 fiscal year. Contrary to past performance, the

actual amount provided by Canada, an amount of $25.3 miIlion,
nearly egualled that which !/as announced. Pakistan's

precarious political situation did not prornpt a reduction in
Canada's Colombo PIan aid flow to Pakistan. Indeed, guite the

opposite was true. Pakistan's share of that aid, some ç6.7

nillion, v¡as more than four times higher than the previous

fiscal year and v¡as directed towards the continued

construction of and eguipment for the Warsak project.

The Canadian government also announced that a thermal

power p1ant, the Goalpara Thermal Station, would be provided

for use at Khulna in East Pakistan. Arrangements were also

finally made for funding to begin on the construction of the

Dacca-Chittagong-Karnaphuli electricity transmission 1ine,

also in East Pakistan.T0 It was a high-voltage transrnission

line that, when connected to other neighbouring high-voltage

grids, would help to increase the distribution of power to
industrial users and serve the major load centres throughout

the area.71 Funding for another high-voltage transmission line
connecting thermal stations at Bheramara and Goalpara was also

provided by the Canadian government.

70C.n"d", Report of the DEA, 1955, (OttaHa: 1g5O, 33.
718ç.9!4li.w:Ie.&!, 214.
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Canada's L956-1-957 Colombo PIan allocation v¡as increased

by $e million, but only ç22.4 nillion of the $34.4 million was

actually disbursed. Pakistan,s share amounted Èo $i-l-.23

million, nearly double that of the year before, and lras

approximately half of the totat amount allocated to the

Colombo Plan region. Included in Canadars assistance lras a

$1.5 million gift of wheat to Pakistan to alleviate another

grain shortage.T2 Further funds were made avaÍlable for the

Warsak hydro-electric project. Additional assistance was

given to the aerial survey of natural resources in pakistan,

and commodity assistance in the form of copper v¡as also sent

to Pakistan. Continued assistance v/as also provided for the

Goalpara thermal pos¡er plant and the construction of the

electricity transmÍssion line between Dacca and Chittagong in
East Pakistan, and the construction of the hydro-power plant

at Shadiwal in West Pakistan.ß

Canada's allocations for the 1957-L958 fiscal year

remained steady at $34.4 nillion, but more than $59 million
was actually provided. Nearly all of the $17.2 nillion made

available to Pakistan v¡as committed to the t{arsak project. Of

the balance, $l- million vras allocated to the construction of
an electricity transmission line in connection with the

canges-Kobadek power project. A sum of $f- million hras

provided for the doubting of the circuit on the Dacca-

2lt shouLd be noted that the actual amount of Canadian food aid for 1956-1957 r¡as $1.48
mil. l.ion. See CIDA, 899¡_l_?, 3.

Ucanada, Report of the DEA, 195ó, (OttaHa: 1957>, 43-44.
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Chittagong transmission line and $2 niltion worth of wheat was

also provided to Pakistan.Ta By comparison, India received

more than $35.4 nillion from Canada that year while the rest
of the Colombo Plan region received $5.5 nillion.

A distinct chang:e in Canadian aid policy occurred

following an upset election victory in June 1957 by the

Conservatives led by J.G. Diefenbaker. Diefenbaker was a

staunch supporter of the Commonwealth and his enthusiasm for
its multi-racial composition was demonstrated during a visit
to Pakistan in November of 1958. fn a speech made at the

University of the Punjab in Lahore, Diefenbaker applauded the

spirit of the Commonwealth and the trbrotherhoodrr of nat,ions

that it represented:

When our engineers build dams together when our
students learn together, when our statesmen and
national leaders confer and confide, we being about,
within this Commonwealth of different races and
religions, of different forms of g'overnment, a
unity in the spirit , a dedication to the assurance
that any disputes that we have . can, and must,
be settl-ed in an arnicable way.75

He went on to say that Canada wel-comed rrthe opportunity of the

Colombo Plan to co-operate with the countries of South Asia

and to share in the task of nehr construction and

reconstruction. tt7ó

It was Diefenbaker's avid support of Colornbo Plan

activities and his anti-communist sentiments that in large

74c"n"d", ReÞort of the DEA, 1957, (Ottaua: 1958),45-46. The anpunt of the food aid is
confirmed in CIDA Report 12.

D¿.c. oi"f"nbaker, rtCanada and Pakistan,,, Sþ!emen!r&-!pggçþ, 59/6, 5.
7órbid.,5.
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part contrj-buted to both an increase in Canadars Colombo plan

allocations and expansion of the program itself. The amount

of food aid delivered to the Colombo Plan region also

íncreased substantially during Diefenbakerrs term as prime

Minister. Canada's overall allocatÍons rose from $35 nillion
at the start of Diefenbakerrs term in i.957, to $50 million by

1959.n

Table 4.4

Canaðian Bitateral Disbursenents to Pakistan,
by Type, 19s5-1956 to 1959-1960

(sooo)

FiscaI Year

1955-1956
1956-1957
1957-1958
1 958- 1 959
1959- 19ó0

ZDiefenbaker, as Leader of
increase during an exchange rith SSEA
see@, (ottaHa:

Grants Z Loans U Food Aid Z Total

6,716
11 ,239
17,157
13,095
1 0,585

6,716 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
9,763 Í36.9 0 0.0 1,176 13.1

15,157 88.3 0 0.0 2,000 11.79,095 69.5 0 0.0 /,,000 30.56,935 65.5 0 0.0 3,650 31.1

Sd¡rce: CIDA, Report 12 and CIDA, Report 18- Percentages are for Z of Totat.

In fact, the actual amount of Canadian assistance

disbursed to the Colombo Plan region during the l-958-1959 and

1959-1960 fiscal years surpassed the amount announced by

parliament. More than $66.8 nillion h¡as delivered to the

Colombo Plan region during the l-958-l-959 f iscal year.

Pakistan received over $13 rnill-ion and f ndia over $3 6 . 6

nillion, while the remaining aid, some $rz nillion, vras

the Opposition, remirded the new Liberat goverrrnent of
Pau[ l{artin. See Debates, IV (Novenùer 14, 1963r, 4719.
1960r, 49-50.

this
Atso
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distributed among other countries of the Colombo Plan region.

In Pakistan, the Warsak project received the dominant share of
the aid allotted while much smaller amounts went towards other

projects that were continuing. Food aíd worth $4 million was

also provided. The following fiscal year, a total of 960.9

million was disbursed to the Colombo Plan region. Of that,
Pakistan received nearly $i-0.6 mitlion, India nearly ç32.4

nillion, while the rest of the region was provided a total of
some $l-8 rnillion.

Às Tabl-e 4.4 shows, 3L percent of the aid Canada provided

to Pakistan during the five-year period beginning in l-955 took

the fonn of grant aid while the remaininq 19 percent was food

aid. India's portion of grant aid during that same period, by

comparison, rose from its previous leve1 of 48.2 percent to
68.9 percent, but food aid declined in favour of development

Ioans, which received 5.4 percent and 25.7 percent

respectively.

From L955 to 1-960, the nunber of students and trainees in
Canada from Colombo PIan countries nearly tripled from two-

hundred and seven in l-955 to five-hundred and thirty-seven in
l-960. The average number of Canadian advisors serving in
Colombo Plan countries was around fifty irr each year from 1955

to 1-960.78

The imbalance of Canada's aid disbursement between East,

and lrlest Pakistan must again be noted. Of the $t-7.9 million

78EAO, AnnuaL Revier¡ 19óó-19ó7, (Ottawa: 1967r, 10-13.
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in project aid provided by Canada during the l-955-t-956 fiscal
year to the L959-l-960 fiscal year period, East pakistan

received roughly 36 percent while I.fest pakistan received

nearly 64 percent. The Goalpara povrer projects in East,

Pakistan accounted for some $e.¿ million of the total aid

delivered to the country. In West pakÍstan, the Sukkur

Thermar Power Plant received the largest share of assistance

provided during this period, over $11.4 million, and the

Tarnab Farm Workshop a sma1l amount of $2,277. The remaining

aid, with no apparent regional focus, amounted to
approximately $44, 000.

Table ¡1.5

Canadian Project Aid Cornmitments to Pakistan,
1955-1956 to 1959-1960

(scDN)

Project

Goatpara ThermaI Station, Khutna
Equignent fon Tractor Training SchooI
l,lobi Ie Dispensaries
Bhenamara-lshurdi-Goalpara Transmission Line
Sukkur ThermaI Power Ptant
Tarnab Farm lJorkshop Equipnent
Books on Cost Accounting

Duration

1955-1956
1955-1956
1955-1965
1957-1963
1958-1964
1957-1958
1959- 1960

Cqrmitænt

2,062,610
17,250
11 ,795

4,400,000
11,415,000

2,277
1 5, 000
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t-filitary Rule in Pakistan, 1958-1959

The inherent weaknesses of Pakistanrs political system

during the l-950s contributed to a marked inability on the part
of the Pakistan g:overnment to devise an effective, long-term

economic strategy that addressed the wíde rang'e of problems

plaguing the nationat economy. Quite sirnply, the economic

measures adopted during the l-950s failed to aIlevÍate the

conditions of poverty that affected a majority of pakistanrs

population.Te Ayub's military coup in L95g brought some

measure of political and economic stability to the nation, but

at a serious price. Mititary expenditures increased

dramatically after l-958, the rnilitary's role in national
politics was consolidated, and its collaboration with the

Punjabi éIite in West Pakistan was continued.

The régime that emerged after the coup can best be

described as a streamlined military administration, though the

rnilitary was content to keep a row profite and allow the civil
service to maintain day-to-day activities. fn addition to his
role as Chief Martial Law Adninistrator, Ayub Khan assumed the

title of President in l-960. His government took on the

laborious task of overhauling the legal, constitutional and

economic and administrative organizatíon of the country, the

proclaimed ultirnate objective being the restoration of a

ney 1958, Pakistan's popr,rLation stood at near[y 45 mil. l.ion }tith an annuat growth rate of over
2 percent. ln'1970, Pakistan's poputation reached ó0 mil.tion Hith an annual growth rate of nearl,y 3
percent. See tnar Nofian, Pakistan, xi.
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representative form of government.s0 Ayubrs régime attempted

to purge corrupt and inefficient officials, break up the

feudal land system, and discourage the black market, tax
evasions and hoarding.sl

Ayub also made efforts to expedite rural development and

improve social- welfare facilities by redefining pakistanrs

system of government. He introduced the concept of rtBasic

Democraciesrr, a system for local government which was desÍgned

to implant values of self-reliance amongf Pakistanrs masses by

abolishing direct adult franchise and replacing it with a form

of indirect democracy. Pakistan !^ras divided into 8O , OOO

geographical units with each unit containing an average

electorate of 1,000. However, while outwardly noble, Ayubrs
ItBasic Democraciesrr have been described as an |tundisguised

atternpt to institutionalize bureaucratic control over the
political process.rrsz In short, the rtBasic Democraciesrf system

gave the semblance of popular participation in the political
system but at the same tirne ensured strict government control
over the democratic process. Indeed, in i_960, Ayubrs

presidency was endorsed by 95.6 percent of basic democrats who

v¡ere asked if they had confidence in him as president.s3

À new constitution was introduced in 1962 which provided

for a government with a strong executive and a president at

804.1,1. H"q, rrPakistanrs Economic Devetopn€ntrr Pacific Affairs 32 (1g5g), 157.
SlAccording to Ayesha Jatat, howeven, much of the Land was redistributed to mil,itary and civil,

officiats, mainty Punjabis, at drasticatty reduced prices. See The State of l.lartiaL Rute, 305.
824y""h. Jatal., The Stête of t-tartiat Rul.e, 302.
83q*. Nønan, pakistan, 27.
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its head. The federal legislature uras to sit at Dacca in East

Pakistan, although when cornpleted Islamabad, in West Pakistan,

was to be the capital. Urdu and Bengali remained the official
languages. The new National Assembly met for the first time

in l-962. Martial Iaw was lifted and Ayub Khan was shrorn in as

President in 1-962 and reaffirmed to that post again in l-965.

The nation continued to be dominated, however, by the Punjabi

élite and the rnilitary.
Pakistan's military government was put to the test during

a serious dispute in September 1965 between Pakistan and fndia

over the unresolved issue of Kashmir. India accused Pakistan

of supporting militant Kashmiri Muslims who were attempting to

destabilize India's control of the vale of Kashmir. Numerous

border clashes occurred in the spring of that year. Despite

a British sponsored cease-fire, a brief yet destructive vrar

between fndia and Pakistan broke out later in 1965.

The dispute climaxed when India retook positions in the

north previously occupj-ed by Pakistan, forcing Pakístan to

retaliate in the southwestern part of the state. Both

countries had limited rnilitary objectives and when the United

States and Britain cut off nilitary and economic assistance to

both countries, neither country was able to sustain the war.

The conflict ended after another United Nations cease-fire r¡¡as

arranged on 23 September l-965. Thanks to a Soviet Union

initiative in January L966, the Tashkent Agreement was signed

between the two po!¡ers reaffirning their desire to rrpromote
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twounderstanding and friendly relationsrr between the

countries. &

The existing UNMOGIP mission was expanded following the

cease-fire while a ne\^¡ mission, the United Nations fndia-
Pakistan Observation Mission (UNIPOM), ï/as formed under a

Canadian commanding officer, Major-General B.F. Macdonald.

Its role r^¡as to supervise the new cease-f ire and the

withdrawal of forces to their respective sides of the Kashmir

cease-fire line. Canada also provided a totat of nineteen

officers, a senior air advisor, and an air-transport unit with

nearly one hundred men and six aircraft to serve both UNMOGIP

and UNIPOM.ss

Public anger and frustration in Pakistan with the results
of the v¡ar was expressed by widespread rioting throughout the

country. However, this was not something new to Àyub,s

régirne. Throughout its term in office, Ayub's administration

was discredited by riots and strikes which seriousty irnpaired

the functions of the public service, education, industry and

conmerce. These civil disturbances were the result of a

variety of factors, not least of which was the increasingly
pervasive political and economic discontent felt in East

Pakistan. By i-968, the East Pakistan desire for some form of

autonomy had reached a climax. Serious rioting and mass

&See Herbert Feldrnen, From Crisis to Crisis, 19ó2-19ó9, (London: Oxford University Press,
1972), 330-33?, for the corçtete text of the Tashkent Agreefiìent.

85C"n"d", Report of the DEA, '19ó5, (0ttawa: 196ó),4-5. For a useful assessrnent of UNIPO]|,
see Robert ll. Redford. t'UNIPOl'l: Success of a llissiontr InternationaI Journat 27 (Sunner 1972r,405-123.
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strikes were commonplace. Politically, Ayub,s government was

on the brink of collapse.

Pakistanrs Second Five-Year PIan, 1960-1965

Meanwhile, Pakistan,s Second Five-Year Plan, the so-

called blueprint of the Ayub régirners ne$/ economic order,

sought to speed up the pace of development that had been set

into motion during the First Five-Year Plan.s The Second plan

again acknowl-edged that the pace of economic development in
East Pakistan v¡as to be accelerated, but maximizing

development in the less developed parts of the country would

not prejudice rrnational development as a who1e.rrsT As had

occurred during the First Five-Year Plan, allocations to West

Pakistan exceeded those to East Pakistan by a margin of nearly

38 percent.æ

The Second Five-Year PIan also sought to overcome the

inadequacies of the First Five-Year PIan, especially in
agriculture.se Like his predecessors, Ayub again attached the

highest priority to increasing agricultural production and

stated that effective agricultural programs and administrative
policies needed to be devised to bring about increased

provision and utitization of fertilizers, pesticides and other

aids to agriculture.

&Ay".h" Jal,al., The State of l,lartial. Rute,305.
STsecondrive-YearP 

,398.* ,r0.
89rh" s""ond riu"-v"r , 'l-23.
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Irrígation, considered to be even more important in the

l-960s, $¡as to be expanded and improved as was drainage, flood
control and reclamation facilities. Naturally, increases in
agriculture and industrial production would reguire further
development of water and power resources, transportation, and

communications. During the 1960s, the development

internationally of new high yielding varieties of wheat led to
a frGreen Revolutiohtt, which had its impact on the punjab area

of Pakistan in particular. Agricultural production in
Pakistan genuinely benefited through the use of improved seed

varieties and increased mechanization. The effects of the

Green Revorution hrere especially evident during the late l-960s

and the early l-970s.e0 Wheat acreage, for instance, increased

by nearly 1.5 million acres from L3.2 million acres in l-964 to
L4.7 million acres in l-969. Wheat production rose from 4.s

nillion tonnes in Lg64 to 6.9 million tonnes in Lg6g.e1

It r^¡as evident, however, that although Ayub Khan had

postponed political for economic development, rrthis progress

did not ease the impoverishment of the overwhelming najority.
The concentration of wealth in a few hands was abrasive.tt92

While complaining that Pakistan would become a welfare state
without the help of foreign countries, Ayub had rrno

compunctions about the rich increasing their fortunes. .

90see 
Lesl, ie Nutty,

an informative study of the
91rbid.,11o.
92.LaHtence ¿t ttng,

The Green Revotution in llest Pakistan, (Ner York: Prêeger Press, 1972) for
inpact of technotogicaI change on Pakistan,s agricutturaI industry.

The Ayub Khan Era, (NeH York: Syrâcuse University Press, 1971r,179.
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the President's explanation that profits T¡¡ere being reinvested

in the nation's economic program did not guiet the critics.',e3
Ayub himserf was accused of becoming the wealthiest man in
Pakistan. These allegations vrere difficult for Ayub to refute
since he had acquired for himself huge tracts of farmland and

his sons had succeeded in building an extensive índustrial
empire.

overall, arthough Pakistan remained under tight niritary
control during Ayub Khan's term in office, the achievements

under the Second Five-Year plan TJi¡ere ttwidely applauded.

poriticar stabitity, few restraints on free enterprise,
reasonably efficient adrninistration, and the effective use of
foreign assistance . all herped to bolster a successful-

imags. rre4 Pakistan, s GNp under the Second Five-year plan

averaged 5.5 percent annual growth as compared to 2.7 percent

for the years 1950-1955 and 2.4 percent during the First Five-
Year Plan period.e5 under the second Five-year pran, foreign
aid had arso increased to represent seven percent of
Pakistan's total cNP, a rise of four percent from the previous

plan.eó The modest lever of economic growth and poritical
stabirity achieved during the second Five-year plan could not,
however, be repeated during the Third Five-year plan.

951"r."n"u Ziring, The Ayub Khan Era, 179.
94tbid.,1z9.
958.".h". & Abbas, Foreiqn Aid in pakistan, J5.
9óLest"r B. Pearson, Partners in Devetopment, j1J.
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Pakistan's Third Five-Year PIan, 1965-1920

Influenced by the relative success of the Second Plan the
pattern of growth envisaged by the Third Five-year pran proved

to be too ambitious. A major reason for the pIan,s shortfalr
was the brief, yet destructive, september L965 war wíth rndia.
The massive reallocation of resources to defence srowed

economic development in other vital areas such as education

and transportation. The rrrar also decreased the amount of
foreign aid that had been expected to flow into pakistan

during the course of the Plan.ez Agricultural development

under the Third Five-Year Pl-an was arso setback as a resurt of
the 1965 war with rndia. According to one pakistani official,
the war rradversely affected the available canal water supply

supplemented by unprecedented drought conditions.ileB

Notwithstanding the 1965 v¡ar, pakistan did manage to
maintain an overall rate of economic growth close to 5 percent

annualIy, whj-ch was below Plan expectations but consistent
with the performance of the Second Five-year plan. I^Iest

Pakistan fared better than East pakistan in agriculturar
growth and was consistent in its adoption of ner¡¡er

agricultural technology. fn East pakistan, food prices rose

substantially which further added to the economic hardships

and promoted civil and political unrest in that region.

l1a.*. Leris, Pakistan: Industriatization and Trade poticies, (London: Oxford Uníversity press,
1970r, 1æ-167.

98l,luh.,,r"d shaff i Gil. l., Agri
Pakistan Institute of DeveloFxnent cs, 1967), 1.

(Karachi:
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Overal-l growth in East pakistan was sharply lower than in
I.Iest Pakistan in the period from 1959-1960 to 1-g69-197o.

Growth of the Gross Domestic Product (GDp) during that decade

in west Pakistan was 42 percent, compared to only L7 percent

in East Pakistan. Under the Third pIan, growth of the GDp in
west Pakistan was nearly four times that of East pakistan.

East Pakistani economists blamed the disparity on the

systematic neglect of East Pakistani interests by policy-
makers in West Pakistan. Economists, supported by the

nationar Ministry of Finance, blamed the disparity on factors
beyond their control.r Such casual disrnissal of East

Pakistan's concerns vras not, however, inconsistent and

contributed to the gradual erosion of the union between East

and l^Iest Pakistan.

Canadars Aid Response, L96O-1971

The creation in late l-960 of the External Aid office
(EAO) was a recognition by the Canadian government of the
growing complexity of its overseas aid activities and the need

to ensure the continued effectiveness of its overal-l aid
program.100 Canada's aid activities were indeed becoming more

complex and global in nature. The Special Commonrárealth Africa
Aid Program (scAAP) and the Program of canadian Aid. to French-

speaking countries in Africa (FSAS) came into existence in

ÐK.B say".d,rrThe Breakdown of Pakistanrs
(Srnmer, 1972r, 100-401 .

100c.n"du, Report of the DEA, 19ó1, (Ottawa:

PotiticaI System'r

1962,, 38.

InternationaI JournaI XXVII
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1961- as a response to the rrurgent problem of assisting the

newly-emerging African states to achieve political stability
and satisfactory economic progress.ttlol Canadian aid was also

being delivered to the Caribbean region and to smaller natíons

in Latin Àmerica such as Belize and Guyana.

Canada joined with other aid donor nations in the l-960s

in reassessing the form of the foreign assistance it disbursed

to Pakistan and to other developing countries. By the rnid-

L960s, the percentage of aid Canada provided to recipient
countries in the form of development loans increased

significantty. By the late 1960s, nearly half of the total
amount of Canadian aid would be in the form of rrtiedrr loans.

Even by the late 1950s, over 46 percent of Indiars annual aid
allocation from Canada was in the form of rrtiedrr development

loans, although such loans would not consistently be a part of
Canada's aid to India until L966. Similar 1oans were

introduced as part of Canadars aid program in pakistan in
1,964.

Canada's relationship with Pakistan v¡as further
strengthened throughout the 1960s. Àlong with other members

of the international community, Canada helped resolve the

dispute between rndia and Pakistan over the use of the waters

of the Indus river and its tributaries. The Indus Basin

Development Fund (IBDF), which had been established in 3-948 by

the rnternational Bank for Reconstruction and Development

101c"n"d", Report of the DEA, 19ó1, (0ttana: '1962>, 38.
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(IBRD), allowed United States, United Kingdon and other
Western nations to provide financiat assistance to India and

Pakistan for the development of the rndus Basin.102 For its
part, the canadian government agreed to increase its colombo

Plan contributions by an additionat ç22.1- rnilrion over ten
years for use by the rBDF.103 The rndian and pakistan

governments were also required to make substantial
contributions to the IBDF. The peaceful division of the rndus

waters !,¡as intended to allow for the construction of
additional hydro-electric po\â¡er resources, irrigation schemes

and flood control works in both countries.

During the early l-960s, Canada also co-operated with
Pakistan on a variety of development projects funded through

the EAO. Projects with a national ernphasis included an aerial
survey and forest inventory, equipment for an agricurtural
census, cobart beam therapy units and fishing equipnent.

Funding for these projects totalled around $4.9 mir-rion. rn

East Pakistan, canada provided funding for the sangu mutti-
purpose scheme, a land use study of the Chittagong HiII
Tracts, the construction of the comirra-sylhet electricity
transmission line, and a newsprint milr and hardboard plant at
Khurna.101 Funding for these projects totarr-ed more than gLs.7

milIion. rn l,Iest Pakistan, canada d.isbursed assistance for a

102c.n.d., ReÞort of the DEA, 195g, (ottaHa: 1960), 49.
1o3Hor".d Green, ttlnCus lJaters Setttement", Statements & SÞ€eches,60/11,,1.
104_.'--The plrpose of the Comil.l.a-Sythet transmissíon Iine to interconnect the

Dacca and Syl.het with the East Pakistan nnin grid etectrical system. see
l{emory/Pro iect Sunmarv, 714/07031.

poHer ptants at
CIDA, Corporate
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floating crane and other eguipment for the Karachi port,
eguipment and materiars for a refugee housing scheme in Lahore

and a veterans' hospital in Rawalpindi. some $z.r rnilrion was

allocated to these projects.

The Khulna project in East pakistan reguires further
examination at this point. rn rgs4, the Khulna project
sponsor, the Pakj-stan rndustriar Development corporation
(PrDc), commissioned Messrs sandwell and co., consurtants,
Ltd., of vancouver to undertake a technicar and economic

feasibility study of a newsprint nil-l in Khurna. A subsidiary
of sandwell and co., sandwell rnternational Ltd., was given
responsibility for the management of the niII once agireements

had been signed. rt vras not until l_963, however, that the
canadian and pakistan governments were abl-e to agree on the
terms of canadian financial assistance to the project. canada

agreed to provide some gl-.85 nirlion from its colombo plan

allocations to the project.lo5

The Khurna project ran into numerous problems delaying
the completion of the project on schedure. Disputes between

the PrDc and sandwell and co., and between the canadian
government and sandwerl- and co., resulted in frequent
deIays.106 lr7hen finarly completed, the hardboard prant v¡as

unable to maintain production at its rated capacity and canada

- .105reit¡ Spicer., A-s.aÍìaritan-Stp.te? ,-171 , arri. trving Brecher and s.A. Abbas, Foreign Aid andIndustria_L-Devetoprnent in pakiita J2.
toOt"" tr"tnn ,.""n". 

"nd 
s.A. Abbas, ! Industriat Devetopment in pakistan. 87-89, for a detailed account of the KhuLna ners
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provided an additional $2.¡ mitrion in rgTo to facilitate
production at the hardboard plantrs rated capacity.107

canadian aid poricy would undergo additionar changes

forlowing the return of the Liberals to power in 1963, Ied by

Lester Pearson. rn a speech to parriament on L4 November

l-963 ' SSEA Paul Martin stated that the Canadian giovernment had
rrformulated generar prans for an expansion of canadars aid
programs beginning in the fiscal year i-964-1965.¡1108 whire
opposition members praised the governmentrs intention to
expand canada's aid program, they were criticar of the fact
that foreign aid as a percentage of canadars GNp remained ress

than 1- percen¡.109 These criticisms v/ere, however, unvrarranted

considering that during Diefenbakerrs term i-n office, foreign
aid as a percentage of GNp remained well berow l- percent of
GNP. The insistence on food aid as part of canadars regular
aid program v¡as arso dropped by the Liberals. rnstead, food

aid was separated from regurar development assistance and. ar1

of canada's food aid programs, multirateral and bitaterar,
were consolidated.

By l-965, canadian assistance to pakistan had risen to
nearly $zo million and much of that assistance was directed
towards further power development projects. For instance,
canada provided $1.1 million for the upgrade of pakistanrs

electrical power distribution network through the funding of

107cloA, corporate l{emorv/Proiect sumary, 714/oOO58, Khutna Ha¡-dboard ptant - phase II.
108p"rL l,lartin, Debates, IV, (Novenrber 14, 1963), 4711.
1090"Þ",*, tu-t*"n¡.¡. 14, 1963), 47lrg-4721 .
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a detailed design phase of the East/West transmission line.
Its purpose was to interconnect two grid systems to facilitate
the transmission of surplus power. However, the most

significant project to be undertaken by Pakistan with Canadian

assistance in 1965 !¡as the Karachi Nuclear Por,rer Plant

(KANUPP).

Pakistan, by the nid-l-950s, had become guite interested

in developing an atomic energy program. The establishment of
the Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission in the spring of l-956

was evidence of this. Canadian cooperation in this area was

growing rapidly, despite Pakistan's interest and potential for
the constructj-on of nuclear weapons. By l-960, Canada and

Pakistan had signed an agreement for cooperation in the

peaceful uses of atomic energy.110

Canada and India had signed simil-ar ag'reements in L956

and l-963. Construction of the Canada-India Atomic Reactor

(CIRUS) at Trornbay, fndia began in l-956 and was completed in
L960. A further project with India, the RAPP f power reactor

agreement, following the success of the CIRUS, hras signed in
l-963 with the reactor in operation by 1972. Significant
problems arose with Canada's nuclear cooperation with India.

At the time the CIRUS agreement was signed, the InternatÍonal
Atomic Energy Agency (fAEA) did not exist and there v¡ere no

international safeguards in place to monitor and regulate the

operation of nuclear reactors and to ensure their peaceful

11oC.nrd., Report of the DEA, 1959, (OttaHa: 1960r, 73.
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use. I.Ihat safeguards canada had put in place ferr a$/ay as

soon as India was able to substitute its own fuel for Canadian

fuel, a clear violation of its agreement with Canada. The

plutonium produced at CIRUS v¡as used to fuel Indiars
detonation of its first atomic v¡eapon in r974. At the time of
the agreement with Pakistan, however, the IAEA did exist and

rAEA safeguards became obligatory in canadian reactor saIes,

thus providing some minimum assurance at the t j-rne that
Pakistan could not easiry construct a nuclear weapon on its
ovrn.

The cooperation between Canada and Pakistan on matters of
atomic power was formarized with an agreement to construct a

CANDU reactor near Karachi in 1966.111 A heavy water

moderated, fresh water cooled reactor, KANUpp used natural
uranium as fuel and its design was based on experience with
similar prants in ontario. The approved budget for canadian

assistance amounted to 923.3 rniIlion, but just over gZq

nirlion was actually provÍded. The rationare for assisting
with KANUPP was that because of the substantial assistance

Canada had given to fndia in the atomic energy field, the

Pakistan Government and public arike would have reacted

unfavourably if canada declined to give comparable suppor¡.112

Initially, the safeguards on the KÀNUpp project were to be

decided between canada and Pakistan. However, responsibility

111C.n"d., Reoo¡t of the DEA, 19óó, (Ottara: 1967), 30.
112c¡on corporåte Henrcry/Pnoject Sunmary, 711/oo1|1, KANUPP - Karachi Nuctear poHer.
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for the safeguarding was eventually transferred to the rÀEA in
L969. The KÄNUPP reactor began operation in r97L and vras

hailed as the first CANDU reactor to operate on foreign
soiI.113

Although Pakistan's nuclear program remained outwardly

peaceful, there eras an element within pakistan,s government

that favoured Pakistan acguiring a nucrear v¡eapon capabirity.
This pro-nuclear weapon element would gror{r substantialry
following Pakistan's defeat by rndia in the i-965 !/ar.

canadian officials seems unconcerned with the potential for
the proriferation of atomic v¡eapon material-s or technology to
Pakistan, despite Pakistan's declared intention that it too

wanted the r¡reapon. rndia's explosion of its atomic bomb in
L974 prompted the inrmedíate suspension of canada's nuclear

cooperation. rt took more than two years before it tenninated

its nucrear cooperation agreement with pakistan in January

1,977 .

The creation of the Canadian International Development

Agency (CIDA) in l-968 was a further step towards improving

canada's internationar aid effort. rts birth coÍncided with
the election triurnph of the Liberals ted by the highly
charismatic and outspoken Pierre Trudeau, who had replaced a

retiring Lester Pearson. Trudeau, like his predecessor, r^ras

an avid supporter of Canadars role as a trmiddle powerrt and

made efforts to enhance and further build canadars reputation

115Ron Finch, Exportinq Dangen, (ilontreat: Bl,ack Rose Books, 198ó), g0.
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around the world.

wíth the creation of crDA, canadian assistance to
Pakistan continued to focus on improving and modernizing

Pakistants transportation and communications network, its
hydro-power systems, and agricultural potential. In l_969,

crDA provided a development loan to pakistan worth $2 mirrion
to finance the purchase of canadian telephone cabre to be

utilized towards the modernization and expansion of pakistanrs

telecommunications system. The proj ect !i/as justif ied as

necessary assistance for the upgrading of pakistanrs

communications system, but it arso helped to deverop ties for
canadian cable manufacturers. crDA also provided pakistan

with loan funding worth $l-t-.7 million in i"g6g to purchase

telecommunications equipment for the construction of two earth
satellite ground stations. These stations would be utilized
for providing communications links between East and west

Pakistan includíng telephone, television, and other forms of
communications.ll4 Funding vras also provided for a pre-
feasibility study for the establishment of a locomotive

workshop in East Pakistan and a loan worth $r milrion for
locomotive spare parts was also provided.lls

In the area of Pakistanrs hydro-power systems, CIDA

provided management servÍces and specialized trainíng

- ]'Otubject.of m¡ch criticism, the satetLite station in Bangl.adesh has been used to provide
internationaI tetephone corrn¡nications and the reception of gl.obal. television for the nationrs few
tetevisions. See Carty and Smith, Perpetuatins povertv, 89.

--_ ^- _]ttttPf, CorÞonate l,lemorv/Proiect Surmarv, 714/02140, Earth Satel.l.ite Gnound Stations,
711/00153, Pakistan Tetephone Cable, 714/0938/r, Pakistan Eastern RaiLways Uorkshop a¡Å 714/00j29',
Pakistan lJestern Rai Irays Spares.
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equipment and materials to the East Pakistan l^Iater and Power

Development Àuthority (EPWAPDA) for a program that trained
operational and maintenance personnel for transmission

systems. The amount of aid to this project, which began in
l-968 and lasted until L97L, v/as around ç47I thousand. In
L969, CIDA agreed to provide funding for the rehabilitation of
the I{arsak hydro-electric plant in West Pakistan. The granite
silt of the Kabul River had irreparably eroded the turbine
runners which were to have been replaced through grant funding

in L969. The project hras delayed, however, because of
Pakistan's L97I war with India. The initial budget for the

projecL, which was to last nearly eleven years, v/as $1.1

mil1ion, but the actual disbursement raras nearly $2.6

miIIion.lló
Responding to a request by the Pakistan government, the

Canadian government ag'reed in l97O to provide funding to a

Canadian consulting firm, Canadian Hoosier Engineering

Company, to undertake a feasibility study to assess the most

economical and practical means of meeting the power deficit in
the Hyderabad region of West Pakistan. The project, to which

CIDA provided more than $4.1 rnillion, v/as intended to design

and supervise the construction of two electricity
transmissions lines to transmit a pohrer surplus from the

Karachi area to the Hyderabad area.117

116clDn, corporate ¡lemorv/Proiect Sunmary, 711/00125, tJarsak RehabiLitati on, 714/00057, East
Pðkistan llater and po*er Devetotrnent AuthoFity Training program.

117clDA, corporate l,lemory/Proiect sr-nnâry, 714 1091"11, Karachi Hyderabad Interconnector.
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Canadian assistance to Pakistanrs agricultural sector
incruded grants worth $72 thousand for the purchase of eight
Beaver Àircraft and necessary spare parts. The new aircraft
r¡ere intended to replace crop dusting aircraft provid.ed to
Pakistan on previous projects. Commodity aid, which included

fertilizers for agriculture, amounting to 912.3 million was

derivered to Pakistan in 1,969. rndustriar commodities and

non-project/non-commodity assistance were also provided. fn
1-97O, CIDA sent agricultural census equipment worth ç7L.6

million to Pakistan for a census of agriculturar land use in
East and West Pakistan.118

CfDA aLso dispensed assistance to the Pakistan Institute
of fndustrial Accountants (PIIA), various medical supplies,
and technical assistance to the Institute of Graphic Arts
(IGA) in East Pakistan. Emergency housing was provided to
East Pakistan in L97o fotlowing severe flooding conditions

which had destroyed thousands of homes.11e

The DEA's annual report for 1969 reiterated that Canadars

bilateral aid to Pakistan had rrthe expressed purpose of
contributing to Pakistan,s efforts to achieve economic and

political self-reliance. "120 However, this appeared a doubtful
prospect given the vast sums of rnititary and other economic

assistance provided by the United States to ensure that

1 18cIol, corporate llerþry/pro Íect Surnary, 714 ¡OO1ZO, Agri cut ture Census
119clDA, corponate Memory/proiect sLrïmâry, 714/oo}lj3, Institute of

Accountants, 714/00137, Drugs and Èledicaments, 714/00131, Institute of Graphic
Emergency Housing.

120c"n.d., Report of the DEA, 1969, (OttaHa: lgTO), 15.

Equi trÌlent.
Pakistan/lndustriaI
Arts ard 714/00135,
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Pakístan's milítary élite remain in power.

on the other side, pakistani officiars rrere becoming

increasingly critical of ínternational assistance and believed
that:

the focus of foreign aid policy has shifted from
its fundamental object of struggle against poverty
to short term political objectives. ThÍs crisis j_s
developing at a time when the rate of progress in
the developing world has slowed down and the. gap
between the rich and poor nations is widenirg.trf

These same officials agreed that ilthe best form of aid
wourd be food aid and essential consumer goods since these

directry satisfy the aspiration of the people and keep them

contente¿. rr122 whire contradicting previous statements which

stressed that what Pakistan realty desired v¡as basic
development aid rather than food aid, the change in pakistanrs

stated reguirements is not surprising consJ-dering the
widespread popurar unrest with the Ayub régime and its
poricies. Pracating the pakistan people, particular those in
East Pakistan, with essential consumer good.s and food aid was

certainly an effort designed to keep them contented and

disinterested ín promoting civit disorder.

Food aid had indeed become a large share of the total aid
disbursed to Pakistan by canada during the eleven year period
starting in the 1-960-1-961- fiscar year. Nearly 2r percent, oF

$¿g million, of canadian aid during that period consisted of
food aid. Grant aid and loans accounted for 46.2 percent and

121sarta¡ Aziz,
122rbid., 5.

P¡obtems of Foreign Aid in Pakistan, 1-2.
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33.2 percent respectivery of total canadian aid during that
same period. rndia's totals, by comparison, are strikingly
different. onry 21,.3 percent of totar canadian aid. to rndia
during that period took the form of g'rant aid while loans
accounted for another 24.4 percent. Food aid represented the
remaining 54.3 percent of canada's totar aid to rndia.

Tab1e 4.6

Canadian Bilatera1 Àid
by Type, L960-1961 to

( $ooo )

to Pakistan
L970-L97 L

FiscaI Year

1960-1961
1961-1962
1962-1963
1963-196Á
1961-1965
1965-',t96ó
1966-',t967
1967-19æ
1968-1969
1969-1970
1970-1971

Grerts I Loans

11 ,166 78.9 06,313 59 .4 0
11,618 100.0 0'12,135 94.3 0
16,916 79.4 0
12,35? 63.8 2,996
16,633 58.7 4,2817,854 36.1 5;3881,717 10.3 10,0077,7& 23.6 20,9894,775 10.1 35,207

Z Food Aid

0.0 2,9870.0 4,3't3
0.0 00.0 7500.0 1,40015.5 4,000

15.1 7,10024.8 8,500
59. 8 4 ,99863.9 4,116
74.1 7,530

z

21.1
40.6
0.0
5.7

20.6
20.7
26.1
39.1
29.9
12.5
15.8

TotaI

11,153
10,626
11,648
13,185
21 ,346
19,348
28,314
21 ,742
16,722
32,869
47,512

Source: CIDA, Report 12. Percentages represent Z of fot

The imbalance of aid delivery to l,Iest Pakistan must again

be noted. From the l-960-l-961- fiscal year to the rgTo-j-97),

fiscat year, 57.9 percent of canada,s total project aid went

to west Pakistan and L6.0 percent to East pakistan, whire the
remaining 26.L percent v¡as designated for disbursement

nationwide. Further scrutiny of detaired data on aid
disbursements to l{est and East pakistan confirms that the
imbalance of aid distribution between the two wings was not



confined only to Canada,s

period L952 to L967, West

aid program.

127

Indeed, durinq the

Pakistan received more than five

East

seen

times as much assistance from the United States as

Pakistan.123

in the aid

Germany and

À sinilar bias towards West Pakistan can be

focus of other donor nations, includíng Japan,

the United Kingdom.

Table 4.7

Canadian Project Aid Con¡nitments to Pakistan,
1960-1961 to L97O-L97L

(scDN)

P roj ect

AeriaI Survey and Forest Inventory
Agricutture Census EquiFflent
Comi L La-Syl.het Transmission Line
Khutna Hardboard Plant
Sangu I'lutti -Purpose Scheme
Karachi Port Trust Equipnent
Chittagong HitI Trâcts (Land Use Study)
Equipnent for Raratpindi Veterans, HospitaI
Cobatt Beam Therapy Units
Lahore Refugee Housing Schene
Fishing Equitrnent
East,/Lrest Interconnector Line
KANUPP - Karachi l¡uctear Po¡{er
Beaver Aircraft
Institute of Pakistan IndustríaI Accountants
Pakistan Tetephone Cabte
EPIJAPDA Training Prograrrne
Earth SateItite Ground Stations
lJarsak Rehabi I itation
Cørnodity Program
Drugs and I'ledicanrents
AgricutturaI Census Equignent
Pakistan Eastern Rai Iways uorkshop
Karachi Hyderabad lnterconnector.
Pakistan lrestern Raitrays Spares
Emergency Housing
Khutna Hardboard Ptant - Phase II

Durat i on

1960-1961
1961-1962
1961-1971
1961-1963
't961-'.t963
1963-19ó/.
963-196/.
963-1961
963'196t+
963-1964
963-1965
965-1971
965-1970
9æ-1970
967-1970
9æ-1969
9æ-1971
969-1970
969- 1980
969-1970
970
970-1971
970-1972
970-1973

1970-1979
1970-1971
1970-1971

Coflmi tment

625,000
271,810

6,767 ,5oo
1,g5o,oo0

355, 000
1 00, 000
500, 000
25,000
75,000

2 , 000, ooo
3,950,000
1,13ó,900

24,058,100
72,000
50, 500

2, 000, 000
171 ,700

11,758,ó00
2,595,?00

1 2,300,000
73,900
71,600

1 85, ooo
4,159 ,100
1,002,¿r00

90,800
2,36ó,400

214-239, dd

ft would be unfair to suggest that donor nations were

1238.".h". and Abbas, Foreign Aid in pakistan, ó2.
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sole1y responsible for affording West Pakistan preferential

status for development assistance. In fact, the Punjabi civil

and military élite in West Pakistan maintained considerable

control over the final destination of development assistance

delivered to the country, and this usually occurred at the

expense of East Pakistan. Neverthel-ess, certain powers,

particularly the United States, had few misgivings about

propping up l{est Pakistan's civil and military éIites in an

effort to ensure Pakistan remain friendly and, by all outward

appearances, politically stable. In reality, the efforts of

the United States and its allies served only to further

strengthen and enhance West Pakistan's dominance over its

eastern partner and add fuel to the Bengali nationalist cause.

The Canadian government also followed the American lead and

tolerated the abuses of Pakistan's military régime, choosing

instead to continue to provide a modest level of assistance

with the belief that the Ayub régirne was the lesser of the

worldts many evils.



CHÀPTER FIVE

SOUTH ÀSTA TN CRISIS

Background to Bangladesh Separatist lrfovement

I{est Pakistan's dominance in all aspects of national
affairs wourd face its most serious challenges in i,g7o and

r971. Bengali nationalists in East pakistan, repeatedly
frustrated. throughout their association with west pakistan,

vrere convinced that the nationr âs envisioned by Jinnah in
L947, was no longer viable, if it ever had been. The reasons

for their disillusionment are apparent. Although the Bengalis

of East Pakistan vrere the largest group in pakistan,

comprising more than 55 percent of the nationar population,

they were also the weakest group poIiticaIly.1 Indeed, the

Bengari struggre from 1947 Eo 1,971- was one for rtrecognition of
their political rights whichr âs a majority in pakistan, they

could gain onry through the democratic process.rrz pakistanrs

democratic process did Iittle, however, to accommodate East

Pakistani interests. Dominated by the west pakistan civil and

rnilitary Punjabi élite, the makeup of pakistan's political
system ensured that west pakistan !¡as able to maintain its
domination over East Pakistan.

west Pakistan's failure to accommodate Bengali demands

for greater participation in the union arrowed the Bengali

l-Rorn.q Jahan, Pakistan: Faiture in NationaI tnteqration, (New York: Coturùia Universíty press,
1972.)' 12. The next targest group ¡rere the Punjabi,s of Hest Pakistan nhich nade up nearty 30'perceni
of the nationaI poplllation.

2Denis llright, rrlstam and Bangl.adeshi Pol.ity', South Asia X (Decenrben, 1987),16.
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nationalist movement to gain strength. The blatant political,
economic, culturat and social inequities that divided the two

wings allowed west pakistan to continually thwart East

Pakistan's aspirations for a more equal partnership, giving
nationalist leaders in the eastern wing additional ammunition

for their attacks on East pakistan's unfair situation.3
Efforts by pakistan's first civirian governments to

implement political and economic strategies that would benefit
all citizens of a united pakistan v¡ere discouraging at best.
Ayub Khan's military coup in 1959 demonstrated an

unwilringness on the part of the miritary to tolerate
ineffectual and weak civilian governments. whire the miritary
was abre to provide more substantive economic and poritical
stabitity to the country, East pakistanrs efforts to secure

greater political and economic benefits from its association
with west Pakistan were effectivery suppressed under

successive military régimes whose power was centred in lrlest

Pakistan.

During Ayub Khan's term as pakistan's president, l-ittle
effort r^¡as made to satisfy East pakistanrs aspirations for
greater participation in the national government.a l.Ihire his
administration aspired to efficientry tackre its economic

objectives, Àyub economic poricies faired to contribute to

3see c.u. Choudhury, Thg Last.Days gf United pakistan, (Btoonington: tndiana University press,
1971r, 1, and Kabir Uddin Ahnnd, Sreakup of pakiétan, (LorxJon: The Socìal Science publ.ishers', 1972)',
?6-96.

4C.t¡. Cho,rdhury's chaptertrThe Fall. of Ayub: A Personal Accountr in The Last Days of a unitedPakistan,13-46,isanexce[[entaccountofAyub,sterminofficearrdtheia@
proflþte and maintain nationaI unity.
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nationar unification and effectively widened the gap between

the two wings. At the poritical level, the consequence of
Ayub's failure to accommodate East pakistan r^¡as a marked

increase in Bengali nationalism and secessionist rhetoric from

the Av¡ami League, East pakistanrs main political party. fn
1,966, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the secretary for the Awami

League, issued his six-point Movement which was to that date

the most rrradical demand for East Pakistani autonomy. rs For

ordinary citizens in East pakistan, their frustration and

anger with Àyub's government and their weak position in the
country v¡as repeatedry expressed in the form of riots and

strikes.6

By L969, severe political turrnoil was freguent in both

East and $Iest Pakistan, although the situation v/as much more

serious in East Pakistan. Àyub's graduar ross of poritical
control resulted in the resignations of his oxford-educated

and civirian Foreign Minister, zurfaqir Ari Bhutto, and other
close members of his g'overnment. Bhutto, who came from a

well-established landed farnily in pakj-stan,s sind province,

organized the Pakistan People's party (ppp) which presented a

serious challenge to Ayub's presidency.T Having suffered a

near fatal illness in L968 and realizing he no longier wielded

5Ro*"g Jahan, op. cit., 139. Jahan discusses the Six-Point ¡loveflìent in detail. in chapter VII.

- -^^6nfter.1958, there tas-, on average, [þre than 4,500 r'iots annuatty in East pakistan coflpâredto 1,000 annuatty in uest Pakistan. see oÍìår Noflân, The Potitical. Economy of pakistan, 1942-ì985,
(London: KPI), 32.

TBhrtto'. vie¡{s on Pakistan's poLitical., economic and sociaL retations Hith its neighbours andrith other global porers are retated in The l'lyth of Indeperdence, rritten by Bhutto in the fal.l, of
1967.
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the same poritical power that he had previously, Ayub stepped

aside in 1"969 in favour of another rnilitary officer, General

Yahya Khan. Yahya was keenly av¡are that promoting greater
eguarity between the two wings was cruciar if the accererating
momentum of civil unrest in East pakistan was to be curtaired.
under Yahya's leadership, the pakistan government made a
determined effort to undo the damage caused by Ayubrs

adrninistration.

The first step towards easing East-west tensions v¡as

Yahya's announcement that national erectj-ons would be held in
L97o. The erection would be held not on the basis of Ayub,s

discredited rrBasic Democraciesrr, but on the principle of rrone

man [person], one voterr. This was intended to address East

Pakj-stan's complaint that, given its najority of the
population, it should have greater representation in
government and be better abre to influence government poricy
that affected it either directly or indirectly. This

erectoral concession was intended to pacify East pakistan and

give it a nehr, more positive role in the natíonrs poritical
affairs. An Election Commission r¡¡as established in L969 with
the task of enumerating pakistanrs erigibre electorate. rn
ress than a year, the Erection commission had compired its
rist of erigibre voters. of the total number of registered
voters, over 3L nillion were from East pakistan and over 2s
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nillion were from West Pakistan.s

The election was held in December L97O and the results,
though not unanticipated, suggested that the tenuous politicar
union between East and l{est was in danger of collapse. Both

the Awami League of East Pakistan and the pakistanrs peoplers

Party (PPP) won large erectorar majorities in their respective
wings of the country. In East pakístan, the Awami League

captured ]-67 of 1,69 seats, while in l{est pakistan the ppp

performed well by securing 88 seats out of 1-44.e fts success

gave the Awami League a majority in the national assembly.

It appeared, ât first, that both the Awami League and

Yahya Khan !üere able to reach an understanding regarding the

direction of Pakistan,s future political development. The

Awami League v¡as prepared to negotiate, on behalf of East

Pakistan, a nevr partnership with l{est pakistan and was willing
to compromise on its Six-Point demand. However, Bhutto, along

with other PPP leaders and the more belligerent erements

l¡ithin the civilian bureaucracy and the army rrere distrustful
of the Awami League,s intentions and urged yahya to suspend

the inaugurar session of the National Assembly. The success

of the PPP in the erection and Bhutto's alliance with hard-

liners in the rnilitary permitted bolder action of this nature

by the PPP and Bhutto. Yahya was hinsetf dependent on army

8G.tl. cho.rdhury,
't974) , 109.

9Henbert Fetdmn,
Press,1975),94.

The Last Davs of United Pakistan, (Btoomington: Indiana University press,

The End and the Beginning: pakistan 19ó9-1971, (London: Oxford University
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support and, with few other options, complied with Bhuttors

demands and suspended the schedured inaugural session two days

before it was to sit.1o

Pakistanrs Civil l{ar and Canada's Response

Reaction in East Pakistan to yahya's postponement of the

nehr legislature was swift. I{idespread rioting and strikes
erupted throughout East Pakistan at a scale greater than that
witnessed previousry. The Awami League announced its
commitment to the six-Point demand in its entirety and

affirmed its intention to withdraw East pakistan frorn the

national union. These actions cleared the v¡ay for East

Pakistan's secession from west pakistan and pernitted the

creation of the ne!ü nation of Bangladesh, a move that was

widery applauded throughout East pakistan. A Last ditch
effort to stave off East Pakistanrs departure through a

negotiated poritical settrement faired, leaving little chance

for a peaceful compromise.

On 25 March, I97I, Yahya Khan ordered the pakistan arny

to move into East Pakistan to gueII the viorence and

reestablish control over the breakaway region. West

Pakistan's attempt to extinguish the independence movement

through military force resulted in civil r,lrar. The army

ruthressry destroyed villages in East pakistan and massacred

losee Rounaq Jahan, Herbe¡t Fetdnen, The End and
the Beginninq of Pakistan, 19ó9-1971, and , The Last Days of United Pakistan, for
accounts of the post-etection negotiations and the attefipt
League, PPP, and the Yahya reginre.

at reaching a corçrønise betreen the Anami
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their inhabitants. The rnilitary action sent nearly ten
nillion refugees from East pakistan into India.

The response from Canada and its Commonwealth partners to
the civil r^rar in pakistan was, at first, muted. while the
canadian government was tvery deepry concerned.rtll about
alregations that a campaign of genocide was being waged by the
west Pakistan army against the civirian population of East
Pakistan, it stressed that it v¡as committed to stayíng out of
what it considered to be a strictly internar matter for the
Pakistan government. rn April Lg7j., nearly a month after the
civil disorder began, Mitcherr sharp (ssEA), when asked what
canada was doing about the conflict in pakistan, responded

that Itour probrem is we do not yet have facts. r berieve it
is important, before we take any action, for us to know what
is going e¡.'12 lrlhire the canadian government was unwilting
to become involved in pakistanrs political turmoir, sharp
confirmed that the canadian government was ready to herp in a
rrconstructive h¡ay in humanitarian ef forts that may be

l-aunched. rr13

There arso appeared to be very rittre enthusiasm in
ottawa for the prospect of an independent East pakistan. rn
fact, when asked if the canadian government supported or would
be ready to support the separation of East pakistan frorn
Pakistan, Mitcherr sharp repried that rthe government of

llxit.h"l.L Sharp, Debates, V (Apri L Z, 1971), lgSS.,l)
'-rbid. , 1853.
13rbia. , 1853.
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Canada is not supporting any movement for the separation of
East Pakistan from Pakistan.rtl4 No doubt this position was

íntended, in part, to appease Pakistan and assure its
government that Canada remained a Ioyal friend.

By late June it was cl-ear that the Canadian governrnent

was not only without information about the civil war in
Pakistan, but was caught off-guard by events in Canada. One

incident worth mentioning began with reports from the

Bangladesh Association of Canada that Canadian arms were still
being shipped to Pakj-stan. According to reports, one ship,

the Padma, r{ras docked in Montreal and had been loaded with
Canadian arms bound for Karachi. Mitche1l Sharp was

questioned in parliament about the alleged shipnent of
Canadian arms to Pakistan. Upon investigation, Sharp

confirmed that the ship was indeed docked in Montreal but gave

assurance that instructions had been issued that no rrmilitary

sensitive itemsrr were to be loaded aboard the Padma. All
companies that had export permits which involved the shipment

of trrnilitary sensitive itemsrr v¡ere advised that their export

perrnits v¡ere suspended untit the situation in Pakistan was

resolved. 15

1 4tt 
i a.h" t r.

1 5tt 
i t.h" u.

1971), 7518.

Sharp, Debates, VII
Sharp, Debates, VII

( June 17, 1971, , æ13 .

(June 28, 1971),7373, (June 29, 1971),7437, and (June 30,
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Pakistan's War with India, L97L

The intensification of Pakistan's military action in its
East wing prornpted a massive exodus of East Pakistan,s

civilian population away from the fighting. The flood of

nearly ten million refugees that fled East Pakistan to
neighbouring West Bengal and Assam in fndia created a

significant economic strain on India. At the same time,

India's increasing support of the Bengali separatist movement

eventually drew her into Pakistan's civil vrar. I,Ihile it, is
not necessary here to give a detailed account of the mititary
action, it is useful to briefly trace the main events of the

confIict.16 Clashes between units of the India,s and

Pakistan's armed forces along the fndia-East Pakistan border

escalated seriously by 22 November 197L. By 3 Decernber the

conf lict had expanded into l^Iest Pakistan and involved

widespread air, sea and ground action.

Unlike the civil-war between East and I^Iest Pakistan,

which !¡as considered an internal matter that was not Canada,s

direct concern, the escalation of the conflict between India

and Pakistan drew considerable attention in Canada,s

parliament. Prime Minister Trudeau's Liberal government was

questioned on a variety of issues including canada,s provision

of relief supplies to East Pakistani refugees in fndia, the

contribution of Canadian rnilitary personnel to a possible

16Fo. , cuçrehensive account of the 1971 see Herbert Fetúnan, The End and the Beqinning:
Pakistan 19ó9-1971, (London: 0xford University Press, 1975).
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peacekeeping force, and. the guestion of recognizing a new
state of Bangladesh. To the latter guestion, sharp reiterated
the canadian governmentrs position that rit is not our
intention to do so.¡¡17

on 7 December, the conflict having raged for more than
two weeks, a resolution v¡as passed by the united Nations
assembly which called for an imrnediate cease-fire and the
withdrawal of armed forces from each otherrs territories.
rndia, however, refused to accept the resolution. The
superiority of its mil-itary machi_ne overwhermed the pakistan
army in East pakistan and was progressing rapidry to East
Pakistan's capitar, Dacca. on 16 December rg7r, Lieutenant-
Generar A.A.K. Niazi, commander of the pakistan army in East
Pakistan, surrendered in East pakistan to General Aurora of
the rndian army. Both sides declared that a cease-fire wour_d

come into effect as of December 17.

Canadars Aid Response, :.gzL

The precarious potitical situation in pakistan resul_ted
in the initiation of very few crDA projects in r_97r_. rn fact,
only three new proj ects, to which some $1 . 5 rnillion rrras

disbursed, were approved early in i-97i- and al' were located in
I{est Pakistan. Two of the projects involved the training of
engineering staff at pakistanrs !,Iater and power Development
Authority (wApDA) and the supervision and training of staff

17l,lit"h"l. I Sharp, Debates, X (Decen¡ber 6, ,lg|1), 10163.
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at identifying factors that
contamination in electricity
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third project was a study aimed

caused excessive corrosion and

transmission Ii-nes.19

Table 5.1
Canadian Project Aid Cornrnitments to pakistan

L97L-L972, ($coll¡

Project

Training l{isceI taneous
KANUPP_- Supervision and Training
Transmission Line Corrosion and
Contamination Study

Duratiqt

1971
1971 - 1973

'1971-1980

crmitænt

2 1 0,000
1,159,800

113,200

once the i'97r civir strife began rater in the year,
canadats normal development assistance to pakistan s/as

interrupted- During the civir war, canadian deveropment
projects in East pakistan were suspended and crDA staff
withdrawn-20 A1r projects in both wings were suspended when
the war spread to incl-ude west pakistan and rndia.

Pakistan's civir war posed a dilemma for canada
concerning the provision of humanitarian relief to a

secessionist state. The canadian government was carefur not
to viorate the code of non-intervention, but did provide
considerable support to East pakistan through the Red cross

ßCtDA,. Cgrporate-l,le.mofy/proiect Sr¡rmary , #7,11/OOZO1 , Training l,liscel Ianeous,KANUpp - -S_upervision an¿ riãlñ¡nãl-
'_ttt*a qorÞorate Hemory/proiect sunnarv , #71L/OOO(,4, Transmission LineContamination Study.
20clDA, 

AnnuaL Revier. 1921-1972, 11.

and #714/00218,

Corrosion and
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and the World Food Program and to refugees who fled to India.
Relief food aid to the amount of $7 nillion was provided for
the population of East Pakj-stan while an addÍtional g5OO,OOO

was contributed to the united Nations East Pakístan Rerief
Operation.zl Mitchell Sharp, in a statement to the House of
Commons on l-7 November L97L, pledged ç22 million to India for
refugee relief, in addition to $z nillion provided to the

Wor1d Food Program and $500,000 to United Nations relief
operatiotts.22

The Àftermath

Canada recognized the new nation of Bangladesh in
February 1-972. The need for further development assistance to
the new nation was quite evident. The níne-month civil war

with l{est Pakistan caused extensive darnage to Bangladeshrs

transportation, conmunication and power systerns. Its network

of rail-roads and rail bridges ï¡ere partly or wholly destroyed

and the ports of Chittagong and Chalna were blocked by sunken

vessels. Bangradesh suffered the loss of skitled technical
and managerial personnel who had either been killed during the

war or had returned to !,Iest Pakistan. Near]_y L0 million
refugees, who had fled to fndia at the outset of the rrar,

returned to Bangladesh burdening further the Bangladesh

21C"n"d", 
Report of the DEA, 1971, 14.

22xit.h"l,l, Sharp, r'Retief for pakistani Refugees
atso Report of the DEA.'1971 . 14.

in Indiatr, Staternents & SÞeeches, 71/27. See
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government.2s

Once fndia's invasion ensured independence for

Bangladesh, CIDA's President Gérin-Lajoie was quick to make a

site visit, aid workers returned to projects begun prior to

Bangladesh's creation, and new forms of assistance were

provided.2a Mitchell Sharp confirmed that the Canadian

government had:

tentatively set aside a sum of money for Bangladesh
that would otherwise have been available to the
whole of Pakistan in order to assist in the
reconstruction effort being made. I{e are no$¡ in
the process of once more discussing with Pakistan
the new projects that we would have been díscussing
with tne¡n nãa ít not been for the war. 25

During the L972-197 3 fiscal year, Canadian bilateral

disbursements to Bangladesh amounted to $48.3 niIlíon. Direct

Canadian assistance to Pakistan, however, amounted to only

$r¿.e million during the same period.2ó And until L975, the

amount of aid going to Bangladesh would be nearly double or

even triple that which v/as destined for Pakistan. This

variance was in part due to Canadian government concern over

the massive and widespread destruction in East Pakistan caused

by L97L conflict.

23Rog". Ehrhardt, , 1-4.
24Oavid R. l,lorrison,rrThe Choice of BitateraI Aid Recipientsr¡ in Canadian InternationaI

,133,
25ttit"h"tl. Sharp, Debates, I (February, 1972), 62.
26clDA, Annuat Review, 1972-1923, 6,4.
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Table 5.2

Canadian Àid to South Àsia, 1970-1971 to L973-L974
( gooo )

L970-7L L97L-72 L972-73 L973-L971

l-03, 359 l.OL,964 78 ,260India
Bangladesh
Pakistan

o
47 ,51"2

o 48,29O
37 ,546 L4 t605

69,28O
58 t27O
37,630

SflJRCE: CID^, Arrxrat Revie¡r, 1971-72 & 1973-1974. llote: 
^ 

portim of Pakistan's 1971-1972 disburser¡ent
¡.ent to Sargiades-il-ìrrcÏr.dirg mre than 313 ¡ittiqr of hrhanitariar¡ assistsre.

Canada, like other donor nations, was forced to re-

evaluate its foreign assistance strategies in South Asia

following the political changes that occurred in that region.

Canada's policy towards South Asj-a concentrated on promoting

social justice through the provision of development assistance

and adjusting to the changed situation in the sub-continent

following the war. Bangladesh's economy was in critical

condition and was in desperate need of outside financial and

other material assistance.



CHAPTER SIX

POSTSCRIPT

Canada and Bangladesh After L97L

CIDA's aid program in Bangladesh was more easily

undertaken given the past record of Canadian aid involvement

with the former East Pakistan. Projects already in place were

continued and the process of determíning new projects hras

helped by CIDA officials who had some experience and knowledge

of Bangladesh's unigue aid requirements.

CIDA's annual report for L97l-72 stated that the main

goal of Canadian assistance to Bangladesh lrlas trto help improve

living conditions for the people by supplying food aid and

transportation eguipment."l In fact, throughout the 1-970s,

food aid accounted for more than 66 percent of Canada's total

aid to Bangladesh. Commodity aid accounted for nearly l-8

percent of total Canadian aid and project aid the remaining 1-6

percent. 2 Canada's commodity aid incl-uded ttsignif icant

shipments of cornmodities such as wood, pulp, copper, aluminum,

paper feIts, sulphur, and synthetic rubber.rt3 The advantage

of food aid for Canada, and commodity aid to some extent, was

that it reguired rninimal input. For Bangladesh, the advantage

was that until L979, Canadian food aid, mainly in the form of

wheat, arrived with almost no strings attached, giving the

Bangladesh government complete freedom over its distribution

lcto¡,@,11-1?.
zRon". Ehrhardt, Canadian Developrnent Assistance to Bangtadesh, 45.
3clDA, Annual. Revier.¡ 1971-1972, 11-1?.
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and use.

It is crucial to understand the conditions present in

Bangladesh under which Canadian aid arrived. The prospects

for achieving its economic and development objectives seemed

quite bleak following Bangladesh's secession from West

Pakistan in l-,g7L.4 Tremendous restructuring was required to

repair its ravaged economy and to fill the numerous gaps left
after its estrangement with Pakistan. Its large-scale

industries, owned almost entirely by I^Iest Pakistan business

interests, had been abandoned. Its public service and

adninistration were also in disarray as they too had been

dominated by West Pakistanis. New trade links were required

to replace those lost with Pakistan. Food shortages and

rising prices added to the hardship. These weaknesses,

coupled with the damage caused by the war with Pakistan and

recurring natural disasters, left a nation in dire need of

development assistance. For Bangladesh, the entire experience

v¡as all too remíniscent of the hardships that a united

Pakistan had endured after Partition in L947.

The Bangladesh that emerged in l-971- was a nation with a

srnall industrial sector and an economy based prirnarily on

agriculture. Its small geographic area, less than twice the

size of New Brunswick, and large population of nearly 90

nillion, resulted in a population density of close to 630 per

square kilometre. Population growth during the l-970s

4ALthough it seceded in 197'1, Bangtadesh r.las formatty decLared a nation in April 1972.
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increased at an annual rate of 2.6 percent.5 I{hile rapid

population growth and a high population density imposed

serious constraints on Bangladeshts development potential,

they also served to amplify already existing deficiencies that

existed in Bangladesh's infrastructure and social system.

The makeup of Bangladesh's agricultural infrastructure

was also guite revealing. Àlthough nearly 90 percent of its
population resided in a rural setting, almost 50 percent of

the rural land s¡as owned by only 9 percent of rural households

while another 60 percent of rural households owned only 8

percent of the Iand.ó Simply, a small rural élite controlled

a majority of the land and was able to benefit from government

development funds at the expense of the rnajority rural
population.

The stability of Bangladesh's political system after 1,97L

also proved quite tenuous and failed to provide an environment

in which productivity and economic arowth could easily occur.

The author of the Six-Point demand, SheikTr Mujibur Rahman,

became Bangladesh's first Prime Minister and, under the

amended constitution of L975, its fÍrst President. While his

government implernented many political and economic reforms,

Mujibur avoided confronting the explosive issue of Islarn and

its role in the state. Backed by the Awami League, Mujibur

insisted that a secular approach to running the nation v¡as

5Roger Ehrhardt, , 5.
ótbid., ó.
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necessary. This secular approach was not intended to be a

rejectíon of Is1am's role in the affairs of state, but rather

an effort to ensure that rrother important religious minorities

in the country . had the right to the same treatment as

MusIims. rt7

However, Bangladesh's experiment with democracy would be

brief. Mujibur was overthrown and assassinated on 1-5 August

L975 during a military coup led by Khondaker Moshtague Ahmed.

Three months later another rnilitary coup handed po$/er to

General Ziaur Rahman. Ziaur Rahman remained in porrer until

May l-981-, when he too was assassinated in an unsuccessful

nilitary coup. Former vice-President Abdus Sattar succeeded

Ziaur Rahman as President in November l-981- but was deposed in

March 1982 in a bloodless military coup led by Lieutenant

General Hossain Mohammad Ershad.

Ershad formed his ovrn political party and proclaimed

himself head of state and Chief Martial Law Àdministrator in

December l-983. In a March l-985 referendum, voters approved

Ershad's policies and his continuation in office until

elections under the suspended constitution could be he1d. The

elections finally took place in May l-986, but they !üere marked

by substantial violence. In the end, the Jatiya party $¡on a

majority in parliament and Ershad v¡on the Presidency.

However, the election had been boycotted by the opposition

which accused Ershad supporters in the Jatiya party of fraud

TDenis l¿right, rtlstam and Bangl,adesh Potity", South Asia, 20.
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and vote-rigging. New parliamentary elections held in l-988

after a hrave of anti-government protests were also boycotted

by the opposition, and there was further violence when Islam

was declared the state religion later that year.

In December l-990, Ershad suddenly resigned under

pressure. A caretaker government was formed, and Ershad was

l-ater placed under house arrest and charged with corruption

and misuse of po\Àrer. New elections were held in February

l-991. Begum Khaleda Zia, head of the center-right Bangladesh

Nationalist party and widow of former President Ziaur Rahman,

became Bangladesh's first woman Prime Minister on March 20,

l-991-. on 30 Àpri1 l-991-, the fragile new democracy was

severely tested when a devastating cyclone left more than

1-25r000 people dead and thousands more homeless and threatened

by famine and disease.

One might conclude that Bangladesh's unstable political

system would warrant a suspension or, at the very Ieast, a

reassessment of Canada's aid effort in that country. However,

this did not occur. In fact, CfDA's aid strategy in

Bangladesh remained consistent with íts previous efforts in

East Pakistan. In addition to the food and commodity aid it

provided Bangladesh, Canada also maintained a steady, albeit

smalI, Ieve1 of project aid. This aid continued to be

directed towards the two sectors in which CanadÍan advisors

and engineers had proven their technical and administrative

ability: povrer development and transportation.
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TABL,E 6.1

|[op TeD Recipients of Canadiau Bilatera1 ãid,- Selecte-dl Tears, L97O-71 to 1985-1986
($cDN I'lillions)

'9m-l97lIndia 103.3ó
Pakistan 47.51
Turkey 8'00
Ghana 7.'10
lligerie 6.74
Tr¡risia 5.49
Sri Lanka 5.20
l{orocco 4.n
Guyana 4.18
Âtgeria 4.01

19'15-1976

lndia 98.91
Pakistan 63.94
lndonesia ß.70
Eangtadesh 8.18
lanzania 29.ß

1980-198r

Banstadesh 74.40
Pakistan 38.13
Sri Lanka 37.67
lndia 29.50
Tanzania 29.20
Esypt 22.11
Carneroon 20.16
Sahel 19.&
Turkey 18.98
tndonèsia 17.95

1985-1%ó

Bangtadesh 100.11
Indonesia 74.94
Pakistan 6.68

1990-1991

Bangtadesh 117.24
China 72.70
lndonesia 16.16
Egypt
Jame i ca
Ghana 35.14
Csmeroon Y.98
llorocco *.61
Senegat 32.71
Tanzania 32.10

India 45.49 40.53
37.45

Ghana
ll i ger

17.63
17.48

Ttnisia 16.42
EAC 15.73
lla I ani 14.91

Jamaica 28.78
Sri Lanka 26.52
lliser 26,37
Tanzania 24.41
Kenya 2?.41
Senegal 20.59

years. uÎ¿¡¡ìlorq Praft, ec
132. lmr¡rts irrctude grdìts,

The amount of bilateral assistance Canada provided to

Bangladesh after LgTL 1¡¡as considerable and, in fact,

experienced a steady annual increase. From L972 to l-98L,

Canada disbursed more than half a billion dollars to

Bangladesh, making it recipient of the second largest amount

of Canadian aid after India.E By 1-981- and after, Bangladesh

was recipient of the highest amounts of aid distributed by

CIDA. In 1-990, for instance, Bangladesh received just over

9LL7.2 urillion through CIDA disbursements, compared to S9.6

million furnished to India and ç27.2 niltion provided to

Pakistan that same Year.e

Às one of the most impoverished and heavily populated

SSee Roger Ehrhardt, Canadian Devetocment Assistance to Banqtadesh, for a cocptete study of
Canadian aid to Bangtadesh.

gCIDA, 
Ânnuat Reoort. 1992-1993, 9-|E. Contrih¡tions to lndia ard Pakistan rere 330 mittion

andt.45nitti@year,br.rtCIDAirrctudesrecipientloanrepayrnentst¡hen
catcutati¡€ its overatI contributions for a given year.
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countries in the world, Bangladesh guickly became a favourite
aid recipient among aid donors, including Canada.

Humanitarian motivations have been largety responsible for
influencing aid donors to become involved in Bangladesh

because rrif donors are really serious about helping the

poorest countries and the poorest people, Bangladesh is one of

the ptaces to be.t'10

Canada and Pakistan Àfter L97L

Pakistan's economic and political situation v/as also

seriously weakened following East Pakistan's departure and the

L97L war with India. Yahya Khan, viewed with considerable

disfavour after leading Pakistan to defeat in the war, stepped

aside in favour of Zulfikar AIi Bhutto. The selection of

Bhutto for the position of President and Chief Martial Law

Adrninistrator occurred not simply because he was favoured by

the military. Bhutto's standing in the 1-97O elections

confirmed he was widely supported by the Pakistani public and

Pakistan's rnilitary élite agreed it !¡as in their best

interests to sanction his leadership.

A brilliant politician, Bhutto actively pursued a policy

of decreasing Pakistan's reliance on the t{est. Upon assuming

power, Bhutto withdrew Pakistan from the Commonwealth,

prompted in part by the recognition of Bangladesh by the

10Rog". Ehrhardt, canadian Devetogrent Assistance to Banqtadesh, 25. tJhite acknortedging that
pol.iticat motivations have atso been a factor for aid donors, particuIarly the United States, Ehrhardt
argues the retative uninportance of economic motivations since the potentiaI for gain in Bangtadesh is
not so high as to make it a plausibte explanation for the high dish.¡nsements levels.
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United KÍngdom, Australia and New Zealand. And, with the loss

of East Pakistan, there was little reason to remain part of
SEATO and Bhutto withdrew Pakistan from that alliance. He

also made overtures to Islamic and Eastern bloc countries and

the PRC. Pakistan formally recognized Bangladesh in t-974 and

diplonatic tÍes with India were re-established in i-926.

Bhutto also made efforts to redefine Pakistanrs political
framework and rehabilitate its weak economy. The first effort
v¡as the drafting and adoption of a nev/ constitution in L973.

Under the new constitution, Pakistan,s Presidential system was

replaced by one headed by a Prime Minister. The constitution
contained commitments to the principles of democracy, freedom,

eguality, tolerance and social justice and guaranteed the

rights of retigious and other minorities.
While the measures defined in the L973 constitution were

quite positive, the economic policies implemented under

Bhutto t s government r^¡ere all too reminiscent of those

undertaken by Ayub Khan's régine. He instituted reforms in
Iand tenancy and the feudal social system and raised wages and

benefits for the development of Pakistan,s agricultural
potential. However, despite early popularity, Bhutto's
government began to indulge in the same paternalistic and

autocratic tendencies that had been witnessed during Ayubrs

term. Economic Arowth slowed and Pakistan's economy began to
falter.

As reguired by the 1973 constitution, Bhutto call-ed
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elections for March ]-977 in which he and the PPP v¡on

overwhelrning majorities. The Pakistan National Àlliance, the

main opposition party which had formed in L977 from a

coalition of nine other parties, accused the government of

fraud and claimed the elections had been rigged. Widespread

strikes, demonstrations and violent protests foltowed, forcing

Bhutto to impose martial law in the major citj-es. Bhutto's

hoLd on po\^rer soon suffered the same fate as previous civilian
governments.

In July 1977, ceneral Mohammad Zia ul-Haq led a military
coup, arrested Bhutto, along with several members of his

cabinet, and the opposition leaders. A martial law régime was

imposed throughout the country with General Zía as Chief

Martial Law Administrator. He later declared himsetf

President in September 1-978. New elections, which had been

promised for L977, were cancelled by Zia who insisted that the

time was not yet right to hold elections.

Bhutto was accused in the murder of a former member of

the National Assembly, tried by a Court which was subject to
Zia's influence, and sentenced to death. In April 1979, he

r.¡as hanged amidst uridespread public and international
protests. Zia had pledged that elections wouÌd be held in
L979, but he promptly cancelled them after Bhutto's execution.

Political parties v¡ere banned and future national elections
postponed indefinitety. Although Zia,s régime had succeeded

in solidifying its control over Pakistan, its policies,
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including the pursuit of a nuclear capability, caused a severe

strain in its relations with the United States, which

suspended rnilitary aid to Pakistan.

Zía's years as virtual dictator of Pakistan coincided

with the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in L979 and its
subsequent military campaign against Afghan mujihadeen rebels.

For Zia, the Soviet nilitary presence on his border could not

have come at a better tirne. Led by the United States, I^Iestern

nations delivered substantial amounts of military and economic

assistance to Pakistan to defend itsetf against any possible

incursion by the Soviet sponsored régime in Kabul. In fact,
Pakistan grevr increasingly reliant on l^Iestern aid duríng Zia, s

term. Zia himself justified Pakistanrs reguests for loans and

assistance from friendly countries by declaring there v¡as no

harm in making such reguests to countries that knew the rrfull

value of friendship. rrlt

Zía's sudden death in an airplane crash in l-988 opened

the door for free and fair e1ections.lz The ppp, led by

Zulfakir AIi Bhutto's daughter Benazir Bhutto, Í¡on the l-988

elections and Benazir became Prime Minister. Her government

fared no better than previous civilian governments and was

dismissed in L99l- to be replaced by a military rrsponsored[

civilian government. A narrow victory after national
elections in October l-993 returned Bhutto and the PPP to

11,tzia justifies Ioans, aid f¡orn friends.rr The Pakistan limes,
1zThe airptane crash ras the resutt of a mid-air exptosion most

22 October 1985, 1.

likely caused by a bonÈ.
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power.

rnterestingry, canadian developmenL assistance to
Pakistan rose signifieantly after zia,s takeover in J-g77.

From that year to l-988, canada disbursed, on average, some $ø2

rnirrion annually to pakistan. rn fact, more than g6go mirlion
worth of aid was derivered to pakistan from rg77 to j-988. By

the L993-1,994 fiscal year, canadian bilateral assistance to
Pakistan totalled nearJ-y $1.5 birlion.13 After l_988, canadian

assistance to Pakistan decreased to previous levels with
annuar disbursements averaging $43 nillion. This earrier
increase v/as not necessarily a reflection of overt canadian
support for zía's régime. Rather, it v/as a response to
Pakistan's continuing need for outside assistance, incruding
the demand on resources forlowing the infrux of more than
three rnillion Afghan refugees who had arrived in pakistan

following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

Quantitative Àssessnent

From the l-950-t-951 fiscal year to the rgTo-rg7t fiscal
year, canada's globa1 disbursement of biraterar assistance
totarred nearry gl-.56 billion (Tabre 6.2). Multilateral
assistance during this same period totatled 9507.56 nirlion,
raising the total disbursement of Canadian aid doll-ars to over

$2 billion. An anatysis of Canada's bilateral aid commitrnents

by region reveals that Àsia was the primary destínation of

13clDA, Report 5, 59.
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Canadian aid doIlars. During the period under study, more

than $1.2 birrion v¡as disbursed to that region, most of which

was covered by the coloinbo Plan. African nations, includÍng
those in scA.A'P and the FSAS, received a total of nearly g195

miIlion. The Americas, including the Caribbean, South

America, Central America and Mexico, received just over $g¡

mirlion. canada arso disbursed nearly $9.7 rnillion to Europe

and $l-09,000 to oceania. The amount of miscerlaneous

disbursements to all regions totarled approximately $so

mil-Iion.

Tab1e 6.2

Canadian Bilateral Disbursements
by negion, 1950-1951 to L97O-L97L

( $ooo ¡

1y50-lqtl
to

ß5ú--1f/55

1v55-1956
to

1959-1960

1960-1961
to

Em-ß71

1950-1951
to

197p-1971

Asia
Africa
AmeP i cas
Europe
Oceani a
llor Id
llisce[ [aneous

55,067
0
0
0
0

2,124
0

233,594
107

2,840
0

1,21?,1&
194,606
93,391
9,676

109
47,897

1,981

923,503
194,199285 93,106

0 9,6760 109
42,933

1,981

Total Bitateral 57,191 ?X

l,luIti IateraI 21,152 26,216 460,192 507,560

Other Goverrgent-to-Governrent disbursær¡ts. These aor¡tts irrl.r.¡de grants, toars, food grants,
repa),ærits ùd debt forgiveness.

From l-95L to L97L, two countries, pakistan and India,
received between them more than 86 percent of canada's total-
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aid to Asia and 67 percent of total canadian bilateral
assistance overall (Tab1e 6.3). canada delivered nearly

$31-8.36 million worth of aid to pakistan whire rndia,
recipient of the highest amount of canadian aid during this
period, received a total of ç727.53 rniltion.la Even after
factoring in canada's multilaterar disbursements during that
tvrenty-year period, aid to rndia and pakistan together
accounted for over 50 percent of canadars totar disbursement

of development assistance.

Canadian BiIateral
as

Table 6.3

Disbursements
Percentage of

($ooo)

to Pakistan & India
TotaI

1950-1951
to

1ç54-19:t5

1vt5-19'ó
to

1959-1960

1!)60-19ó1
to

19m-ß71

lqto-1ç,lt1
to

1970-1971

Paki stan
% of Total Bitateral
% of Totat

Indi a
% of TotaI Bitateral
% of Totat

India & Pakistan as
% of Totat Bitateral

India & Pakistan as
% of Total

2?,100
38.6%
28.2i¿

29,309
51.2"A
37.4X

89.8'Á

65.6'Á

58,792
?4.&',Á
22.4%

128,525
51.27!
18.9%

79.02

71.3ì(

?37,165
18.7t
13.8ìl

569,692
45.0?(
33.0%

63.7/.

16.8'Á

318,357
20.4"Á
15.4%

727,526
46.61¿
35.2%

67.0'/"

50.6%

5o9r99:c¡D^,ReDortlZanClcID^,Report18.ZofTota[referstopercentaffi
r¡[ti laterat -

From l-950-L95L to L97o-L97Lt pakistan secured more than

one-fifth of Canada's total bilateral development assistance.

l4p"kistan, rith roughty one-fifth the popr.rtation of
than India since aid to India ras generatLy onl,y doubl.e that

India, did receive more aid per capita
going to Pakistan.



If nultilateral
received nearly

period.

aid is included in
one-sixth of total
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the eguation, Pakistan

Canadian aid for that

Table 6.1

Canadian Bílatera1 Disbursements to pakistan t India
1950-1951 to L97L-L972

( so0o )

f950-1951
to

1954-1qt5

19t5-19%
to

1959-1960

19ó0-196t
to

19m-'971

1950-'t951
to

19m-1971

Pakistan
Grants

Loans
Food Aid

Other

India
Grants

Loans
Food Aid

47,66
0

11,126
0

æ,525
33, 0oo

7,000

109,478
78,868
48,994

1

169,214
78,868
70,120

125

223,812
171 ,978
330,914

822

14,309
0

1 5, 000
0

120,978
138,978
308,911

822

S:ource: CIDA, Reoort 1E, 1-27-

A breakdown of the type of aid Canada provided to
Pakistan indicates that of the g3i-8.36 million worth of aid
canada provided from l-950-l-951 to r97o-i-97r, 9L69.2 mirlion,
or 53.2 percent, of that aid took the form of grants.

Development roans worth $78.9 nillion or 24.9 percent r^rere

provided while food aid accounted for the remaining 970.1

million or 22.o percent. Miscelraneous aid amounted. to

$l-25r000. Grant aid for fndia, by cornparison, accounted for
Çzzl.g nitl-ion or 30.8 percent of its ç727.s3 mirl-ion from

canada, developrnent loans represented nearry çL7z rnirLion or
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and23.6 percent, food aid nearly $:31 nillion or 45.5 percent

other aid the remaining 0.1_ percent.

Conclusion

rt is crear that canada's modern global aid effort has

undergone significant changes since its ínception in t-951.

Beginning as a simple ef fort to stabilize ne\¡r Asian

democracies and prevent communist ttintrusioDrr, canadian aid
policy has since had to evorve and respond to a much wider
range of domestic and internationat influences. Through its
membership in the colombo p1an, canadars rerations with its
commonwealth rrbrothersrr in Asia were strengthened and the
granting of funds to these countries seemed an easy method of
increasing their political and economic stability.

rndeed, the colombo pÌan's initiar objective of thwarting
cornmunist expansion in Asia v¡as somewhat successful. With the
exception of vietnam, and Afghanistan later, most coÌombo pran

members in Asia remained outwardly friendly to the j_ntent of
the Pl-an and their susceptibility to communist rtintrusionrr hras

reduced. rn many instances, however, freedom from communist
rrintrusionrt occurred at the expense of the democracy that the
corombo Plan had so zealously intended to promote and

preserve. Numerous repressive governments, many operating
under a thinly-veiled guise of democracy, welcomed outside
assistance as it usually enhanced their control of the state
apparatus and pacified discontented segments of the local
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population.

rn fact, the colombo plan effort to prornote democracy and

economic stability among member states was in most instances

a failure. The rist of colombo plan members with a history of
repressive governments and insufficient income distríbution is
numerous and incrude, amongf others, pakistan, Bangladesh,

Burma, rndonesia, sri Lanka, the phirippines and. the Khmer

Republic, presently known as Kampuchea. while these nations,
governments often remained outwardly friendry and staunch

arries of the west, internal political dissent was usualry
harshry repressed and ethnj-c or rerigious rninorities the
victims of constant harassment. rn many instances, the
najority of citizens in many of these countries rived under

conditions of extreme poverty and economic hardship. The

steady flow of nilitary and econornic aid from the united
states to many of these countries further guaranteed the
preservation of the status cruo.

when considering the role played by canadian foreign
assistance in Pakistan, one arso cannot help but guestion

whether the desired objectives for providing aid were actually
achieved. Further, since the amount of aid offered by canada

to Pakistan during the period studied was reratively smarr

compared to that offered by the united states and other
western nations, r^¡as there any genuine possibility of canadian

aid having a discernabÌe influence on pakistan government
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policy?15 The answer is clearly no.

Canadian aid did facilitate the strengthening of
rerations between the two countries. The purpose of that aid
was not, however, intended to bring about dramatic political
changes in Pakistan but rather, as with American aid, preserve

the status quo. The united states, throug'h its provision of
miritary assistance to Pakistan, helped west pakistanrs civir
and miritary élite to maintai-n their control over the state
apparatus. sacrificing democracy v/as deemed necessary to
ensure that the more rrdangerousrr undemocratic infruences of
communism did not gain a foothold in pakistan. Granted, some

measure of political and economic stability v/as maintained

during the period of military rule in pakistan, but that
stability h¡as conf ined rnainly to west pakistan. East

Pakistan's weak position in the nation and west pakistanrs

unwillingness to afford it more political, economicr or
nilitary pohrer, promoted and intensified an arready impatient
Bengali nationalist sentiment.

Canadian aid, even from the start of Canadars involvement

in Pakistan, was directed towards sectors of development in
which canadians had demonstrated their abilities and

expertise. Transportation and power development, for those

reasons, consumed the majority of Canadars project aid. The

compretion of canadian assisted power and other projects in

l5canadian aid betr¡een 1960-19ó1 arÅ 1964-1965, for instance, represented onty 4.2 percent of
totaI aid received by Pakistan.
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Pakistan was hailed as a nobre effort of cooperation and the
public relations irnpact of such schemes in canada as well as

in Pakistan must not be discounted.

It is often too easy to criticize Canadars foreign aid
program as inadeguate to properly address the development

needs of recipient countries. whire this is certainry true
in some instances, the wíde range of interests and infruences

on Canadian aid policy make its formulation and inplementation

more difficult. rn instances where the recipient government

has had to defend against internar and external pressures, ot,
as in the case of Pakistan, exacerbates those pressures

through political and economíc subjugation of its citizens,
the provision of Canadian assistance has done 1itt1e, in the

short term, to remedy the situation. It has, however,

províded the basis for long term economic stability through

the strengthening of the recipient,s infrastructure. What is
often reguired is a government with the political witl to
facilitate politicar and economic changes that address the

needs of all citizens, not a privileged ninority.
It should also be remembered that most developing

countries have had independence for less than fifty years and

the path towards the building of a viable, stable nation is
one with many obstacles. In the case of pakistan, internal
and external pressures prevented any real effort at
forrnulating a long term strategy of national development.

under these conditions, the best that canadian aid could hope



to achieve was to provide assistance in
variety of useful economic development

contribute to creating an environment

economic stability.

l-61-

the completíon of a

projects that would

of political and
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